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Preface

As the complexity of design, visualization and engineering increases rapidly,
single-user’s eﬀort is no longer enough to accomplish ever-growing requirements.
Group eﬀort becomes essential. There are many industrial areas that demand
strong CDVE support such as mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering,
architecture design, engineering and building construction (AEC), etc. There
are numerous other application areas where cooperative and concurrent working
is becoming popular, such as entertainment program development, networked
gaming, simulation, collaborative learning, etc.
Successful cooperative design, visualization and engineering highly depend
on the advances in fundamental research areas such as concurrent processing, middleware, agent-based methods, design patterns, distributed systems,
databases, transport protocols in network communication, human machine interaction, group behavior ..., just to name a few. There is a very tight relationship between cooperative design, visualization and engineering. Cooperative
design will become impossible without cooperative visualization while cooperative engineering processes would not be complete without cooperative design
and visualization.
From my research experience in the ﬁeld since 1996 in the Spanish National
R & D Project CICYT TEL 96-0544, 3D Cooperative Design System (Sistemas
Cooperativos de Diseo en 3D), up to the European Esprit (IST) Project No.
26287, Multi-site Cooperative 3D Design System for Architecture, M3D, where
I acted as the coordinator and main researcher during 1998–2001, it has been my
personal dream to organize an international conference to bring researchers in related areas together. The CDVE 2004 conference is a personal dream that came
true. I would like to express my thanks to all the members in the international
program committee for their generous support to make the conference possible. The conference provided a unique opportunity to bring multi-disciplinary
experts and practitioners together to exchange their experience in cooperative
design, visualization and engineering. Over 100 authors from 16 countries and 5
continents contributed to the ﬁnal program of the conference. We were excited
to see contributions from all the aspects of cooperative design, visualization and
engineering, as well as cooperative simulation, cooperative learning, cooperative
control and many other applications.
We hope that the conference itself was a very ﬁrst beginning of a continuous
cooperative working group eﬀort to promote research and development in this
ﬁeld.

September 2004

Yuhua Luo
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Development of a Cooperative Integration System for
AEC Design
Yuhua Luo1and José Miguel Dias2
1Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
University of Balearic Islands, 07122 Palma de Mallorca, Spain
dmilyu0@uib.es
2 ADETTI-ISCTE, Instituto Superior de Ciencias do Trabalho e da Empresa
Lisbon, Potugal,
miguel.dias@iscte.pt

Abstract. The paper describes the experience and lessons learned in the development of a cooperative integration system for architecture design in 3D. The
developed system is an online cooperative working system to support iterations
of composition and decomposition of architecture design with different disciplines such as structural engineering, air conditioning, water and sewage, etc.
The system has a 3D design editor which forms the major part of the collaborative 3D distributed virtual environment for online modification and visualization of the design, a project database and a communication tool for synchronous
long distance online working meetings. A special geometry error checking
module verifies the integrated design in 3D. The system has been evaluated by
six life architecture design projects. The evaluation proved that the system is
extremely useful and an excellent help for high quality and accuracy control of
architecture design projects. The possibility of working in network conference
is an advanced feature to facilitate the distance design team work.

1

Motivation, Methodology, and Strategy

The design phase in construction process plays an important role in the final product,
the constructed building. However, the design phase is a complex process shared by
many specialists, such as architects, structural engineers, air conditioning engineers,
energy supply designers, etc. Different specialists usually use different CAD tools
that produce their own design results. The whole design process is an iteration of
decomposing and integrating designs from different specialist teams at various scales
and details. The process involves a high possibility that errors can occur which is
extremely costly to correct them when going to site operations. There were no sophisticated ICT tools that could support this iteration process, to aid their cooperative
1
2
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design, in order to produce global error free designs. Another factor which makes the
difficulty of design integration, amongst many others, is that a considerable amount
of the architecture design work is still in 2D, which is neither a convenient format to
support this iteration process, nor for error checking and design verification.
Based on this analysis, we have developed an online cooperative working system
to support this multiple iteration of composition and decomposition of AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) designs. In addition to this, the system supports many features towards a new way of working in AEC projects.
The basic methodology we have used during the system development, has been a
deep investigation on the actual situation in the design phase in Portugal, Spain, Italy
and the UK, where we tried to identify the key lacking elements. On the other hand, a
close insight into the field of 3D computer graphics, database technology, telecommunication, and computer supported cooperative work was carried out. This allowed
us to see the possibility and at what degree the current ICT technology could provide
a solution to the AEC practice. A team of computer scientists, architects and engineers have been working closely together, based on the analysis of the current business situation. The strategy is to find a solution to bridge the gap between the current
situation and the future way of working. We believed that we could not solve all the
problems at once. But we could certainly develop some key elements to solve key
scenarios during the design phase.
The paper describes the experience and lessons learned in the development of the
system. The system has a 3D design editor which forms the major part of the collaborative 3D distributed virtual environment for online modification and visualization of
the design, a project database and a communication tool for synchronous long distance online working meetings. A special module is provided in the editor for users to
check geometry errors in 3D and also, to verify automatically the integrated design in
3D, in respect to the occurrence of design clashes and geometric interferences between 3D designs from different disciplines.
The system has been evaluated by six life architecture design projects. The evaluation proved that the system is extremely useful to explain the project ideas to site
operators, skilled technicians and clients, because of the availability of 3D models of
the building. The system can be an excellent help for high quality and accuracy control of design projects, which can have a very positive impact in the time limits and
scheduled construction work deadlines. From the usability point of view, it is an easy
to handle and natural to use tool for architecture design team members, as well as for
other AEC speciality team members. The possibility of working in network conference is an interesting advantage enabling the distance team design working.
The user evaluation of the advanced features of the system have shown that it is
still ahead of the current practice in the architecture design field, as well as in the
interface of this area with the different specialties. The ultimate success of the system
will depend on many factors including business process reengineering of the whole
AEC industry. However, the authors fell that this is the right direction to proceed and
that, in time, the industry will accept the trend demonstrated by M3D and will benefit
greatly from it.
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3

The System

Based on the strategy we decided, a cooperative online integration system has been
developed from this initiative, which is named M3D (Multi-site Cooperative 3D Design System for Architecture [5]). See http://www.m3d.org for more details. The
current available system is aiming at satisfying the essential needs of a design team
with different specialists that may physically located in different sites in Europe or
around the world.
From the development point of view, the major M3D system components are:
Module A. The CSCW support platform
Module B. The building design and construction database
Module C. The collaborative 3D Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE)
The following will describe each component in more details.
2.1 Module A, the CSCW Support Platform JESP
The major tool for the users to interact is the 3D Editor within the collaborative 3D
distributed virtual environment. The 3D Editor tool is layered on top of an IP compatible collaborative support platform JESP. JESP stands for Joint Editing Service
Platform [1] that adopted a distributed architecture and a peer-to-peer network communication model. This module offers group communication (GC) and session management (SM) to the 3D Editor. See Figure 1 for the location of the JESP platform. It
provides a set of communication services, which hides the point-to-multipoint configuration from the applications. It ensures a source ordering delivery of multicast
messages over TCP/IP. The session control mechanisms provided by the platform
free the applications from specific functions necessary for their inclusion into cooperative environments. These specific functions include communication services
multiplexing, support of quality of service, consistency control, admission of new
members into a running session, managing early members leave, invocation of new
distributed applications, handling of exception events or failures and definition of
roles within the group.
Application
3D Editor

Mu3D

SMI

SM

3D Editor

Mu3D

SMI

SM Protocol

SM

3D Editor
SMI

SM Protocol

Presentation

SM

Session
GC Protocol

GC Protocol

GC

GC

GC

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

PPP/ISDN

Ethernet

PPP/ISDN

Transport
Network
Link
Physical

Fig. 1 The layered structure of the M3D system and the corresponding OSI layers
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The layers of the M3D system and its correspondence to the OSI layers are shown
in Figure 1. The cooperative support layer is application and network independent.
All the hosts participating in a session have the same set of resources and application
replicas. A related meta-conference module helps users to accomplish general conference management tasks, namely the initiation, management and termination of cooperative working sessions, or obtaining general information about the current collaborative group.
2.2 Module B. The Building Construction Database, M3D Database
The structure of a design in the developed system is a scene graph that understands
the concept of AEC objects. One of the achievements made during the development
of the M3D system is the adoption and customization of the ISO standard 13567 for
all the classification of AEC building object components. The structures with the
concept of AEC projects of different design are stored in a WWW-accessible construction database. It supports access control, version control at the AEC file level
and interprets and recognizes all individual AEC objects in each design project. It
provides the access of any object for the 3D Editor which can also input VRML from
local files. A VRML object is uniquely identified by an URL (Uniform Resource
Locator) in the database.
2.3 Module C. The Collaborative 3D Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE)
This module is a collaborative DVE (Distributed Virtual Environment) interactive
editing system we developed for the AEC sector. The system provides automatic
design verification/interference checking, multi-user interactive 3D modification,
3D Editor
User Interface
I/O System:
files and
databases

read
operation

3D Model

Editing

update
request

Viewing

update
response

Local Data Management
Memory Consistency

DMCS

SMI module

JESP communication

Fig. 2. Local architecture of the collaborative 3D distributed virtual environment.
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information visualization, and simulation for large construction spaces. It is divided
in several sub-modules at different levels of abstraction (see Figure 2):
The 3D Editor: This module implements the functionality for AEC 3D object editing and visualization, user interface, and input/output operations. It interacts mainly
with the OpenInventor 3D toolkit and the operating system.
Aiming at bridging different CAD tools, the system accepts any design with
VRML, DXF, or 3DS format. The editor supports multi-user 3D object editing in
cooperative working sessions amongst remote teams, on-line group discussion and
visualization of the architectural databases. It also supports single user working.
There are rich visualization options that the users can use during their cooperative
online meetings. A sophisticated set of interactive visualization and AEC object editing operations is available in the system [5], [7], [8]. The important element of the
automatic design verification and interference checking [2] is also within this submodule. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the user interface of the the collaborative 3D
Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE).

Fig. 3. A snapshot of the user interface of the cooperative 3D DVE

The automatic design verification and interference checking A major motivation of developing the system is to discover the design error and inconsistency in an
early stage of the design before it becomes too costly. For this purpose, an important
element in the 3D DVE so called Automatic Design Verification (ADV) [2] is developed. This is particularly for the error checking and design verification of the architecture and building construction projects which use 3D as its basic format.
The module integrates the 3D design of all the specialties, such as architectural,
structural, water and sewage etc. within the same project to check for possible geometrical and topological inconsistencies. “Inconsistency” here is a loose term to represent an undesired geometric and/or topological condition. For example, a concrete
beam blocks the opening of a window can be a serious design error and presents the
inconsistency.
As a first step development, our automatic design verification algorithm is implemented using the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) framework. Geometric Boo-
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lean algebra and regularized set theory [10] are used to express the relationship between the architectural 3D objects and how they may cause interferences. Every interference check can be interactively or analytically expressed as a user defined logic
equation to represent a design rule that must hold true.
For easy use, we developed a special language the Interference Detection Language (IDL) for the users to define the checking rules. It features with variables,
operators, expressions and scripts. Every set of architectural, structural or other objects that need to be checked against design rules are placed into relevant equations.
User defined tolerances can also be enforced. If a false result against a rule is obtained, an undesirable geometric interference or inconsistency will be signaled in the
3D scene. It is subject to the discussion and decision of the multi-user group to deal
with the result. A more detailed presentation of the automatic design verification
architecture can be found in [2].
In a second step development, the architecture of this sub-module has been completely re-implemented with the OpenCascade toolkit [9]. This is a general toolkit for
3D CAD applications that features Boolean operations and topological checks on the
objects shape. We have found OpenCascade to be far more robust than our own proprietary CSG geometry algorithms that we were using in the first step development.
With the support of OpenCascade primitives, we are able to perform internal consistency checks on every geometrical object. The consistency test can check for errors
such as missing faces or degenerate edges. Any object with incorrect topology, that
fails to pass an internal consistency check, will not be supplied to the ADV tests.
Since Boolean operators are very sensitive to topology errors and can lead to notoriously wrong results. During the internal consistency check, similar to the ADV, we
signal in the 3D scene all the topology errors that are detected in each object. In this
way, M3D users can visualize both intra-object errors, from the internal consistency
tests, and inter-object errors, from the ADV tests.
Figure 4 shows some examples of the error checking. One degenerate edge is
found in interior walls in the top right window while an intersection is found between
a sewage pipe run and a pile foundation on the top left and bottom left windows.

Fig. 4. Design verification for the virtual Mirante project
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Distributed Memory Consistency System (DMCS): This component, see Figure 2,
hides the 3D application from cooperative and message distribution for maintaining
the consistency of the 3D scene graph across the collaborative session. While the 3D
Editor module is specialized in managing 3D models, this module deals with general
object abstraction and events both local and remote. Local events are generated by the
higher level module that are coded in small messages and transmitted via the JESP
platform to the other replicas. Remote events (tele-events) are generated by remote
replicas. They are recreated in the local 3D data representation. It consists of other
three sub-modules [4]:
Local Management Module: this module is in charge of maintaining session information such as list of users, avatars, IP addresses, user’s clipboard, selected objects, ordered list of operations, etc.
Memory Consistency Module: this module provides distributed shared object services. All modules on top of this layer see the system as a consistent shared memory
system. Therefore synchronization, coordination and mutual exclusion for critical
regions are assumed. A special protocol, Mu3D (Multi-user 3D Protocol) [3], was
developed to ensure consistency and mutual exclusion of access to the shared 3D
scene graph, across all replicas. It uses an innovative technique that ensures total
global ordering of exchange messages between distributed peers in cooperation. The
Mu3D protocol is implemented inside this module.
Session Manager Interface (SMI) Module: This module is the interface for initializing, sending and receiving messages from the JESP platform.

3

The Evaluation

Along the development period of the system, six real-life architecture design projects
are used to test the modules and the whole system. During the final user trial phase,
four sites within Europe have been connected by a long distance network (Euro-ISDN
based): two sites in Palma de Mallorca, one in Barcelona and one in Lisbon. See
Figure 5 for the network connection configuration. Architects, structure engineers,
sewage, air-conditioning, electricity engineers, designers are among the end users that
have participated in the user trials. They produced the respective 3D models and have
tested the M3D modules in isolated work, group work, with their closest collaborators
etc. There have been many demonstrations using the M3D system. Many of them are
architecture design projects that were shown to clients.
The 3D Editor is the major tool for the user interaction which has been evaluated
extensively by all the users. Many functions were designed specially upon user requests. The users have appreciated very much the rich possibilities that the Editor
provides for project analysis, visualization and modification. They have found particularly attractive, the real time three-dimensional clipping operation. They claimed
that the 3D Editor, both for stand-alone sessions, and co-operative sessions, are “useful and spectacular, knowing no software in the market with these characteristics”
[11].
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Fig. 5. The user trial connection

According to the user’s comments, the automatic design verification was the most
innovative functionality among all the modules. The ADV enables clash detection
and minimum distance checks between different 3D objects of the same or different
specialities. The geometric Boolean set operations of intersection, subtraction, union,
as well as in bounding box computation and volumetric growing can be performed.
With this module, the users can check if the geometric objects of the same or different
specialities fulfil the rules established by the designers or from legislative directions.
They feel particularly satisfied by having the possibility of debating and checking in
group in real time for validating the integration of their designs in one coherent and
clash free design.
The construction database, according to the comments of the end users, is perhaps
the key module of the M3D system. It allows the structuring, relating and saving of
all the AEC related information concerning the construction project. It was used from
the beginning of each user trial project. An obvious advantage is that AEC information is available to all the participants anytime anywhere. All the information concerning the project, from AEC objects, to normative documents, images, materials,
version management, records of the meetings, quantities, costs data etc can be saved
and retrieved from the database.
Maybe the main difficulty in using M3D system, from the users point of view, was
the installation and configuration of the different components of the system, such as
hardware and software, routers, ISDN lines, private IP's, as well as the creation of 3D
designs with AEC ISO codes, etc, Therefore, in addition to improvement of these,
skilled ICT personnel’s help seems to be necessary in using the system.
The system has been demonstrated to different kinds of potential clients such as
technical service departments in city councils, construction developers, tourist development companies, as well as to famous architects and engineers agencies active in
the AEC filed. Many positive comments are received. The potential clients felt that
the system is very useful for project understanding particularly because of its availability of 3D appearance of the building. The system can be an excellent help for high
quality and accuracy control of design projects which can have a very positive impact
in the time limits and construction deadlines. The system was found to be extremely
useful to explain the project ideas to site operators, skilled technicians and clients.
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From the usability point of view, once installed, the system was perceived to be an
easy to handle, intuitive tool for AEC design team members. The possibility of working in network conference was identified as an interesting advantage. Some users
mentioned that the system could be very useful for the public administration to create
quality requirements and other rules for building construction project requirements.
However, all the potential clients have the fear that the 3D design process itself
may still be difficult, given the existing tools in the market and costly. They have felt
that it was not probably a system for today, but potentially, for the near future.

4

Lessons Learned

4.1 There Is a Strong Need for the System
The M3D system is a suite of programs addressed specially for AEC projects particularly for project integration iterations. There is a strong need for such system. By
using all its components, the system introduces a new way of architectural production
for the whole AEC business process.
CAD’s role so far in this field is for the computerisation of the architectural design. They have helped the production operations of the project, but they do not
change this production process. CAD has been only a little more than an "electronic
drawing board”. There are 3D display software that can substitute the hand of the
architects in the production of perspectives and watercolours. They may also produce
3D rough models for a better review and understanding of what three-dimension
means. The spreadsheets help to measure the quantities and the budget.
However, there is still no actual capacity of modelling, integrating and helping the
entirely process inherent in the design and building process. There is a strong need to
further develop and exploit a system like M3D for the following reasons:
For using three-dimensional building model as a key geometric element and center
to give and organize the information of the whole project;
For the verification of the accuracy of the designed geometry;
For the illustration and testing of alternative solutions;
To explain the relation of the execution of complementary multi-operator tasks;
For having a unique information source to generate 2D information that allows the
necessary integration and disintegration;
For the effective co-ordination of the skills used in the project;
For quantification and classification of the building project components;
For communication at an interregional and international level, through “high level”
cooperative work other than sharing common information.
4.2 The Current Practice and User Acceptance of the System
We also observed that the potential users have doubts in using such system into their
current practice due to the difficulty and cost of the 3D design process. They feel that
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3D design is still a computer intensive based work. In order to the model the building
elements to be coherent and for design verification, the process can not be very elementary and the level of detail can become quite high.
The current design practice in Europe for architects is still, to some extent, based
in hand drawing and pencil, using telephone and fax as means of communication.
Although computerised offices are available, the use of CAD is sometimes “a second
step” drawing aid. Additionally, some architects feel that in the conceptual designing
stage, the accuracy of 3D may be an obstacle to the creative work. The possibility to
overcome this situation and introduce the M3D system is still not clear, although the
authors believe that the system could be used after the very first stage of conceptual
design. The advantage of networked cooperative work is obvious to avoid frequent
travels and meetings. Of course, sometimes nothing can replace a face-to-face meeting. The conclusion is that this system is somewhat ahead of the actual practice. It is
designed for a near future in which the 3D software may be generally accepted and
used.
4.3 Should Deal with the Whole Design Process
A very important lesson we have learned from the development of the system is that
we should work with the whole chain of AEC process. Our user partners have appreciated the 3D integration tool and have used it in their daily practice, during the trials.
The tool was able to discover many design errors that usually were not found until the
construction work was started. Online cooperative work can also reduce travelling
costs. The tool can reduce design errors and, potentially, reduce construction costs.
But it requires all the speciality designs to be in 3D. From the current situation, 3D
design is still a costly process and it is not clear, which stakeholder in the AEC life
cycle, is willing to pay such extra cost, in the design process phase. In countries were
design is separated from construction (such as in Southern European countries), the
picture is even more difficult. It involves a change in current business process and reallocation of benefits.
Usually end-clients are still not aware of the advantages of having accurate designs, regarding the integration of all the AEC specialties, in a given building construction project. The authors view the awareness of the end-clients to such issues, as
a crucial push towards the full adoption of 3D design in the AEC industry.

5

Conclusions and Acknowledgement

In general, M3D, along with other recent user-driven R&D initiatives in AEC, has
begun a big step in a long way in building a new business model to integrate the 3D
design into the complete architectural productive process: “Design-ConstructionMonitoring-Maintenance”. The ultimate success of the system will depend on many
factors including business process reengineering of the sector. However, the authors
believe that this is the correct direction and, in time, the industry will accept it and
will benefit greatly from it.
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Abstract. The physical environments in which design collaborations take place
provide many affordances, which enable interactions to occur both seamlessly
and (in most cases) successfully. Physical collaboration is also facilitated
through many aspects of the design process. Virtual design collaboration on the
other hand, while successful at achieving the direct representation of activity
around the artefacts being manipulated, lacks many of the physical affordances
which make collaboration in the physical realm successful. The aim of this paper is to present the physical affordances of design interaction, isolate those
which aid the success of physical design and identify which factors are potentially beneficial to improve the affordances of virtual collaborative design environments.

Introduction
An observational study of physical design was undertaken aimed at exploring the
nature of collaborative interaction in the design industry. The occurrences of key
aspects of design interaction are explored through design process of architectural
firms. By viewing the interactions of designers, workplace settings and styles, this
study explores the nature of design communication, considering issues of sketching,
creativity, gesture, recruitment and movement across mediums. This analysis, we can
begin to inform virtual interaction about the driving elements which control the collaborative design process and begin to explore how these key factors can be harnessed to form a framework to guide virtual collaborative design in the future.

Collaboration in Design
The study discussed in this document took place in 2002/2003 in two different architecture offices. The aim of the study was to gain some insight into the physical design
collaboration taking place in the two offices, as part of a broader project to inform the
development of collaborative virtual design environment. The intention was to use
this as an initial scoping study to identify the key research questions to address during
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 12-20, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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further follow up studies. The longer-term aim is to utilise the detailed analysis techniques of ethnography to inform design decisions based upon our observations.
Observational analysis, and ethnography in particular, has over the past ten years
continued to be a very popular method for understanding human activity in context in
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) due to its ability to capture detailed insights into user’s requirements and
into the interconnection of the activities and social environments [5]. However, the
approach also has its limitations as it is not rare to see ethnographical analysis last
months or even years. In our case the time allocated didn’t allow for the use of such
extended periods of fieldwork. We therefore followed a ‘quick and dirty’ approach to
using ethnography in the design process [11].
Collaborative virtual design has long been explored in the context of the architectural [7, 9] and CSCW [4, 6]. Studies in capturing the essence of sketching in conceptual design phases have been conducted, but many stop before exploring situated
actions in design firms[8]. Commercial development of collaborative design tools and
computer aided design (CAD) while making large advances in visualisation and process, have limited coverage when it comes to exploring social structures and surrounding interactions across everyday practice beyond the computer.
Settings – Work, Practice & Social
This preliminary research was conducted in two Brisbane architectural firms over a
six-week period from December 2002 to January 2003. During this period we were
able to capture data about the process and practice of those firms as well as their
physical work settings. Video-cameras were utilised to enable the review of our observations after the study [12, 15]. Interviews with the office staff were also conducted to establish their view on workplace process, practice and interaction with
colleagues. The interviews allowed the fieldworkers to ask questions arising out of
the study and to clarify details of observed interactions where necessary.
Each of the firms were of a comparable size and organisational structure, and were
observed for a total of two days each. Two fieldworkers were used together, one
directing the video camera, and the other recording initial observations and pin pointing interactions for later analysis in the office environment. The scale of this study
has allowed for an appropriate scope of initial observation into practices and processes of the two design firms. The aim is to 1.) gain a more accurate understanding of
the collaborative themes and issues arising from design workplace environments. 2.)
Isolate key aspects of interaction in the design environment for further detailed analysis.
The firms each consist of 15 - 18 people with the organisational break-down between the different roles shown in Figures 1 & 2. The two firms were found to be
very similar in structure. The project architects (PA) are in charge of guiding the
design and dealing with the client. They are rarely involved with computer drawing
as they mainly direct projects and work. The student architects (SA) are required to
assist the project architect in their work, providing helpful support in CAD, research
and documentation. The two Managers/Project architects have a key role in the organisation, overseeing every important decision made in a project. They organise the
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workflow within the company and also ensure that the coherence of the design approach is in line with the firm’s ideologies. In Firm A, the landscape architects have a
very separate role to the other architects. They are often working on a different project that has no connection to the PA’s projects. Interior designers in Firm B have a
different role, where they are commonly integrated into projects managed by PA’s.
Both firms have a profusion of books, samples, magazines of architecture lying on
shelves or desks all throughout the office. The use of such documents was observed
throughout the period of observation on numerous occasions. They were typically
used to inform the designs or support detailed discussion with colleagues and/or clients. These documents also contain the rules, norms and regulations relative to architecture in order for the designer to refer to them if necessary.

Fig. 1. Firm A Organisation Overview

Fig. 2. Firm B Overview

The office layout of the Firm A is open plan, with no high walls blocking the sightlines and the workstations facing the rest of the room as much as possible. The desks
are fairly busy with many documents apparently ready for quick consultation. Those
documents include plans, printouts, catalogues, samples of material or items, and
magazines. Each desk is also equipped with a phone and every computer is connected
to the Internet for email etc. On the other hand, Firm B has a more enclosed space
with three main zones: the project architects (PA); the “CAD pit” where the student
architects (SA) are situated; and the managers-partners who are isolated from the rest
of the office by two big shelves. This physical organisation tends to reflect the working processes utilised by the managers, where they play a more formal role in their
interactions on projects rather than becoming engaged in chance informal discussions
on the development while passing a fellow office worker.
Work Styles
Generally, the work is conducted following a series of actions described in Figure 3.
The first idea is sketched on paper in groups from the information gathered by the PA
in charge. Those come from the notes and sketches of the PA on site as well as the
specifications and preferences given by the client.
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Fig. 3. Iterative tasks for design

This iterative process of design has been well documented in practice [10, 16].
From the initial sketch, a first design is implemented either on computer or as a 3D
physical model. The 3D physical model views the building as a volume, for itself or
its surroundings, for the purposes of initial volumetric studies. The importance of
artefacts such as CAD models for informing design and discussion about the attributes of a project have been explored in other studies of architects. CAD was shown to
be effective for both exploring the perception of the problem space in a tangible
three-dimensional format, and portraying the interactions between design elements
through the artefact to participating group members [13]. The interactions explored
throughout this study have been chosen to assist in providing coverage of all stages of
the process outlined.

Outcomes and Analysis
The fieldwork revealed several key aspects of interaction inside the constraints of the
design process and the architectural office environment. Through the analysis of the
video footage in both firms interaction, several key interaction styles have been revealed. While they are not the sum total of all interactions occurring within the various office environments, they do encapsulate the focus of interactions occurring
through the environment, for the purposes of informing further detailed interaction
analysis. A full analysis has been documented in the project technical report [14] The
interactions have been grouped into the following categories to enable classifications
of collaboration to occur more freely.
1. Interacting in and through the physical environment,
2. Recruitment/interaction by circumstance (whether proximity or chance contact),
3. Informing interaction with externalised artefacts,
Interacting in and Through the Physical Environment
To assist in understanding what makes physical collaboration important to designers,
interviews were conducted, revealing the following. The ability to communicate effectively and efficiently through a common set of values, as in a familiar environment, creates an atmosphere/ambience where people are comfortable with each other.
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Solid working relationships are established and from this a mini society is born that
manifests itself through shared language, common symbolism and design identity.
The use of pre-established and recognisable symbols in design work has been explored by Do and Gross. They examined the types of symbols designers use to display various types of information, exploring how designers identify the types of
drawing identifier, relators and modifiers required [9]. The social aspects of the office, together with a saturation of contextual information, provide ambience, which
creates common focus and generates inspiration. Communication is of course a key
part of collaborative design and the ability to effectively convey ideas through verbal
and visual means is essential for all staff: “Its all about me being next to this person
and that person … It’s all about the team.” [Manager of Firm A]
The creation of strong working relationships is reliant on trust and commitment
and essential for successful collaboration. In face-to-face situations people instinctively attend to other people around them, assessing body language, attitude, and
other visual and verbal cues to determine credibility. Proximity to colleagues provides
security, generates atmosphere and fosters collaboration and discussion. By being
centrally located, co-workers are immersed in a setting that encourages design and
this shared context of work style and influences gives context to communication.
The nature of the open plan office environment and multiple staff working cohesively on various sections of projects, results in numerous collaborative interactions
over the course of the project. This key interaction encapsulates a considerable
amount of the office activity, especially during the early stages of design when the
process tends to be conceptual and paper based. A typical example of this grouping of
interaction is outlined in Figure 4 below.

A.

B.

C.

Fig. 4. Conceptual design interaction sequence (physical means)

Figure 4 shows where staff (SA, PA and manager) have come together to discuss
the conceptual design of a project, The series of images above reveals the combination of group sketch oriented discussion on a central artefact (a), individual work in
own notebooks/drawings (b), and annotation of a staff members drawings (c).
Recruitment/Interaction by Circumstance
Proximity to colleagues also allows for quick access to implicit knowledge and extended personal networks, and promotes an awareness of projects around which allows knowledge sharing despite not being directly involved. It encourages spontaneity and informality in interactions, creating an atmosphere where people feel comfortable about expressing ideas and asking for criticism. This is shown through interactions whereby staff discuss items across the room to those within eye contact, and
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those who are engaged in a different task who move within proximity of others, with
whom they are working on other jobs and change focus to them. This style of chance
or unplanned interaction was frequently observed in both firms.
Backhouse and Drew [2] have explored similar issues, which they refer to as ‘recruitment’ in interaction. This is where an object (or person) seeks and initiates and
engages with another. In the case of the firms analysed, recruitment generally occurred when an individual was conducting an activity away from their personal work
environment and moved past another staff member’s work space, who ‘recruited’
them to a current task. While this action is considered a deliberate engagement of the
first party, it is seen as a flexible interaction in which the affected parties have engaged in interaction before returning to their initial activities [2].
The impromptu interaction observed in both firms was highly valued, with many
believing the teamwork would suffer if they were remotely located. This reflects
findings from a study of mobility in a product design firm which had offices in different geographic locations, and the impact this had on design teams [4]. It was found,
that while colleagues situated in one office communicated more effectively and had a
greater awareness of projects conducted within that office, communication and
awareness between geographically separate offices suffered. They suggest that, “Informal and frequent interactions seem to be critical to the way the organisation conducts its work as a whole” [4]. In relation to remote collaboration, the little questions
between co-workers would be the hardest to support, requiring the facilitation of real
time, synchronous communication of a visual nature. Being able to quickly consult
colleagues greatly shortens the design process, and minimises interruptions to the
flow of the creative process. If forced to conduct such communication via
asynchronous mean such as email, however, waiting for a reply even for a simple
question by its very nature wastes time and disrupts the work flow. One participant
stated when asked about working remotely and not having face-to-face contact with
colleagues: “…you couldn’t share a coffee with them” (Firm A worker) Proximity
also facilitates awareness of body language and non-verbal cues when communicating with colleagues. The following footage (Figure 5) demonstrates an external
physical cue resulting in spontaneous interaction between two staff members.

A

B

A B

A

B

AB

Fig. 5. Recruitment and chance interaction sequence

Here the act of one staff member (A), wandering past one part of the office, results
in another staff member in close proximity (B) to look up. This action results in B
engaging A in discussion about her current project, drawing her away from her immediate task and temporarily being recruited to the new activity.
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Gesture & Externalised Artefacts
Gestures are frequently used to communicate concepts and ideas in conversation, and
body language often provides physical clues as to a person’s state of mind. Much of
the problem with current distributed collaboration is that the lack of non-verbal cues
and social context makes it difficult to gauge the mood of the person they are trying
to communicate with [3, 4]. Gesture as a communication tool has a number of characteristics and uses as described by Bekker et al., through the outcomes of their study
into face-to-face gestures and their use in design situations. Four major categories of
gesture were defined, these being: spatial, where movement indicates distance, location or size; kinetic, describing actions or series of actions; points, pointing with a
finger usually at an artefact or person; and other [3]. All of these types of gestures
were observed in the collaborative interactions of the architects, as a tool for explanation and reinforcement of design. Instinctive and sometimes unconsciously made,
gestures synchronise with speech and often occur in a spatial context to surrounding
artefacts, people and activities. It is this spatial context in relation to physical artefacts
with which we are interested in this point. The interaction outlined below (Figure 6)
demonstrates one such example of utilising external artefacts. The nature of gesture
can relate to these artefacts as shown below.

A

B

C

B

C

A

B

B

CA

Fig. 6. Sequence of interaction utilising gesture and external artefacts

The sequence begins with three staff - the desk owner, SA (C), the PA (A) and the
manager (B). Discussion surrounds a set of plans and involves the sourcing of a material for the project by viewing various catalogues (external artefacts). Once a suitable
element is found discussion is shifted from the physical artefact to the computer on
the desk. This involves the viewing of the project CAD drawing to identify the details
of the artefact integration and confirm the suitably for the project. This results in the
manager following up with a new artefact (catalogue) to provide further design options to the SA.
Many gestures can convey complex messages in a single hand movement, such as
action, three-dimensional objects and to describe past events [3]. This interaction
shows one such example of how a slight of hand can change the focus from project
drawings, to catalogue to computer in a faction of a second. You can see the staff’s
focus change in time with these gestures.
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Conclusion
Through the course of this paper we have discussed the observations from key interactions in the design processes in two architectural firms. The complex process of
design and individualised interaction is revealed to be as involved as the social and
physical context in which it was observed. Exploration of this social structure of
design firms has been demonstrated as integral to design interaction.
In undertaking this study, we recognise the great difficulty in replicating the affordances of physical interaction when implementing virtual collaboration and design
tools [1]. Rather, this study is part of a process of understanding how we can improve
our understanding of those physical affordances so as to develop better tools for virtual or remote interaction in design, whilst also attending to the ease in which designers can switch between the two mediums.
The study reported here has identified recruitment, chance interaction, physical artefacts, and cues and gestures as key interactions. This can now form the starting
point for more detailed and focused fieldwork and analysis for the purpose of directly
informing the development of collaborative design environments. The context observed through these interactions is an example of where virtual design collaboration
as a field can benefit from such studies. While the physical interactions are not
necessarily applicable in all design settings, the further detailed observational analyses in key interactions will consider not only the intricacies of physical and virtual
interaction, but also the nature of situated actions, which affect the flexibility of day
to day design firms process. Ultimately, our improved understanding from conducting
studies such as this will inform how they can be applied in the virtual realm.
Following on from this study will be a series of more focused ethnographic observations. These will be targeted towards the generation of a framework that can be
used to inform the development of collaborative virtual design environments. The
success of this work will ultimately depend on the ability of such environments to
support the key interactions identified here. At the same time, it is important to recognise that virtual design environments must support designers in making transitions
between physical and virtual representations and interactions. Ultimately sensitivity is
required to designers’ established work practice so that developed systems are more
readily appropriated into the everyday practice of the designers.
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Abstract. This paper presents a visualisation of the ASN and ontologies using
AutoCAD. The geometric coordinates of nodes are based on the semantic
distances. The whole semantic network or some selected parts are visualised on
the screen, similar to a cartographic “map”. Per mouse click on some node, an
application may be opened, which allows reading and modifying the attributes
of the corresponding objects.
Keywords. Semantic Networks, Semantic Distances, Ontologies, Visual Data
Retrieval, Visualisation, AutoCAD, CAD Systems.

1 Introduction
Rapid Product Development (RPD) is an advanced technology approach that involves
techniques for collaboration, data and knowledge representation as well as
visualization of engineering information.
The ASN (Active Semantic Networks) has been conceived as a powerful tool for
communication and coordination of all activities of developers working on various
documents, representing product data. These subjects have been analysed and applied
in the frame of research projects SFB 374 [1]. In the semantic network, the nodes
correspond to files respectively, database-objects describing all components of RPDProcesses, or real-world objects. The number of used objects and corresponding nodes
is usually large. Visual data retrieval is a powerful technique to ease the data selection
and data access. The whole semantic network or some selected parts of networks may
be visualised on the screen, similar to a cartographic “map”. By mouse click on
particular nodes, an application may be opened, which allows reading and modifying
the corresponding objects [2]. The essential condition for effective use of this
technique is the mapping of semantic distances between objects into geometric
coordinates of nodes. There are existing products, which support this functionality
(e.g. [3]). The distances between nodes in the map should be proportional to semantic
distances between objects. In general, this problem can be solved only approximately.
In [4] a solution of this task with low cost standard tools, such as MS Excel, is
presented.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 21-29, 2004.
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For modelling of complex knowledge areas ontologies are used. Ontologies are
oriented-graphs whose nodes represent different object-types (classes) or also classinstances, and the edges represent the relations between different object categories
(classes) and also between class-instances.
There are various publications describing tools for the visualisation of big graphs
and semantic hierarchies and networks, for example [5][6] and [7].
The aim of this paper is to present a special capability of AutoCAD and other
comparable CAD-Systems for the visualisation of the ASN and ontologies. An
important condition is that such tool has a programming interface. The geometric
coordinates of nodes can be calculated using e.g., the algorithm presented in [4]; but
the use of other algorithms is also possible.

2 Visualising ASN and Ontologies
3D visualisation of graphs offers several advantages. On the one hand, the third
dimension provides more available space for the visualisation and consequently the
problem of presenting large graphs is alleviated. On the other hand, the user can find a
view with none or fewer overlapping edges by rotating the graph within the
visualisation space.
The knowledge in an ASN is structured; between the objects in an ASN exist
relations and they can be arranged in different categories (classes). The ASN or a
section of it can be represented as a graph whose nodes and edges represent concepts
and relations respectively.
The RPD information is stored in the ASN knowledge base, which consists of the
ASN database, a collection of operating system files (e.g. CAD-models) and
middleware, which supports data access, information retrieval and cooperation
between all participating persons and teams. The ASN database is a central
component of the ASN. This database describes also the relations between the objects
and their constraints. The constraints contain the values of attributes of one or more
objects, mostly in terms of mathematical equations or restrictions in terms of
inequalities. The change of one object or object attribute can cause changes of other
attributes of this or other objects. This behaviour of ASN is described through ECA
(Event Condition Action) rules.
In the RPD context, the third coordinate could be used to represent the
chronological evolution of the RPD-processes.
Within this context a semantic distance can be defined as a measure of similarity
among objects, i.e. the weighted distance between attribute values or as weighted
distance between nodes in the network.
In [4] a method proposed that allows mapping an ASN into a geometrical view,
approximating the values of the semantic distances to the geometrical distances.
An ontology is formally defined in [8] as an oriented graph whose nodes represent
concepts (classes or instances) from a domain, and whose edges represent relations.
The basic relation is the is_a used for the definition of hierarchies. Nevertheless, the
type of relations is not restricted to it. The edges may be directed in the case of nonsymmetric relations.
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2.1 Mapping of Semantic Distances into Geometrical Coordinates
For the approximation of semantic distances into geometrical distances, a criterion of
parallelism between vectors consisting of semantic distances and geometric distances
is used that indicates how precise the solution is. This criterion is a function of
coordinates, whose maximum value can be 1 (that is the ideal case), meaning that the
geometrical and the semantic distances are proportional.
The semantic distances between objects can be described by means of a semantic
distances matrix S = (si,j)NxN. We shall assume that this matrix is symmetric (si,j = sj,i),
si,j  0 for i j and the si,i = 0. The proposed algorithm [4] can be used also with a nonsymmetric distances matrix. Taking into account these properties, the matrix is
mapped into a vector
S = {s1,2, s1,3,…, s1,N, s2,3, s2,4,…, s2,N,…, s(N-1),N}

(1)

The geometrical distances can be defined through a matrix G where:

Gi , j

( xi  x j ) 2  ( y i  y j ) 2  ( z i  z j ) 2

(2)

The elements of this matrix can be mapped into a vector
G ={g1,2,g1,3,…,g1,N,g2,3, g2,4,…, g2,N,…, g(N-1),N}

(3)

A criterion of parallelism P between the vectors S and G can be defined through
the scalar product of these two vectors:

P ( x1 , y1 , z1 ; x2 , y 2 , z 2 ; x3 , y3 , z 3 )

S xG

(4)

S xG

In the ideal case, P carries the maximum value 1 that indicates that the vectors are
parallel. If P takes its minimum (P = 0) then the vectors are orthogonal which
represents the worst case for mapping (geometric and semantic distances are not
correlated).
Our solution proposes a maximisation of P based on the given semantic distances
and an optimal reallocation of vertices where geometrical distances mirror semantic
ones.
The mapping of the semantic distances into the geometrical coordinates is also
possible, if the matrix of the semantic distances is incomplete, e.g. if certain semantic
distances were not given at all.
2.2 Advantages of the Visualisation Using AutoCAD
There are several advantages of the use of AutoCAD for the visualisation of ASN and
ontologies:
x The main advantage is that the development engineer can see the representation
from different perspectives and also perform a zoom operation in order to have a
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more convenient view of the objects. It is possible to present at the same time
different views of the ASN in several windows with different zoom factor.
There is the possibility of presenting different user-selected object-types and also
various kinds of relations between objects in different layers. In order to have a
more ordered view, layers that are superfluous for the user can be hidden.
In [9] the importance of providing certain aids for the users to improve the
visualisation results of complicated 3D objects is shown. In their system there is a
tool that allows selecting an object and making it visible or invisible. In our
example different types of relations were placed in different layers. Through the
use of the layer-technique the relations between objects can be shown or masked.
The position of the presented objects can be calculated, but there is also the facility
of a manual improvement of the presentation. AutoCAD has a comfortable
interface (VBA). The positions of the presented objects can be calculated in
spreadsheet programs such as Excel or database tables or may be arranged in some
other way. The transfer of the data into AutoCAD, the generation and positioning
of the geometric elements can be automatically carried out with help of the VBA
program.
Optionally, hyperlinks can be used in nodes and edges linking to more detailed
information of the objects and relations. The use of hyperlinks is a necessary
condition for feature-based construction with AutoCAD. The use of hyperlinks
allows practically unlimited extensions to the semantic assigned to a geometrical
element. Clicking at any of the elements in the CAD-model, the hyperlinks deliver
a simple text or even direct access to the application and operating system data
related to the graphic object. In this way, for example, when a symbol of a CADmodel is clicked the related files can be open and edited.
The graphic elements in AutoCAD correspond to data in an Excel spreadsheet or
records in a database.
Ontologies can be semantically represented as oriented graphs and consequently
can be modelled and visualised in AutoCAD. For the presentation of symmetric or
asymmetric relations between objects double-ending or simple arrows may be
used.
For the representation of objects of different kind different geometrical elements
can be used. These elements can be designed and configured by the AutoCAD-user
if necessary. The geometrical elements can be configured as required with
different line-type, colour, line-strength and text attributes. Here e.g. it is possible
but not necessary to support the UML conventions.
Another way of finding additional information to a selected data element is the
integration of databases with the CAD-model. Geometrical elements of a CADmodel can be linked with data-records of relational databases. Thus, it is possible
to use database functionality in order to look for objects in the CAD-model.
Inversely, it is also possible to find in the linked tables the corresponding data
records for graphic-interactively selected elements. Since in a complex ASN and
also in ontologies an extremely high number of nodes and relations is to be
expected, this functionality is very important.
Algorithms were developed, which allow mapping the semantic distances between
the objects into geometrical coordinates. Thus, the search on the basis of the
semantic distances can be supported in AutoCAD. Given that a clear definition of
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the semantic distance does not exist, different distance definitions must be used for
user purposes, which eventually leads to different representations. The
representation can be saved in different CAD-models or in several layers of a
model.
The possibility of a 3D presentation is a more obvious advantage. The map of
semantic distances into geometrical coordinates can be accomplished better in
many cases but not always using the 3D-coordinates. It is also possible e.g.
presenting the objects (class-instances) and their relations on the layer with z=0
and the classes and their corresponding relations in other layer with z<>0.
The program AutoCAD supports numerous plotters and other output devices. Thus,
the results of ASN models and ontologies can be documented very well on paper.
Saving the model data in DXF, WMF or HPGL format allows passing on the
model data to other computing systems. Models of the whole net can be visualised
at the same time with detail representations on the screen or on a paper sheet by the
use of the AutoCAD windowing. In different windows different scaling factors can
be used.
In active semantic networks different dynamic processes are executed. E.g. the
change of an object (node) entails the change of other nodes. The VBA program
interface of AutoCAD allows simulating the dynamic procedures in ASN also on
the screen.
The models of the ASN and ontologies could be produced also directly in the
AutoCAD. On the VBA basis AutoCAD models can be analysed and exported into
external applications (e.g. MS Excel, data bases). The networking information can
automatically be recognized and registered in applications

2.3 Experiences and Suggestions for Practical Implementation
Representation of the Nodes
The nodes can be represented in different ways. In the simplest case, the same symbol
can be used for all kinds of objects with a different text. In terms of AutoCAD it is
convenient defining the symbols as blocks. In our test version we took a 3DFACE
(optically represented as a rectangle) element for the presentation of the objects and
two attributes to differentiate the elements. The 3DFACE element is on the layer z=1.
The attributes in AutoCAD are texts that are requested from the user each time when
a block is added. For the first attribute a number is entered as the unambiguous ID for
the type of object (e.g. 4 for Persons, or 1 for CAD-models). As value for the second
attribute a unique identification of the object (e.g. name + surname) is entered. The
attributes have the z-coordinate=2 (superior as the 3DFACE). The insertion point of
the block is seen from above in the middle of the rectangle and has the zcoordinate=0. The edges of the network presentation connect the insertion points.
This approach can be implemented with minimal software effort. In order not to
disturb the readability of the attributes, they may be hidden using the instruction
“_hide”. Figure 1 shows the advantages of this procedure. A separated layer is
created for each kind of object. In this way it is possible choosing to show or hide
several kind of objects.
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hide

Fig. 1. Use of the instruction “_hide” to mask the edges in the net
Representation of the Edges
For representation of relations simple lines can be used. Also complex objects can be
created and used as blocks. In the case of asymmetric relations the direction must be
known and should be recognisable. It is advantageous to directly use the associative
dimensioning lines of AutoCAD, as manual changes to the graphs can easily be done.
With help of the instruction “_stretch” the position of different objects can be
changed. The edges belonging to the objects are updated automatically. The edges are
on the layer z=0. This way, the readability of the texts of presented objects is not
disturbed with the edges. The actual dimensioning text is not interesting and must be
replaced by other text representing the semantic of the edges. AutoCAD allows
arbitrarily removing the dimensioning arrows or also replacing them by a user-defined
symbol. Those symbols used according to the AutoCAD standard are displayed at the
end of the dimensioning line and would not be seeing behind the symbol of the
3DFACE objects. Thus, the creation and use of own blocks was necessary for the
measure arrow representation. The head of the arrows are sufficiently far away from
the end of the measure line (s. Fig. 1).
In the dimensioning text at least the type of relation can be entered as a number.
Also for the edges hyperlinks can be used linking them with data sets and data tables.
Each edge in AutoCAD as well as in ASN has its own ID. This way it is possible to
identify the objects that they connect.
Character and arrow size in the dimensioning easily can be changed later on. For
that purpose the AutoCAD system variable “DIMSCALE” may be used.
For each kind of relation (kind of edge) a separate layer is created. So it is possible
to show or hide several kinds of relation.
Handling of Layers
Layer 0 is always present by default in AutoCAD. It is recommendable to create a
new layer per kind of object and per kind of relation respectively. The levels can be
alternatively switched on or switched off. For this purpose AutoCAD has the dialogbox „Layer“. When there is a very high number of layers, user tools should be
programmed allowing switching on and off determined groups belonging logically
together.
Automatic Production of the Net Presentations in the AutoCAD
Basis for the automatic placement of the objects is a data table (s. Table 1) that
contains at least the following columns:
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ObjectID of the unambiguous name of the object;
The x, y, z coordinates that specify where an object symbol in the CAD model is to
be placed.
Because in our example an object symbol is represented through a block with two
attributes, for the first attribute a column named KindOfOBj is needed.
KindOfObj
2
2
2
2
2
2

ObjecID
CostCalc1
CostCalc4
CostCalc5
FEMCalc1
FEMCalc2
FEMCalc3

x
-260
211
416
-397
-197
-4

y
-21
-77
-69
-90
86
-36

z
0
0
0
0
0
0

Handle
97D3
97DF
97E3
97E7
97EB
97EF

Hyperlinks
…

Table 1. Section of the table containing necessary data for the automatic placement of objects.

Object symbols are inserted as block-references with the following instruction into
the CAD Model:
Set blockvar = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.InsertBlock(point,
lockname“, sf, sf, sf, winkel)

where point is the insertion point of the block-reference, sf is a block-scalefactor for the three directions x, y, z, and the variable winkel defines the rotation of
the block around the z-axis.
The insertion points of the block references can be calculated if the semantic
distances between the objects are known (s. [4]).
With the variable blockvar the attribute values, layer, font size and hyperlink of
the inserted block reference can be assigned. After the production of the block
references their handle is immediately read (AutoCAD object identifier) and
registered into the table of objects. In this way it is possible to later access the objects.
For the entry of the relations the following table can be used as basis:
Object1
Person1
Person5
Workgr1
Workgr1
Workgr1

Relation
Conducts
Conducts
Contains
Contains
Contains

Object2
Workgr1
Workgr2
Person2
Person3
Person4

RelNr
18
18
9
9
9

x1
-28
260
-29
-29
-29

y1
323
326
267
267
267

z1
0
0
0
0
0

x2
-29
262
-132
-33
66

y2
267
274
204
207
204

z2
0
0
0
0
0

Handle
988F
98BE
98ED
991C
994B

Table 2. Section of the table „Relations“

The relations are not represented in AutoCAD as blocks, but as dimensioning lines.
Set bemvar = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace.AddDimAligned(Point1,
Point2, Point2)

Point1 is defined by the coordinate x1, y1, z1 of the insert point of the block
reference for Objekt1. Point2 is defined by the coordinate x2, y2, z2 of the insert
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point of the block reference for Objekt2. The dimensioning line connects directly the
points Point1 and Point2. Therefore Point2 is also the third argument of the method
AddDimAligned.
With the variable bemvar the attribute values, layer, font size and hyperlink of the
inserted dimensioning line can be assigned. After the production of the dimensioning
line their handle is immediately read and registered into the table of objects. In this
way it is possible to later access the objects.
The tables Objects and Relations were created and saved as an Excel spreadsheet.
The data communication between AutoCAD and MS Excel can be very simply
implemented on the VBA basis. The positions of the objects in AutoCAD can be
graphic-interactively manually improved. It is possible to transfer the new coordinates
with the help of the programs back into the Excel tables. Figure 2 shows a section of
the representation of the whole example net.

Fig. 2. A section of the representation of the whole example net

Conclusion
The paper has shown that the visualization of ASN and ontologies can be achieved
with a low cost tool like AutoCAD or with any CAD tool having a programming
interface.
The visualisation presented in this paper is in a sense a method independent of the
algorithm used for the calculation of the geometric coordinates based on the semantic
distances. Resuming, any algorithm can be used to do this mapping; then the results
can be saved in a spreadsheet or in a (relational) database or in an ASCII text-table;
and finally AutoCAD is used for the visualisation.
The programming effort needed to implement the transfer of the calculated
geometric data from tables into the AutoCAD is small.
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The use of a CAD tool having a programming interface allows the user developing
his own programs for any further wished manipulation of the visualised data.
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Abstract. This paper presents a case study of a multidisciplinary team designing a virtual environment and instrument for young children’s science inquiry
learning. The designers had the course of meetings to collaboratively develop a
learning unit using CLOVES, a virtual world builder. The study showed the potential of CLOVES as a collaborative medium. The designers actively participated in decision-making at every stage of the design process and shared
knowledge among one another, which helped the establishment of common
ground.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, many world builders support the construction of virtual environments
designed primarily to develop applications that highlight the experience of being in a
virtual environment rather than learning in it [7]. The construction of learner-centered
virtual environments, in contrast, necessarily begins with an analysis of the pedagogical requirements that in turn act as drivers for the features of those environments. For
the past few years, we have developed a series of virtual environments that supports
scientific inquiry activities for elementary school students, named virtual ambients
[6]. Virtual ambients support instructional designs that allow young learners to conduct observational scientific investigations.
Virtual ambients are not instructional plans; they are spaces within which learning
activities may be designed. It is nonetheless essential that educators inform the design
of these spaces if they are to use them as components of instructions. From our experience, however, the most difficult problem we encountered was inviting educators
into the design process and helping them understand and participate into the construction. Due to the specialized complexity of construction process of virtual environments, the design was largely driven by software developers, which caused the isolation of educators who did not have enough knowledge to understand the distinctive
vocabularies and processes of the development.
Collaborative design requires the establishment of “common ground” [3] – mutual
ratification of the emergent understanding by team members of the common object of
design. The establishment of common ground in multidisciplinary collaboration is
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 30-37, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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complicated by the fact that participants draw from unique “object worlds” [2], populated by distinctive processes, objects, and vocabularies so specialized that they are
nearly opaque to those outside of their disciplines [4]. In this paper, we present a preliminary assessment of a virtual world builder, CLOVES (Construction of Layer Oriented Virtual Environments for Science inquiry learning) which can act as a medium
for collaborative design among educators, programmers and modelers by providing
construction affordances in terms accessible across disciplines, and by making visible
the effects of design decisions at every stage of development.
CLOVES supports the development of large and densely populated virtual environments. Populating the objects in a large virtual environment by hand is difficult
and time-consuming process. CLOVES provides several ways, both visual and nonvisual, to populate a large number of objects quickly. Its visual interface allows easy
manipulation and population of objects on a 2D-based workspace. It also allows more
sophisticated and automated population through its rule-based scripting tool.
CLOVES supports the development of data-rich virtual environments in which objects and the environment itself have embedded properties, which form the grist for
student investigations. Designers can bind constant property values to an object template and populate the instances of the object within the virtual world. CLOVES supports the use of virtual instruments. Not all phenomena of interest are visible to human eye; using CLOVES, designers can provide access to invisible phenomena to
learners by designing the handheld-based instruments that “sense” the properties of
the simulation.
The objects, processes, and vocabulary of CLOVES are squarely within the world
of computer science. However, we argue that CLOVES has the potential to support
the establishment of “common ground” by literally making visible the incremental
products of design, allowing teachers to rapidly bind new concepts to tangible manifestations of design decisions, within the context of supportive feedback from technology domain specialists. As a preliminary test of this conjecture, we undertook a
short case study in which a multidisciplinary team was asked to design a learning unit
using CLOVES. The study had three objectives. First, since this was the first use of
CLOVES by anyone other than its designer, we were interested whether it could be
used as a medium to effectively produce a design product. Second, we wanted to expose and correct capability limitations within CLOVES that constrained the design
effort. Most importantly, we attempted to explore the mutual adaptation process [8]
through which design participants came to establish common ground.

2 Participants
The two primary participants were Betty, a third-grade teacher from a suburban Chicago elementary school, and Armando, a graduate student in Computer Science. Both
participants had prior experience with the use of virtual ambient environments in the
classroom; Betty's third-grade class had used the Bee Dance [5] application, and Armando was responsible for the design of learning assessments associated with that
unit. Neither had experience in the design of virtual worlds, and Armando had no
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prior experience with the specific underlying tools of CLOVES, such as Ygdrasil [7],
CLOVES’ scripting language, and virtual instrument scripting toolkits.
Table 1. Design process of constructing virtual ambients

Session

Phase

1-4

Synopsis
Design

5-7

High-level
Design

8

Testing

Brief description of design activities
Introducing to virtual reality systems and CLOVES,
checking available resources (3-D models, computers), brainstorming a new world
Writing rules (Armando), populating rocks with the
rules (Armando and Betty), making extensions to the
visual interface of CLOVES and its rule-based scripting language
Watching the demonstration of the new world and
planning for a new iterative design process

Betty, a teacher with ten years of professional practice at the elementary level, described herself as “interested in science,” but “math-phobic” and “not very good with
computers.” She said that she used computers mostly for e-mail and word processing.
Betty described her strongest interests as art and gardening, and felt that she was
probably most effective in language arts and social studies rather than mathematics
and science. Armando had an especially strong background in the physical sciences;
he was an undergraduate chemistry major, and had on several occasions given demonstrations to Betty’s students.

3 Method
The designers (Betty and Armando) had eight meetings over the course of two
months; each meeting lasted from 60 to 90 minutes. The author of CLOVES was present at each of the meetings, serving a dual role as application specialist and observer
of the design process. At the end of each meeting, Betty and Armando completed a
brief questionnaire that probed both their use of CLOVES and the nature of their design activity during the session. In addition, Betty (and, to a lesser extent, Armando)
took extensive notes during the meetings, which were photocopied and retained.
During the initial session, the designers were given brief introduction of the study
objective and familiarized with the questionnaire items that they would be responsible
for responding to at the end of each session. They were then charged with the task of
developing a set of learning goals, an instructional unit designed to address those
goals, and a concomitant virtual environment to support the unit. Next, the designers
were introduced to CLOVES. They were given a brief overview of the conceptual
framework of the software. Then, they went through the major phases of the design
task, demonstrating the CLOVES affordance available to support each phase. They
were informed of the graphical models available for their work.
During the remaining sessions, the designers proceeded at their own discretion.
The core developer of CLOVES was available to answer questions about CLOVES
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functionality, but otherwise adopted a passive observer role. Because Armando was
not familiar with the specifics of Ygdrasil, the author also served as the "low-level
programmer" for requested extensions to the base system and virtual reality programming (see Table 1).

4 Collaborative Design and Getting Toward “Common Ground”
Over the course of the seven sessions, Betty and Armando were able to develop preliminary versions of all three “design products”—learning goals, instructional unit,
and environment design—in an activity intended to complement a third grade curriculum unit on the planets of the Solar system.
4.1 Meteors on Mars
Using the Martian landscape and a palette of available rocks, the designers constructed an activity plan that posed the following problem:
Is there life on Mars? Scientists believe that the presence of water is necessary to
sustain life. To find water in Mars, we chose to dig up the softer areas of the planet
first. One place where the surface gets “softened up” is where meteors strike on the
planet. Unfortunately, most of the meteor impacts happened on Mars a long time ago,
and erosion has made it difficult to find the impacted areas.
Fortunately, when an asteroid hits the surface, it breaks down to small rocks that
are spread around and creates certain elliptical contours around the impacted area.
The rocks form the asteroid also shows higher value of iridium elements than other
Martian rocks. Thus, by checking the rocks that have higher iridium values, children
can find the contours on the Mars’ surface. When they find the elliptical contour, they
are supposed to draw a line that crosses the furthest two points in the elliptical shape.
When they draw lines from all elliptical shapes they find on the surface, they should
be able to see the intersected points of those lines, which is the impact location of asteroid as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Finding the impact area of asteroid (left image) and the generated virtual world
from CLOVES (right image)
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Table 2. Average use of media across the design sessions

Media
Work medium
Paper/pencil/whiteboard
CLOVES
Other computer usage

Self-reported distribution (%) of medium usage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
50
90
22.5
80
0
0
0
40
10
77.5
0
100 100 100
10
0
0
20
0
0
0

4.2 CLOVES as Collaborative Medium
Because this was Betty and Armando’s first time using CLOVES, the case study cannot reflect the kind of mature usage that would arise from long-term experience with
the system. One potential outcome of this study would have been that Betty and Armando would rely on the author of CLOVES to mediate “usage” of CLOVES by
serving as its primary user. Instead, after the initial introduction to CLOVES, Betty
and Armando used the software with only occasional requests for clarification of program functionality.
In most co-located multidisciplinary learning technology development efforts, designs are elaborated without the use of targeted supporting technologies. In this study,
Betty and Armando had access to the usual external representational media, including
pencil and paper and a whiteboard, and they used these media extensively during the
initial design sessions. During session 4 in particular, in which they worked out the
student learning goals and task requirements, Betty and Armando worked exclusively
on paper to develop their ideas. During the last three sessions, in contrast, all of Betty
and Armando’s work took place in CLOVES. Table 2 shows the self-reported distribution of time using various media from the designers.
In response to the questionnaire item probing perceived strengths of CLOVES,
Betty initially found it viscerally “appealing,” but in later sessions (5-7) consistently
cited the ability to see the world as it was being constructed as a principal benefit. She
wrote of the ability to “see the world” and “seeing the population of rocks” as turning
points in her understanding of the functionality of CLOVES. Armando, with more
experience dealing with abstract programming representations, focused instead on the
functional affordance of CLOVES, such as the ability to populate regions with random objects, and the “dropping” capability that placed objects at appropriate vertical
positions relative to the base terrain.
Most of the usage of CLOVES in sessions 1-3 could properly be characterized as
“training” rather than actual design work, and Betty in particular found the complexity of CLOVES—and perhaps even its purpose—opaque at this stage. Following session 3, she wrote, “I need to see the world—Mars—and all of the rocks to better understand our task.”
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4.3 Exposing CLOVES Limitations
It is not possible to make strong claims regarding CLOVES’ usability from this case
study, both because Betty and Armando were novice users, and because the author
was available to resolve interface issues as they arose over the course of the seven
sessions. However, it was encouraging that the frequency of queries to the author reduced substantially over time, and that Betty and Armando operated essentially
autonomously during the final three sessions. Not surprisingly, the case study revealed functional limitations in CLOVES that required remediation in order to allow
Betty and Armando to build their target environment. One of the limitations is elaborated in this section, both to characterize the nature of the changes effected, but also
as a prelude to the discussion of Betty and Armando’s moving toward “common
ground.”
An issue arose when world properties were added to the asteroid regions. Initializing a world property to a constant value for a specific region or layer can be done by
using CLOVES’ scripting language. For instance, designers can create a simple rule
that sets a constant value for a world property – such as iridium value of 0.7 – and
then apply the rule to regions in the world. After they populated all objects, the designers used this rule that sets the iridium value with pre-defined threshold—0.7 for
the asteroid areas and 0.2 for everywhere else. However, as they started applying the
rule to each meteor regions, they were stuck at another important issue.
In CLOVES, world properties could only be set in a region. CLOVES is designed
to report the value assigned to a region where the current navigator is located. If no
region is specifically bound to the navigator’s current position, CLOVES follows the
internal hierarchical path of world properties. In virtual ambients, navigators cannot
select or grab an object. It only allows the proximity-based user interaction. Due to
this fact, no particular value is bound to an object in the original design of CLOVES.
In other worlds, probing the property directly from the object is not supported.
However, Betty and Armando felt that the iridium values should have been set as
properties of rocks rather than the world. As a simple solution, they proposed creating
bounding regions around each object and set the threshold value into the regions.
This would work if there were only a few objects. However, more than a thousand
rocks were populated at the time. They also proposed creating a low-level function
for the scripting language that automatically generates the bounding regions for all
objects in the world and possibly set a specific world property in the areas. There
were other proposals mentioned during the meeting. For example, what if the teachers
who would run this program just say that when there were both Martian and asteroid
rocks, the iridium elements of asteroids spread around the air in the area and showed
higher iridium value in the area.
While discussing the solutions, Betty proposed the solution that was finally
adopted. She asked, “what if we added world properties to an object’s template and
populated the instances of the object template around the world?” Again serving as
low-level programmer, the author of CLOVES implemented the change and the revised version of CLOVES made it possible to add a world property to an object template and populates instances of the object, which would, then, inherit the world
property defined in the template; this change took about a day, which was spent
mostly on constructing graphics user interfaces.
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4.4 Toward “Common Ground”
While Betty and Armando had worked together before, that work had always taken
place in the context of the classroom, and the subject of discussion had always been
within Betty’s domain of expertise: teaching and learning. Thus, Armando approached the design task with a fairly strong contextual grounding; concepts such as
learning goals and instructional plans did not require elaboration by Betty during the
design process. Betty faced a much more formidable learning task. In addition to her
self-reported unease with using computers, she confronted new vocabulary both in
programming (e.g., objects, properties) and mathematics (e.g., ellipses, polygons).
Betty’s notes and questionnaire responses reflect her process of “seeking common
ground.” During the first session, Betty began to use the term “object” freely, and (by
the last of six pages of hand-written notes) she wrote about “populating the world”
with objects, and that “properties or values are put in by us [the designers].” She
made reference to a “rules box,” but didn’t seem to yet have a clear understanding of
how rules related to the task at hand. During the next two sessions, Betty expanded
her vocabulary markedly. She began to use terms such as “pixel,” “properties,” “pulldown,” and “scale [an object],” and began to be familiar with concepts such as proximity-based sensing and the distinction between local and global properties.
Over the remainder of the design sessions, Betty continued to grow in her understanding of new vocabulary and concepts. While she preferred to let Armando do
most of the direct user interaction with CLOVES, she was a full participant in each
decision, and demonstrated a strong understanding of all of the sub-tasks (e.g., object
placement, attribute binding, rule specification). Betty’s suggested solution to the
problem of object attribute binding (as shown in section 4.3) was a strong indication
of her mastery of new concepts and vocabulary.

5 Discussion
While case studies are inherently limiting in their generality, Betty and Armando’s
experience was productive on several fronts. The limitations that became visible
through their design effort represent both functional and usability improvements to
CLOVES that would not have been introduced without undertaking the case study.
The robustness of a new system is always on the mind of its developer, so the author
was gratified that programming errors did not impede the designers’ progress.
The most exciting outcome of the case study, however, was Betty’s internalization
of the concepts and vocabulary introduced in CLOVES, especially for someone who
characterized herself as uncomfortable with technical materials. While Betty was a
willing participant, there was relatively little expectation that she would adopt the
language used in CLOVES, rather than requiring continuous efforts to “translate
these things into her terms,” as Armando put it. That she was able to articulate an innovative solution to a technical limitation of CLOVES reflected deep learning, in that
she was able to take her new knowledge and apply it productively [1].
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6 Conclusion
This paper describes a case study of a multidisciplinary team designing an educational virtual environment. The study showed that the designers got to the point
where they could construct the common ground of vocabularies and knowledge. Although it would be difficult to generalize the result of this study for other users or the
advantage of CLOVES in collaborative design, CLOVES’ visual interface certainly
helped educators be involved in the design process and share their knowledge with
other designers. In particular, that Betty was able to express her proposal in language
akin to that of an advanced undergraduate computer science major was remarkable.
Further investigations will be made to evaluate and improve CLOVES and how it can
benefit collaborative designers for the development of educational virtual environments.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new client-server based visualization
framework called openVisaar. For remote visualization encoded video streams
are multicast from each cluster client node to the remote application with RTSP
(Real Time Streaming Protocol). At the remote site only an ISO-compliant
MPEG-4 video player software is needed to decode the video stream. By
supporting remote video streams spatially separated working partners have the
possibility of synchronous collaboration with our visualization system. For
navigation and interaction at the remote site openVisaar offers different client
software. Navigation and collaborative interaction can be enhanced with an
additional Augmented Reality support. Only components that can be used
freely for non commercial purposes are integrated.

1

Introduction

In the last years the rendering and displaying quality of three dimensional computer
generated visualizations were enormously improved. Compared to the past their
appearance and expressiveness is very good and computer simulated scenarios of
reality are more acceptable than ever. As a highly interdisciplinary field, computer
generated visualization frequently requires experts and domain specialists with
different background knowledge to cooperate closely. Often huge amounts of
numerical data are to be explored and understood. Many valuable insights only occur
while collaborating and discussing relevant data representations.
The connection of the CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) concept
and the AR (Augmented Reality) technology delivers new possibilities for intuitive
and computer supported cooperative work especially by team work at the same
location. Augmented Reality is a technology by which a user's view of the real world
is augmented with additional information from a computer model. It constitutes a
particularly promising new user interface paradigm by exploiting people’s visual and
spatial skills to navigate in a three dimensional world. This can be also very helpful
for localized collaboration to explore the numerical geospatial data of a climate model
that is displayed in computer generated visualization [1].
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Fig. 1. Exploring geospatial data with Java based remote client of the openVisaar framework

In the past and even today a common method to transport visualizations was the
streaming of compressed meshes and textures from a server to a client computer.
While visualizing complex scenes with a huge amount of polygons this method often
needs too much network capacity and has high demands on the capabilities of the
client computer. By using such methods there are big security problems, too. It is very
easy for an intruder to steal all original data, because all relevant raw data will be sent
directly from the server to a client. In our remote solution we assume that the client
computer offers only a fragment of processor power and graphics power of the server.
Also a powerful graphics accelerator board is only needed in the cluster-client nodes
of our visualization cluster (often called grid). The only demand on our remote client
is that it is capable to decode ISO-compliant MPEG-4 video streams. When using
Augmented Reality also a minimalist version of the ARToolkit has to be executable on
the remote computer, even possibly on a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) [2].
The aim of our work is to develop a platform independent visualization server that
takes advantage of the functionality of current graphics accelerator boards and
delivers a high performance video stream to the remote client computer (see Fig. 1).
In our case high performance video stream means that the picture quality is high, the
frame rate is accurate, the needed bandwidth is low and the latency is as short as
possible. While using video streams we have a constant and calculable size of
network capacity and processor power. The size of the video stream is independent
from the size of the visualization and the graphics accelerator board of the client
computer does not need special features to display interactive and animated
visualizations at an accurate frame rate. It is possible to use the majority of available
computers, even laptops and handhelds, as a visualization client [3].
A further point should be that different users are able to access the data that was
generated by the visualization server at the same time. Also the coordination between
active users should be as easy as possible. It is very important that every user of the
cooperative working process gets the same potential for work. There should not be
any problems concerning the geographical location or the capabilities of the
hardware. The user should not be restricted or excluded from the working process
because of using limited hardware or software. The ability to interact, navigate and
manipulate at an accurate speed has to be available for all users of a cooperative
working process.
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Related Work

A lot of different projects deal with collaborative visualization, remote visualization
and/or collaborative Augmented Reality. Most of them only support one or two of the
before mentioned features. Sometimes the lack of important features restricts the user
by advanced procedures. A short description of functionality and features of the most
interesting solutions in this area will be given next.
2.1

Studierstube

The Studierstube Workspace is an application framework for collaborative
visualization in Augmented Reality [4]. In this project a concept for a collaborative
working environment that simultaneously supports multiple users as well as multiple
applications was developed. Studierstube was not designed for distributed rendering
and does not support video-based remote collaboration.
2.2

DWARF & SHEEP

The DWARF framework is based on the concept of collaborating distributed services
[5]. DWARF is a component-based Distributed Wearable Augmented Reality
Framework, and facilitates a rapid prototyping and online development process for
building, debugging and altering a complex, distributed, highly interactive
Augmented Reality system. A description of an integration of Studierstube and
DWARF can be found in [6].
The SHEEP game [7] is a famous demonstration for a cooperative Augmented
Reality consumer application that was designed to test and demonstrate the potential
of tangible user interfaces which dynamically visualize, manipulate and control
complex operations of many inter-dependent processes. In particular the main focus
of the DWARF project is the distributed augmented reality framework. Video
streaming or distributed rendering are not supported in the way our system does.
2.3

SharedSpace (ARToolKit & MagicBook)

The SharedSpace project [8] has culminated in two related technologies, the
ARToolKit and the Magic Book.
ARToolKit (Augmented Reality Toolkit) is a software library for building
Augmented Reality applications. These are applications that involve the overlay of
virtual imagery on the real world.
The MagicBook [9] explores seamless transition between reality and virtual reality.
When users look at the pages of a real book through a handheld display they can see
virtual content superimposed over the real pages. The MagicBook supports
collaboration as a physical object, a shared Augmented Reality experience and a
multi-user immersive virtual environment. The MagicBook is very restricted to the
applications it was designed for, e.g. education or entertainment applications.
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AR Prism & GI2VIZ

AR Prism and its successor GI2VIZ are two explorations in the use of hybrid user
interfaces for collaborative geographic data visualization [10]. The AR PRISM
interface combines three technologies; Augmented Reality, immersive Virtual Reality
and computer vision based hand and object tracking. The interface is based on the
underlying idea that multiple users gathered around a real map, should be able to see
and manipulate three-dimensional virtual geographic information superimposed on
the map. This manipulation should be based on physical markers and tangible
interaction techniques. In GI2VIZ alternative interface techniques, including a zoomable user interface, paddle interactions and pen annotations were explored.

3

Design of the openVisaar Visualization Framework

All the described systems lack of one or more key features. In the following chapter
we want to present the design of the openVisaar visualization framework. OpenVisaar
can be divided into two parts [Fig. 2 shows an overview].

Fig. 2. Components of the openVisaar visualization framework

On one site is the server, normally a cluster composed of a few powerful computers,
equipped with modern graphics accelerator boards and appropriate main memory. On
the other site there is the client, at most times the computer of the user. This can be a
standard pc, laptop or handheld without high demands on the hardware. The only
demand is that the client computer is able to decode ISO-compliant MPEG-4 video
streams in real-time. Support of Java would be an additional advantage. The server of
openVisaar consists of three different services that are executed on a cluster:
x User Manager: The actual server that manages the user lists and rights system
will be executed on one cluster-server node.
x Scene Server: The graphics server controls the replication of the combined
scene graph and runs on one cluster-server node, too.
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x Scene Renderer: A variable amount of graphics clients can be executed on the
other cluster-client nodes. Normally the amount of the scene renderers is equal
to the amount of available cluster-client nodes.
The Scene Server, User Manager, Scene Renderer, Java based remote client and
Augmented Reality featured remote client use various components and technologies to
administrate, render and display the distributed visualization. The three different
services of our framework are presented in the next paragraphs. The whole interaction
between the different services and remote clients is diagrammed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. OpenVisaar architecture with Java based (left) & AR featured remote client (right)

3.1

User Manager

The User Manager provides the elementary coordination functions and a simple right
administration. If the remote client provokes an action message, first the User
Manager checks the legitimacy of the message with a check up of the actual rights of
the user. If the check up was all right, the action message will be forwarded to the
user specific Scene Renderer. Additionally, the User Manager receives the changes of
the user position, the user orientation and current used tools. This information is
collected, too, and will be send to the Scene Server afterwards.
3.2

Scene Server

Both, the Scene Server and Scene Renderer use OpenSG for their scene graph
management and rendering. OpenSG is a portable scene graph system that provides
fundamental functionality to create real-time graphics programs [11]. One central part
of the OpenSG design is multithreaded asynchronous scene graph manipulation. The
OpenSG data structures are set up in a way that allows multiple independent threads
to manipulate the scene graph independently without interfering with each other. This
feature allows synchronizing the manipulations of each user with the manipulations of
the other users. Finally, every user of the collaborative working community gets the
same view on the current dataset.
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The centrally stored scene graph is managed by our Scene Server. Changes are
executed in agreement with the User Manager. Made modifications are journalized in
a simple version controlling system. On every change to the scene, the Scene Server
sends synchronized messages to all Scene Renderers to update their replicated scene
graph. Furthermore, the Scene Server stores the position, orientation, representation
of the user and their visible tools in relation to the common desktop in a second scene
graph. Position and orientation are updated regularly by the User Manager and are
distributed to the Scene Renderers during the synchronization of the scene graph. At
the end of a Scene Server session the scene graph is stored in a file which can be
reloaded when restarting the Scene Server.
3.3

Scene Renderer

Every Scene Renderer contains a replicated scene graph that will be regularly
harmonized with the scene graph of the Scene Server. Every modification of another
user can be seen immediately. There exists exactly one Scene Renderer for every
remote client. The Scene Renderer generates an individual view of the shared
visualization scene and transports it as video stream to the remote client. All detected
marker positions and marker orientations are sent from the remote client to the Scene
Renderer. Now, the Scene Renderer has the possibility to calculate the correct
positions and orientations for tools, selection-marks and text messages.
All graphics are rendered into a virtual OpenGL framebuffer called pbuffer
(preserved pixel buffer). The pbuffer is used for hardware-accelerated off-screen
rendering, followed by the grabbing, encoding and sending of the pictures as video
stream. Every frame of the currently rendered picture is sent through the virtual video
device (Video4Linux Loopback Driver) to the video encoding server (MP4Live Server).
Finally, the MP4Live Server generates a real-time video stream by using an ISOcompliant MPEG-4 video codec (e.g. XviD).

The Apple Darwin Streaming Server (gets the encoded video stream) is a server
technology which allows sending streaming video data to clients across the Internet
using the industry standard RTP (Realtime Transport Protocol) and RTSP (Real Time
Streaming Protocol) protocols. Alternative to the Apple Darwin Streaming Server we
support the Apache Webserver.
3.4

Client

On the client side one user interface of openVisaar (see Fig. 1) is based on Java and
Swing. By using the Java based remote client there are two possibilities to view the
video stream at the remote site:
x Download a dynamic link library based on the MP4Player (part of MPEG4IP).
x View the delivered video stream with an integrated Apple QuickTime Player.
The Augmented Reality featured remote client was implemented in C++. For the
implementation of the Augmented Reality technology we made use of the ARToolkit
and divided it up into two parts, whereby the biggest part was integrated at the client
site and only a small part runs at the server site. A combination of ARToolkit and
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Open Scene Graph systems was first presented in [12]. For the encoding at the Scene
Renderer and the decoding at the Augmented Reality featured remote client we use
the FFmpeg package. We did not find any efficient video codec that supports a
transparent video layer, so we are sending the alpha channel as a separate video
stream.

4

Cooperative Work with Visualizations

Finally, we want to present what kind of collaboration scenario was already realized
and what kind of visualization techniques are supported by our openVisaar systems so
far.
Our advanced scenario is the use of visualization with climate modeling. Huge
amounts of numerical data have to be explored and understood in the field of
meteorology. Meteorologists need information about the evolution process of
different physical variables (such as wind speed, temperature, humidity and pressure)
depending on time and spatial dimensions. Visualization is one way to monitor this
data to ensure that programs are not running far astray of realistic solutions. Thereby
visualization may allow early detection of model problems.
OpenVisaar allows every collaboration partner to move viewing position and
change viewing angle to gain better comprehension of the displayed data and to look
at details. Different visualization techniques can be altered and changed individually,
attachments and notes can be made at any three dimensional point and high quality
screenshots can be grabbed of a distinguished viewport. All visualization techniques
and parameters can be changed by the different collaborators. Techniques and objects
that are being changed by one of the users are locked for all other users.
To have a more realistic representation, trees with a Level of Detail more
appropriate to illustrate the real landuse of the area can be activated. Clouds,
calculated with a particle system, represent the correct atmospheric humidity.
Streamlines and stream ribbons can be inserted at arbitrary positions. Differently
colored and transparent iso-surfaces with selected threshold values can be inserted in
the visualization. The area can be colored with different textures (e.g. street maps,
satellite photos) and even the buildings can be represented as simple boxes or
complex objects Fig. 4.
Every user has the possibility to share his insights with the cooperation partners.
This can be done by marking particular locations or by communicating with the other
users (chat, phone or direct talk). In this way many problems can be solved very fast
and easy. There are many advantages as compared to an individual solution.

5

Conclusion

We presented a visualization framework that is based on open libraries that can be
used freely for non commercial purposes. Further on we tried to combine the aspects
of remote visualization, collaborative visualization and embedded functionality for
Augmented Reality. At this time, especially the Augmented Reality integration and
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of different visualization techniques provided by the openVisaar system

combination is only in an initial phase. We support two different remote clients. Our
Augmented Reality featured remote client works only platform dependent, because it
was implemented in C++ and C. By using the Java based remote client, collaboration
partners have the possibility to work spatially separated with the same visualization
and are able to share their insights directly. This is even possible if they use limited
computers, like standard desktop computers, laptops or handhelds.
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Abstract. In this paper we present our work in setting up a collaborative virtual
environment (CVE) framework which is built to support collaborative creative
meetings for geographically dispersed participants. Similar to real life, we rely
on the use of quick drawings or sketches as a means of communication to convey new ideas, thoughts or other meta-data to other individuals. Furthermore,
we concentrate on facilitating the (collaborative) interaction process through the
use of four modalities. The first modality is direct manipulation, which is suitable for direct interaction with the networked environment. Secondly, we look
at interaction through gesturing symbols in order not to distract the user's attention from the meeting. As a third modality we consider interaction through
menu and widget manipulation. A fourth modality is established by a camera
interface.We expect that the combination of the intuitive interface and the realtime visualisation of the virtual environment leads to a better understanding and
realisation of one's ideas in an early phase of the cooperation.

Keywords: collaborative virtual environment, human-computer interaction, multimodal
interaction, sketching

1 Introduction and Motivation
People who cooperate in teams often need to meet together to do some brainstorming,
or to form, convey, readjust or hit upon (new) ideas. During brainstorming sessions, it
is a common practice for participants to use quick drawings or sketches as these convey more than only words can say. However, when the participants are located in
geographically dispersed locations, these kinds of brainstorming sessions are impracticable.
`Collaborative Virtual Environments' (CVEs), in general, are applications that provide distributed virtual reality technology to support cooperative work. They consist
of virtual spaces that enable participants to collaborate and share objects as if the participants were present in the same place. Currently, CVEs are used for many purposes, some of which include collaborative design [1], manipulation [2], education,
simulation, and training. However, on-line games still are the most common form of
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 47-60, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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on-line virtual environments in use today. Games such as Sony's `EverQuest' [3] and
`World of Warcraft' [4] are designed to be played by thousands of users worldwide
every day.
In this paper we introduce our work in setting up a collaborative virtual environment (CVE) framework which is built to support collaborative creative meetings. Regarding collaborative working, roughly two categories can be identified. In the first,
users are located in the same room and, for example, use displays projected on walls
or tables as a spatially continuous extension of their own workspace [5]. Our work,
however, extends the concept of `Designer's Outpost' [6] in which participants are
remotely present while sharing one virtual workbench.
The strength of the proposed environment is in the fact that we, just as in real life,
use quick drawings or sketches as a means of communication to convey new ideas,
thoughts or other meta-data to other individuals. We expect that by using our system
the occurrence of misunderstandings can be minimised or cleared up promptly in an
early phase of the cooperation.
This text is organised as follows. In section 2 we elaborate on the collaborative environment that we envisage. Section 3 focusses on facilitating the (collaborative) interaction process through different modalities. Currently, we concentrate on four modalities in particular, which are direct manipulation, interaction through gesturing
symbols, menu and widget manipulation, and a camera interface. We end with our
conclusions and topics for future research (section 4).
Related work on highlighted aspects will be mentioned in the appropriate sections.

2 Collaborative Virtual Environment Framework
The collaborative environment we envisage consists of a virtual workbench that can
be shared by a group of users (who are remotely present) in order to support collaborative creative meetings. In the following subsections we discuss the underlying virtual environment framework and the collaborative setup.
2.1 Virtual Environment Framework
Virtual Environments (VEs) are computer generated, two-dimensional or threedimensional environments that create the effect of an interactive world in which the
user is immersed. In previous research, our research group has developed a code
framework for interacting in virtual environments [7,8,9]. In this work, we rely on
their framework, of which we'll now give a brief overview.
The framework in its current state can be regarded as a black box that can be used
to create VEs that require all sorts of (multimodal) interaction possibilities. Currently,
it supports the use of several 3D input devices (e.g. a 3D mouse [10], a MicroScribe
[11], 3D trackers), speech input and haptic feedback (e.g. PHANToM [12]).
As different modalities, such as haptic interface, direct manipulation, interaction
through widgets, or speech input, present their information in a specific manner, an
interface is developed for each of these interaction techniques. These interfaces
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should be considered in a sense of a high-level structured syntax of which the designer of the environment can use the supported functionalities.
The data passed into the framework is similar for all created interfaces and is represented by interaction events. All events that are generated by the interaction techniques are sent to a central dispatching unit, called a task conductor. From there, the
interaction events are redirected to the appropriate (application specific) event handling code.
Similar to other interaction techniques, the user interface will also generate and
send interaction events to the task conductor in order to perform the necessary tasks.
2.2 Collaborative Setup
Our server-client based CVE system consists of a server application, and for each participating site a client application (GUI). The functions of the server include management of the parties (joining, quitting), sharing of application data (adding, deleting,
...), and floor control to assure mutual exclusion. The main role of each client is to
serve as the collaborative interface with the user and to act as the visible part of the
collaborative system.
The collaborative environment that we envisage consists of a virtual workbench
that can be shared by the users. For each participant, this virtual workbench is projected onto his/her real desk. Equipped with a set of interaction devices and some basic functionalities, this virtual workbench allows participants to brainstorm with other
users in an intuitive manner. Figure 1 shows one possible set-up. In this case the projected working area can be enlarged or reduced depending on the available space and
need, just by tuning the projector. Other set-ups are supported as well including projecting from underneath the desk or simply using a conventional display.
In order to obtain a one-to-one mapping between the projected workbench and the
user's real working area, we provided simple calibration in which the user selects the
corners of the projected workbench. As a result, when using for example a 3D pointing device, besides the obvious one-to-one mapping between the real tip of the device
and it's projected visual representation, we also can detect whether the tip touches the
workbench or not. This will be elucidated in section 3.1.
At this moment, two different network communication protocols are being used
simultaneously: TCP/IP and RTP (real-time protocol). The first is used as a reliable
means of communication and deals with data that in any case needs to be delivered,
whereas the latter is employed to take care of time-critical data.
In the next section we concentrate on the different modalities that are being used.

3 Multimodal Interaction
In a multimodal application, input and output are provided by using different devices.
Due to their specific characteristics, each modality has its own needs with regard to
the used input device.
Currently, we concentrate on four modalities in particular to facilitate the collaborative interaction process. The first modality is direct manipulation, which is suitable
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for direct interaction with the 3D virtual environment. Secondly, we look at interaction through gesturing symbols in order to facilitate a sketching process. As a third
modality we consider interaction through menu and widget manipulation. A fourth
modality is established by a camera interface as a means to incorporate real-life objects into the virtual workbench.
The functionality of the first three modalities is provided using a MicroScribe [11].
The reasons for using a MicroScribe are threefold. Firstly, we need a tracking device
in order to be able to intuitively put down sketchy remarks (section 3.1).

Fig. 1. A possible set-up for displaying the shared virtual workbench.

The MicroScribe is an accurate, affordable 3D digitising system (usually employed
to digitise 3D clay models). However, its high accuracy (0.009" or 0.23 mm) and
large workspace size (50" or 1.27 m), provide the user also with a natural interaction
method for sketching in 2D/3D [13]. The device is depicted in the top-right corner in
figure 2. Secondly, the same argument stands up for gesturing understandable symbols (section 3.2). Thirdly, an easy-to-use and comfortable pointer device is required
for several `conventional' pointing operations such as menu interaction (see section
3.3) and object selection. Since the user's dominant hand is already holding the MicroScribe, it is not convenient to switch to another input device (e.g. mouse) for menu
interaction. Therefore, we chose to use the MicroScribe to interact as well with 3D
menus (figure 5(b)).
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Since the MicroScribe also comes with two foot pedals, which are very useful for
e.g. mode selection, several different interactions (sketching, selecting menu items,
selecting objects, ...) can be performed successively in an arbitrary order using the
same device. This approach considerably reduces the number of times the user has to
release the MicroScribe.
Other conventional (tracking) devices could be used as well [14,15,7], however,
from our experiences [13] we discovered they either only work fine in laboratory environments, or are unnatural to use. For example, a conventional (pressure-sensitive)
stylus is easy-to-use but depends on a - often small - fixed size working area. Kobayashi et al. [16] and more recently, Oka et al. [17] introduced a fast and robust method
for tracking a user's hands and multiple fingertips. Their method is capable of tracking
multiple fingertips in a reliable manner even in a complex background under dynamically changing lighting conditions without any markers. Although it feels very natural
to the user, a major drawback of this method is that tracking fingers still lacks high
accuracy.
Note that the PHANToM [12] is a worthy alternative to the MicroScribe. However,
a formal user test carried out by Raymaekers and Coninx pointed out that in a virtual
environment the "point-and-click" metaphor should be used rather than a pushing
metaphor [8]. As a result, employing a force feedback device only as a tracking or
pointing device while ignoring force feedback is quite overkill. In the following subsections we elaborate on the different modalities.
3.1 Direct Manipulation: Collaborative Sketching
In our CVE we rely on the use of sketches as a means of communication to convey
certain ideas to other individuals.
Therefore, we must keep an important constraint in mind, which is the ease of use
of the sketching tool. The simplicity of the classic pen, which is also available as an
input device for the computer, is an important feature that needs to be taken into account in the implementation of our sketching tool. In other words, a sketch-drawing
tool needs to work in a natural and intuitive way, which implies that the tool has to
work in real-time and that the movement of the pen has to be closely tied to the resulting curve.
Creating Sketches. In our system, the creation of a stroke is done interactively by
sampling the MicroScribe along the trail of the stroke. This only happens when the tip
of the MicroScribe touches the workbench (section 2.2). In order to allow for realtime high-level manipulations on the strokes, the individual pixels that make up the
stroke are not used. Instead, a high-level internal representation, using cubic Bézier
curves, is created. We use the solution of [18]. While sampling the MicroScribe we
simultaneously perform an iterative curve fitting technique based on least-squarederror estimation. Existing curve drawing solutions mostly take recourse to a `batch'
curve fitting solution, in which the fitting is done after the stroke drawing is finished,
whereas our fitting is done on-the-fly while the curve is being drawn.
The curves themselves are drawn as solid lines. Figure 2 illustrates the use of a MicroScribe as a tracking device in order to intuitively put down sketchy remarks.
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Fig. 2. Employing the MicroScribe as a tracking device in order to intuitively put down sketchy
remarks.

Note also there's a one-to-one mapping between the projected workbench and the
tip of the MicroScribe (i.e. real working area), through an initial calibration.
We also added support for grouping and performing transformations on (parts of)
the sketches. Existing applications transform drawings on a per-pixel basis which results in artifacts because the transformed parts are cut out and then pasted at a new
position. In our case the transformation tools (translate, rotate, scale, ...) only affect
the underlying geometric description of the selected (parts of the) sketches.
Notice that the user does not have to worry about picking, clicking and dragging
control points associated with the underlying curve primitives. That way we preserve
the same freedom of sketching a user has when using the "pencil-and-paper" approach.
Furthermore, we provided navigation support by means of a SpaceMouse [10].
This is a 3D optical mouse with 11 programmable buttons which allows us to simultaneously pan, zoom or rotate the virtual camera using only one hand. The
SpaceMouse is visible in the lower right corner of figure 2.
Collaborative Sketching. In order to modify existing sketches, they temporarily need
to be assigned to the requesting user. The user concerned only has to `touch' a
particular sketch after which an explicit locking request is sent to the server. The
server for its part takes care of the request and notifies all other parties in case of
acceptance. The requesting client, however, gets informed in any case. All
communication involved happens transparently to the user.
By using instantaneous visual feedback (e.g. using different colours or flashing
points), users always are aware of which sketches currently (i) are being modified by
others, (ii) are attributed to the user himself, or (iii) are unlocked.
Sketches consist of cubic Bézier curves. Consequently, whenever sketches are being drawn or modified, only the affected control points need to be sent to the other
participants. In case of transforming sketches or requests for locking/unlocking/...,
only specific data is sent over the network.
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For these operations, we make use of TCP/IP as a communication protocol. As a
result, we are assured that all data arrives in the right order, and no data gets lost.
3.2 Direct Manipulation Through Gesturing
When making a sketch, it is sometimes desirable to manipulate the result. Different
techniques to manipulate the sketch can be encountered in the literature. For instance,
in Teddy [19], a program which allows the creation of a 3D object out of 2D sketches,
a sketch is modified by drawing extra lines onto the sketch. This manipulation then
deforms the sketch.
In our case, we have investigated the interface that is needed to perform typical reoccurring operations including transforming sketches (i.e. translating, rotating and
scaling), selecting sketches, deleting them, ... without having to turn to menus (and
other widgets) which take up a lot of time and distract the user's attention.
We thus need an intuitive user interface for performing these operations. Since the
user is already using a sketching interface by means of a MicroScribe, a gesture interface comes to mind.
By not using a WIMP interface, but a sketching interface, the user can perform the
different operations without having to resort to a button or another interface element
that distracts the attention from the sketching process.
Gesture interfaces are used in different applications, such as whiteboard tools [20].
Landay and Myers propose an interactive tool which allows designers to sketch an interface, and transforms it into a complete, operational interface [21]. Traditional gesture interfaces have as disadvantage that they do not offer an accurate means to provide input, while the interface that is generated by the tool of [21] has lost the look
and feel of a sketch interface.
In our approach, the purpose of gestures can be regarded as gesturing the functionality and not gesturing the widgets themselves. That is, gestures are not turned into
widgets since otherwise, the user has to perform twice as much interactions as
needed: (i) gesturing the widget, and (ii) interacting with the generated widget. Instead, upon recognising a gesture, the system switches its mode to the corresponding
operation. Furthermore, by changing the pointer, the user gets instantaneous feedback
about the current mode.
Creating Gestures. The gesturing interface is built upon our intuitive sketching tool
(section 3.1). Gestures are created in the same manner as "normal" gestures: the user
just draws a gesture, e.g. like an arrow, using the MicroScribe. The difference with a
normal gesture is interpretation of the gesture. For each gesture a particular action
which performs the manipulation is defined. For instance, drawing an arrow, pointing
to the right (figure 3(a)) indicates that the selected object(s) can be moved to another
position. To be more precise, as soon as a horizontal arrow is drawn (and recognised),
our system switches to horizontal translation mode (as defined by the direction of the
arrow). From now on, the user can precisely position the object by moving the pen of
the MicroScribe: the further the user moves the pen away, the further the object is
moved.
Several gestures for translating, rotating, scaling and deleting are shown in figure 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 3. Several gestures. a) Horizontal translation. b) Depth translation. c) Horizontal and depth
translation. d) Rotation. e) Horizontal scale. f) Depth scale. g) Horizontal and depth scale. h)
Delete selected object(s).

Recognition of Gestures. Because our gestures are represented by curves, it is easier
to exploit the associated curve data instead of using for example a neural network that
anyhow has to be trained [22].
Our idea is to induce the intended gesture from (i) the geometrical position of the
control points, (ii) the order of appearance of the control points, and (iii) the number
of sketches which make up the gesture. That way, we also do not impose any constraints on the user, such as the drawing speed or the size of the gesture.
In order to clarify our approach, we amplify on recognising the `delete' gesture
(figure 3(h)).
Based on the number of strokes drawn by the user, our system will perform some
test in order to recognise this gesture. In this case, one possible gesture is the one indicating the `delete' functionality since it typically consists of two strokes, as shown
in figure 4(a). If one of the tests fails, the system proceeds to test the next possible
gesture (in this example, also consisting out of two strokes).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Recognition process of a `delete' gesture. a) Gesture made by the user shown with underlying control points. b) Close-up of the first line (indicated in blue in figure (a)).

At first, we test if the two strokes are (nearly) straight lines. We'll show this by
means of the first line (figure 4(b)). Since our strokes are represented by cubic Béziers, straight lines occur when all control points are co-linear. That is, ideally, angles
- and E should be 0. As users almost never draw real straight lines, angles up to 35
degrees are tolerated. As a result, following equation should be satisfied (the same
idea counts for the second line):
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Now that we know that the gesture consists of straight lines, we have to check
whether the slope of both lines is correct: the slope of v0 v3 should approximately
equal 1 whereas the slope of v4 v7 should approximate 1. This is examined by following equations:

v3, z  v0, z
v3, x  v0, x

| 1 and

v7 , z  v4, z
v7 , x  v4, x

| 1

As a final test, we need to be sure that the two lines actually cross each other. This
is a straightforward operation and comes down to whether or not finding an intersection point. Both t a and tb , see following equations, should be in the range 0..1.

ta
tb

((v7 , x  v4, x ) (v0, y  v4, y ))  ((v7 , y  v4, y ) (v0, x  v4, x ))
((v7 , y  v4, y ) (v3, x  v0, x ))  ((v7 , x  v4, x ) (v3, y  v0, y ))
((v3, x  v0, x ) (v0, y  v4, y ))  ((v3, y  v0, y ) (v0, x  v4, x ))
((v7 , y  v4, y ) (v3, x  v0, x ))  ((v7 , x  v4, x ) (v3, y  v0, y ))

The recognition process of all other gestures involves similar operations.
We end this section by stating that gesturing the functionality is both easy to create
and use and does not distract the user's attention from the brainstorming process. This
is particularly due to (i) the use of gestures which are intuitive and easy to remember,
(ii) the analytical recognition process which does not involve any training period, and
(iii) the user never has to release the MicroScribe for performing typical re-occurring
manipulations.
Interpretation of Gestures. A problem that arises in this kind of interfaces is how to
specify the mode that the user is working with. The user can either be drawing the
sketch, gesturing or using the gesture.
Likewise, the transition between the gesturing mode and the usage of the gesture
should be defined. One could stop the gesturing mode when a gesture is recognised
but this could introduce a new problem when drawing a gesture which is a subset or a
superset of another one. For example in figure 3 one can see clearly that the gesture
for making horizontal translations is a part of the gesture for scaling and hence the
system has no knowledge whether the gesture is completed.
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As a solution, we use the MicroScribe's foot pedals as a means for switching between modes. Moreover, by changing the pointer visual feedback about the current
mode is given to the user as well.
3.3 Menu and Widget Interaction
Menu and widget interaction form an essential part of virtual environments. Different
approaches to incorporate menus in a virtual environment can be identified in the literature. In JDCAD [23] a "Daisy menu" is used in which a sphere shaped menu is applied to manipulate 3D objects. Others suggested pie or radial menus [24,16,25] in
which menu items are represented by slices of the pie. A drawback of the latter is that
they still are two-dimensional. Some research into 3D user interfaces has been conducted by Anderson et al. [26] who developed a complete toolkit to create user interfaces for VEs (e.g. the FLIGHT project). A 3D user interface can, for instance, be
useful to prevent the need for alternating between using a mouse and using a 3D device when working with a 3D application.
As our main goal is to fully integrate the widget set into the virtual environment,
we chose the hybrid approach as presented by [8]. The resulting user interface contains properties based on 2D as well as 3D environments and applications. The UI
elements can be arbitrarily positioned and are initially semitransparent, thus not occluding parts of the environment. However, when the pointer approaches the UI element, it fades in to become opaque. This feature is illustrated in figure 5(a) by means
of a virtual pointer.
In our system we also provided a MicroScribe interface for the menu interaction in
order to let the user carry on with the same input device. This is shown in figure 5(b)
in which a menu item is selected by `touching' its projected version using the MicroScribe's tip.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. a) This illustrates the use of the menus used in our environment. UI elements are initially semitransparent, but, when the pointer approaches them, they fade in to become opaque.
b) Employing the MicroScribe as a pointing device in order to intuitively select a menu item.
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3.4 Camera Interaction
Video encoding and transmission is traditionally primarily used for video conferencing, video-on-demand, and/or broadcasting applications. Research concerning the use
of video streams to represent a user’s appearance in a virtual environment has been
reported upon in [27,28,29,30,31,32]. While these applications themselves are a major
subject of research, the combination of video communication with (collaborative) virtual environment technology is still relatively unexplored.
We believe that the incorporation of real-time video streams can create a surplus
value to collaborative work applications. In this work, we employ the use of a camera
as an extra means to incorporate real-life objects into the virtual workbench. For example, similar to situations in real life, while one hand is used for drawing, the other
(free hand) can serve for showing objects or pointing. This is depicted in figure 6.
When aiming the camera towards the projected workbench itself, the camera obviously records the projected workbench and consequently retransmits it, causing visual
artifacts. This problem could be solved by explicitly extracting only the hand or fingers from the recorded images using computer vision techniques. However, at this
moment, we avoid this issue by working in the same way as weathermen do: the user
moves his hand in another region with a neutral background while at the same time
watching the projected workbench; the camera is aimed towards this neutral background while the recorded images immediately get blended into the virtual environment.
Given the real-time nature of these data streams, an obvious choice for the underlying protocol is the Real-Time Transmission Protocol or RTP, as it handles issues such
as synchronisation and packet ordering internally. Our implementation currently employs the JRTP [33] library.

Fig. 6. This snapshot illustrates the use of a camera as a means to incorporate real objects into
the virtual workbench. In this particular example, a pencil and a finger are used to emphasise
one part of the diagram.
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4 Conclusions and Future Research
We presented our work in setting up a collaborative virtual environment (CVE)
framework which is built to support collaborative creative meetings. We concentrated
on the use of quick drawings or sketches as a means of communication to convey new
ideas, thoughts or other meta-data to other individuals.
Four different modalities enable the user's interaction with the virtual environment.
Direct manipulation allows a very straightforward interaction with the virtual objects.
Next, gesturing permits additional interaction without having to switch to another interface. For more infrequent tasks, widgets and menus are integrated into the environment and manipulated using the same devices. Finally, a camera interface brings
the real world of one user into another's virtual world.
Several cooperative working sessions were held among different location. From
the user's point of view, our collaborative environment is easy to use, without the
need for training sessions. Particularly, the instantaneous visual feedback from both
the sketching tool and the camera was appreciated.
In the near future, we would like to incorporate speech into our CVE - this is currently under development; at the moment we use a standard non-integrated tool [34].
Furthermore, we plan to (further) investigate the use of two-handed input, and to incorporate tangible mixed reality interaction.
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Abstract. The essential purpose of this paper is to describe a framework, in a
simple and complete way, which enables the concurrent visualization of audio/video streaming combined with its corresponding synchronous cooperative
vectorial information. The architecture presented uses Java JMF API, which offers a simple, robust, extendable, multi-platform solution. It also requires no direct maintenance as regards the incorporation of future video cameras and codecs that come out on the market. Instead of the typical separate presentation of
videoconferencing and its corresponding preset additional information, we offer
the possibility of combining the video image with real-time vectorial information. All the combined bitmap and vectorial information is shared and can be
interactively modified by the clients which are using the cooperative visualization framework. The current prototype RTCIM (Real Time Cooperative Information Manager) offers a complete API to implement cooperative applications
based on multiple audio/video sessions.

1 Introduction
Collaborative visualization tools can improve the efficiency of the design and engineer processes [1]. Currently there are different real-time applications providing different types of cooperative visualization or cooperative design [2]. A good example
of cooperative visualization tool is Vic [3], a real-time, multimedia application for
video conferencing over the Internet. Vic is designed with a flexible and extensible
architecture to support heterogeneous environments and configurations. ISABEL [4]
is another characteristic multiconference application; it uses an innovative service
concept, which adapts the collaboration sessions to the user needs.
The cooperative design not only keeps down the original functions of the traditional software engineering but also supports the cooperative work; however, the
development of application cooperation tools is a difficult and time-consuming job
[5]. Modeling the cooperative product design process is a key challenge in building
up cooperative and intelligent product design information systems and environments.
Since the cooperative design process is characterized by distributed workflow and
complicated interaction [6].
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 61-68, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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With the improved requirements of agility and design efficiency of product design,
more and more attention is paid to the platforms supporting design tasks and using
multiple cooperative design tools. In this context, it is important to establish frameworks supporting multimedia and multiple design modes [7, 8]. Actually, ANTS [9]
provides a useful framework, designed to facilitate computer-supported cooperative
work. The concept of a cooperative template is in order to control and manage design
tasks on the Net [10]; different designs and implementations [11] use the cooperative
template resource.
Most of the real-time cooperative applications supporting videoconferencing have
required an enormous development effort in the area of accessing and processing the
individual frames and in the communications area. They require continuous maintenance to offer the latest coding standards and to admit the different cameras that come
out on the market.
To aid the development of multimedia applications, Sun Microsystems© provides
Java Media Framework (JMF) API [12]. The most evident advantage of its use is the
possibility to access the video and audio signal through a wide group of classes and
interfaces; a less immediate but very important advantage is that we can rely on Sun
Microsystems to provide support for new codecs and cameras that come out on the
market.
Unfortunately, using the JMF API appropriately is not at all simple. The documentation that exists is based on the document JMF API Guide [13] and the few books
published on the subject in which it does not specify how to access the individual
frames, or the detailed way to create effects. The rest is an open search of the Internet,
where at most we can find examples of the general use of streams, without reaching
the level of pixel processing.
The cooperative visualization framework presented in this paper is implemented
using JMF and allows a real-time video image to be integrated with different types of
vectorial information, which are then combined inside each video frame by simply
modifying the pixel details. The following sections of the paper will explain the main
goals of the RTCIM framework, its scope, upper level architecture, communication
strategies and semantic representation; finally we provide a graph with the experimental performance results that the framework can reach depending on the different
dynamic loads we can apply.

2

Scope of the Framework

The framework presented (Figure 1) can handle several sources of audio and video
real-time streams, as well as vectorial stream sources (slides, commentaries, isolated
texts and arrows, etc.). All these streams use the real-time protocol (RTP) [14] to
communicate via the network system. People involved in the cooperative process
(mostly consumers), receive the streams from the network (using RTP) and are able
to request the inclusion of vectorial information (text, circles, rectangles, etc.) within
the streams. To achieve this type of request, the TCP/IP [15] protocol is used.
To understand the framework, we can imagine a situation where NASA acts as
source of live video coming from the Shuttle. This video is sent to a small group of
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scientist (consumers) who are trying to solve a difficult problem in real-time. Each
scientist can incorporate the necessary vectorial information to the video images to
focalise his collaborative idea.

Fig. 1. Framework capabilities

In fact, we are offering a shared blackboard displayed inside the real-time video/s
transmitted. This facility is complemented with the typical synchronous services (see
Figure 1). At this time, we have finished the software required to use Microsoft
Power Point synchronized with the video streams in order to present a more complete
scenario to the consumers; this can be a powerful tool, but it is not sufficiently universal as it is platform dependent.
As we can see in Figure 1, source entities act as servers, while consumers act as
clients. Sources send the RTP streams (audio, video, vectorial information) combined
with the vectorial information provided by the clients’ requests. Consumers’ requests
are received using TCP/IP server diamonds and processed with a JMF Effect [13],
which is implemented in the framework presented.

3

Communication Strategies

The framework presented is just the upper level diagram of our cooperative information system; the intermediate level comes from the realization of the technical framework: API. Since we are using Java and JMF, our API contains Java packages (sets of
classes and interfaces). Finally, using API, we can easily implement different applications or a highly parameterized project.
The success of the final applications greatly depends on the communications performance. To improve the communications performance it is necessary to adapt the
application designs to the bandwidth and the network topology we are dealing with. It
is not the same to multicast real-time streams via an intranet system than to multicast
them via the open Internet.
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Figure 2 shows the communications design using a common intranet bus. Each
streaming source broadcasts its real-time streams to all the consumers, receiving the
vectorial requests via TCP/IP protocol.
Streaming
source

Multistreaming
consumer

Multistreaming
consumer

Fig. 2. Common intranet bus communication design
(Dotted line: TCP/IP, continuous line: RTP)

Using the open Internet, the ideal scenario is to have an IP multicast layer available
[16]; unfortunately, routers do not support this protocol over the entire Internet. The
simplest approach is to open a different session for each consumer, however, this
solution is not scalable. The design we have chosen and tested is based on a virtual
multicast implemented as a pipeline or chain of consumer transmissions (Figure 3).
This solution offers reasonable bandwidth utilization, but is very poor in faulttolerance and delay aspects.
Streaming
source

Multistreaming
consumer

Multistreaming
consumer

Multistreaming
consumer

Fig. 3. Internet communication design
(Dotted line: TCP/IP, continuous line: RTP)

It is possible to combine the intranet/Internet approaches, using the Internet to send
real-time streams to the different intranets users. In this case, each network would
have a computer bridge to receive the streams and act as a streaming source for its
own network consumers.

4

Information System Architecture

Figure 4 shows a simplified diagram of the current RTCIM prototype software. At the
lowest level, it is supported by Java Development Kit (JDK) and Java Media Framework, using both their presentation/processing classes and the RTP classes. At the
upper level, we separate the source side, the consumer side and the synchronous services.
The ‘StreamSource’ class is responsible for sending both the vectorial streams and
the bitmap real-time streams to the network. These streams are merged using the
implemented ‘Effect’, producing a resulting bitmap containing the vectorial informa-
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tion. The ‘RTPSend’ class provides the necessary methods to send the streams using
RTP.
The ‘VectorialDiamond’ class receives the TCP/IP consumers’ requests (see Figure 1) and stores them in a suitable data-structure to be used in the dynamic merging
process implemented on the stream source side. The ‘StreamConsumer’ class receives
the RTP streams (‘RTPReception’ class) and, when the Internet communication designs is used, it sends (‘RTPSend’ class) these streams to other consumers (see Figure
3). Finally, the ‘SynchronousServices’ class provides the typical text-oriented synchronous services.
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and Processing API

JMF RTP API
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Fig. 4. Architectural design

5

Semantic Representation

Cooperative tools and applications should incorporate a suitable semantic layer in
order to facilitate high-level queries, interoperability and cross-organizational share.
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Our framework uses a RDF (Resource Description Framework) based on the DARPA
Agent Markup Language (DAML) [17]. DAML sprang from a U.S. governmentsponsored effort in August 2000, which released DAML-ONT, a simple language for
expressing more sophisticated RDF class definitions than permitted by RDFS. The
DAML group soon pooled efforts with the Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [18];
DAML+OIL, a language for expressing far more sophisticated classifications and
properties of resources than RDFS. Since achieving a single common ontology is not
realistic, we must deal with some degree of semantic interoperability, supported by
effective mechanisms to integrate and reconcile overlapping and inconsistent ontology systems [19].
The semantic kernel of our framework is based on a set of DAML+OIL classes
which represent time constraints and vectorial information. The framework presented
stores the information that the stream sources send and receive with DAML syntax;
more specifically, it stores the TCP/IP vectorial request from the consumers. The
following code shows the ‘Rectangle’ and ‘Quadrilateral’ classes as an example.
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Rectangle">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Quadrilateral"/>
<rdfs:comment> RightAngles </rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Quadrilateral">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Polygon"/>
<rdfs:comment>Any four-sided Polygon.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

6

Results

Currently, RTCIM offers a framework and an API. We have implemented several
application prototypes to test the different functionalities provided by the API classes;
we are also implementing a telemedicine application that will serve as a guide experience to provide on-line nose and throat medical diagnoses.
Currently, most of our tests are programmed rather than generated by users working on a graphic user interface. Reliability and efficiency are, at this stage, the most
important goals we wish to reach: reliability has been strongly tested by placing the
prototypes in extremely long sessions and variable environments (hardware devices,
drivers, networks, multiple sessions, etc.); the efficiency study has two major
branches: communication strategies impact and system efficiency.
The impact of the communication strategies has been tested by evaluating different
data networks: LAN (Local Area Networks) 10 -100 Mbps, Frame Relay 2 Mbps and
WLAN (Wireless Local Area Networks) 11 Mbps. At JPEG quality 0.2 and RTP
packet size of 1024 Bytes, 14 fps (frames per second) are reached in LAN at 10/100
Mbps or FR at 2 Mbps, whilst only 13 are reached in WLAN. With a JPEG quality of
0.7, 11 fps are reached in LAN at 10/100 Mbps or FR at 2 Mbps, whilst only 9 are
reached in WLAN.
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fps

System efficiency has been tested by evaluating the impact of the computational
load applied to the video streaming: technically, the ‘Effect’ load (see Figure 4). The
tests have been performed using different processors. The results are shown in Figure
5. As the computational load of the effects increases (X-axis) the number of frames
per second 'fps' that the system is able to produce decreases (Y-axis). The relationship
is not lineal due to the different proportions that exist between the computation load
of each effect and the actual load imposed by the JMF API and the tested application
prototype.
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Fig. 5 System performance results

7

Conclusions

Merging video streaming with real-time vectorial information into unique RTP bitmap streaming facilitates concurrent visualization and the implementation of cooperative applications. Our framework will make it possible to implement applications that
are suitable for different requirements: cooperative e-learning, security control systems, cooperative medical diagnoses, intelligence sharing, etc.
The framework architecture presented provides a complete, tested API based on
JMF. It is reliable, scalable, requires no direct maintenance, can be easily configured
to work using different communication strategies and provides a high degree of interoperability based on its DAML+OIL semantic layer.
Jumping from the prototype scope to commercial applications will require testing
the API functionality applied to different environments: networks, computers, devices, users, GUI’s, etc. This type of testing involves both technical strategies and
psychological focusing in order to provide an efficient, suitable and reliable cooperative interface for specific users. The most important future objectives to be carried out
by our framework are the following: specific application implementations, incorporation of well-designed cooperative graphic user interfaces, RTP multicast communication approaches and the improvement of the semantic capabilities by incorporating a
specific top-level logic layer
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Abstract. Competitive advantages in the new global economy will belong to
enterprises capable of develop high customized products. In order to compete,
companies require adopting structured process to develop and improve their
practices in Integrated Product, Process and Facility Development (IPPFD).
This research project demonstrates how the methodological use of a Reference
Model allows the companies to create a Particular Model to set-up successful
IPPFD Processes focusing on specific issues of the company. One case study
was implemented to demonstrate how the Reference Model can be used in a
company to develop a New Product Development Program to redesign and
improve its products.
Keywords: Design product methodology, Product and process modelling,
Concurrent design, cooperative engineering, reference model.

1 Introduction
In an era of increased global competition, trends suggest that competitive advantages
will belong to enterprises capable of develop high customized products. In order to
compete, companies require developing New Product Development Programs with a
knowledgeable and skilled work force, and flexible management structures that
stimulate co-operative initiatives within and among companies. The incorporation of
New Product Development (NPD) concepts will contribute to enterprise growth and
their expected impact and benefits will create a more competitive industry as well as
higher-value-added jobs.
This research paper proposes the methodological use of a Reference Model that
allows the companies to create a Particular Model to set-up successful Integrated
Product, Process and Facility Development Processes, independent of the industrial
sector of a company, but focusing on specific issues of the company like market
opportunities, knowledge, technological constraints and declared goals.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 69-78, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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In section two of this paper the Reference Model developed and the Methodology
developed to configure Particular Models are presented. In section three, a case study
is presented to demonstrate the use of the Reference Model in the implementation of a
New Product Development program in a company oriented to design, manufacture
and commercialize sanding tools. The goal of this case study was to develop and
implement a Product Development Methodology in the company to re-design and
improve their products.

2 Reference Model for Integrated Product Process and Facility
Development
In this section the Reference Model developed for Integrated Product Process and
Facility Development is described. In the first part the scope of the Reference Model
is defined; after that a literature review is presented and; finally the Reference Model
and the Methodology for Particular Model configuration are described.
2.1 Scope of the Reference Model in the Product Life Cycle
Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD) is a management technique that
simultaneously integrates all essential acquisition activities through the use of
multidisciplinary teams to optimize the design, manufacturing, and supportability [1].
In order to develop the Reference Model for Integrated Product Process and Facility
Development (IPPFD) it is necessary to define the scope of the Product Life Cycle for
engineering activities in this research project. The proposed representation has three
elements (Figure 1):
x Processes are cases to be developed during engineering projects: Product
Development, Process Development and Facility Development.
x Stages are indicators of evolution level for processes: Conceptualization, Basic
Development, Advanced Development and Launching.
x Tollgates are specific results obtained at the end of every stage for a given process,
e.g. Product Idea is the tollgate for Product Development process at
Conceptualization stage.
Facility Development Process involves three sub-processes: (a) Product Transfer:
if the component is a standard part or the component is manufactured by a
conventional process and the supplier is found and fulfill requirements in cost, time
and quality; (b) Technology Transfer: if the component must be manufactured by a
conventional process and the supplier is not found but the technology is available,
then it is necessary to design the manufacturing process using the technology
available in the company; and (c) Machine Design: if the component to be
manufactured is not standard and the technology to manufacture this product is not
available, then it is necessary to design a new machine or group of machines to
manufacture the component.
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Fig. 1. Representation of the engineering stages of Product Life Cycle (PLC)

2.2 Review of IPPD Concepts
Based on previous definition of Product Life Cycle there are methodologies to
support the implementation of IPPD methodologies, among them, [2], [3], [4], [5] and
[6]. However, important issues extracted are:
x Methodologies propose methods and tools to support IPPD, however, the
integration level of these methods and tools are restricted to exchange information
among Stages in one Process or exchange information among Processes for
specific Stages;
x Methodologies are designed to support specific disciplines (e.g. Mechanical
Engineering); and
x Absence of one methodology able to integrate IPPD methods and tools through all
Process and Stages of Product Life Cycle.
Therefore an IPPFD Reference Model has been proposed [7] and it is described in
next section.
2.3 Reference Model Definition
The purpose of the Reference Model developed is to allow different companies to
implement Product Development Programs using libraries of methods and tools in a
“plug-and-play” manner. To achieve this objective the Reference Model must have
following properties:
x Reusability / Configurability, it is able to be configured in a Particular Model to get
a specific goal in the Product Life Cycle focusing on specific issues of the
company like: market, knowledge and technology.
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x Robustness, it is based on a tested library of methods and tools to ensure
information flow among product development stages and avoid the lack of
collaboration between design engineers and manufacturing engineers.
x Integral, due of its structure it is able to adopt new methods and tools from
different disciplines (e.g. mechanic, electronic) and integrate them allowing
configure Particular Models to different industries.
The Reference Model developed is defined as the complete representation of
activities to complete the Product Life Cycle. The proposed Reference Model is
described through three axes: (a) Processes: Product, Process and Facility
Development; (b) Stages: Conceptualization, Basic Development, Advanced
Development and Launching; and (c) Activities: specific tasks that must be executed
in order to complete a stage (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Reference Model for Integrated Product Process and Facility Development [7]

Activities are classified in three types: (a) Analyses Activities are oriented to
diagnose, define and prepare information; (b) Syntheses Activities are oriented to
laying together elements to produce new effects and to demonstrate that these effects
create an overall order; and (c) Evaluation Activities are oriented to test those
solutions against the goals and requirements.
Particular Model is an instantiation of the Reference Model and it is constructed
using Activities as basic blocks. Activities are modeled according to four basic but
complementary viewpoints [8]: (a) Function: represents enterprise functionality and
behavior (i.e. events, activities and processes); (b) Information: represents enterprise
objects and their information elements; (c) Resources: represents enterprise means,
their capabilities and management; and (d) Organization: represents organizational
levels, authorities and responsibilities.
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2.4 Methodology for Particular Model Configuration
In the era of global competition the tasks of design and manufacturing of products are
being executed usually at different geographically locations. On this scenario a typical
problem faced in companies is lack of collaboration during stages of life cycle
product development. This situation requires the implementation of a collaborative
Integrated Product Development process among the different companies participating
in the Product Life Cycle activities.
Before the implementation of IPPFD processes in the companies participating in
PLC activities, it is necessary to configure the Particular Model from the Reference
Model. The Particular Model is the set of activities that represents the company
development process for product, process and facility. Benefits from use a Particular
Model are: (a) it responds to a specific need of the company; (b) it is designed to be
used in the company with human and technological resources from the company; (c)
it allows capitalizing previous experience in present projects; and (d) it provides a
structured guide of the process in the company avoiding miscommunication problems
among team members during project execution.
To configure the Particular Model this research proposes the use of a methodology
of three steps must be achieved to fulfill the company requirements
x Phase I – Project Definition: during this phase company requirements are identified
and scope of the project is defined in accordance with the Reference Model map.
x Phase II – Activity Sequence Definition, after the project has been defined,
throughout this phase the Reference Model is breakdown in Activities in order to
evaluate them and select those that are going to be used during the project
execution.
x Phase III – Activity Sequence Mapping, once the set of activities has been defined
it is necessary to translate each one of the Activity viewpoints (Function,
Information, Resources and Organization) from the Reference Model domain to
the Company Domain.

3 Case Study: Sanding Tools Development
The case study is divided in two sections. In the first section the Particular Model is
configured accordingly to the proposed methodology in previous section. In second
section, experiences from project execution are described. This project begins with
the join of two companies. First company was oriented to develop sanding tools and
second company was dedicated to develop polish machines. The objective of this
society was to offer integral service of machines and tools. However, technology used
by machines was considered obsolete, besides the manufacturing process for these
machines was no efficient. Then the new company decides to implement a program to
develop polish machines with new technology and a better design to improve its
manufacturing process.
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3.1 Particular Model Configuration
Phase I – Project Definition: This case of study was developed in a company oriented
to design, manufacture and commercialize sanding tools. The company has a wide
catalogue of sanding tools and polish machines, however, these machines were
designed long time ago, actually these tools have a good power performance but their
appearance and ergonomics must be re-designed to: (a) sustain and increase their
market share; and (b) improve their manufacturing practices. The goal of this case
study was to develop and implement a Product Development Program in the company
in order to re-design and improve their products. Following this methodology the
S927-PTD product must be re-designed with a modern appearance, higher quality,
fewer components and lower time of manufacture. In Figure 3 is presented the Life
Cycle defined to configure the Particular Model in the company.
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Fig. 3. Life Cycle defined to configure Particular Model for Sanding Tools development.

Phase II – Activity Sequence Definition, after the project has been defined, the
Product Life Cycle must be broken-down in activities. These activities are taken from
the library for Mechanical Product Development defined in the Reference Model. The
complete list of activities is evaluated and those activities that support in best form the
project execution are selected to configure the Particular Model. For each one of the
Stages must be selected at least one activity for Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation. In
Table 1 are presented the selected activities, methods ant tools to support the Product
Development Process of this case study. Similar list of activities is developed for
Process Development and Facility Development.
Phase III – Activity Sequence Mapping, once the set of activities has been defined
it is necessary adapt each one of the activities to be performed in the company in
accordance with the four viewpoints proposed by the methodology.
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Function: the description of the activities was modeled using IDEFØ
technique because allow detail the processes in activities for function
modeling.
Information: to ensure the information flow among team members a
documentation system based on standard formats was implemented to record
results from each activity.
Organization: for the project execution two project leaders, one in the
manufacturing company and another one in the engineering company were
named and three sub-leaders were selected to coordinate activities for threes
processes to be developed: Product, Process and Facility.
Resources: technological resources are selected to support each one of the
activities. For this case most of the activities were supported by commercial
tools, as MS Excel, to develop own tools in the company. Specific tools per
activity are specified en Table 1 for Product Development Process.

-

-

Table 1. List of Activities, Methods and Tools selected to configure the Product Development
process for Sanding Tools.
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3.2 Project Execution
3.2.1 Product Development Process
Basic Development – Conceptual Design and Target Specifications: In order to
execute this stage of the project several activities were executed; as the Reference
Model proposes these activities were divided in Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation.
At the beginning, Analysis Activities were performed; the objective was to prepare a
target specifications list of the new product. Two activities support this objective; first
activity was to capture customer requirements through interviews with potential users,
technicians and engineers from the company; and second activity was a competitive
benchmarking to identify the performance products, its advantages and disadvantages,
as well as the tendencies of evolution of products. Synthesis Activities were executed
by means of a functional decomposition and concept generation, in order to separate
the design problem in small design problems or modules, easier to administer and
solve. The modules derived were: plate, engine, transmission and counterbalance,
housing and aspiration system. Evaluation Activities were executed by way of group
discussion among design and manufacturing engineers about module design,
materials and manufacturing process to be used. At the end of this activity a
conceptual solution was selected for each module.
Advanced Development – Detailed Design: During this stage of the process the
arrangement, form, dimensions and surface properties of all individual parts are
finally laid down, the materials specified, the technical and economic feasibility
rechecked and all the drawings and other production documents are produced by
means of an iterative process of Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation. For the Plate
Module the technique of Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to test the design
strength for torsion and flexion stresses, several modifications were made until was
reached the requested performance; for the motor selection a Design of Experiments
(DOE) was developed, first to know the variables of the motor performance and after
that to decide parameters that maximize the motor performance. For the modules of
Transmission and Counterbalance a specialized program for counterbalance
calculations was used to decide the material to be used and the mass location to
control the system. For the modules of Housing and Aspiration System aesthetic and
ergonomics have been very important and an iterative process with users was
achieved until satisfaction of the requirements. Finally, to evaluate complete design
technique of Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) was used to reduce
the number of components.
Launching – Prototype: In parallel with activities of Detailed Design several
prototypes were built for each module to check feasibility and functionality of the
concepts developed.
3.2.2

Process Development

Conceptualization: Individual Component Specifications. This stage initiate in
parallel with the Detailed Design stage of the Product Development Process. The
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Fig. 4. CAD Model for Sanding Tools

Analysis Activity take results from the Functional Decomposition achieved Product
Development Process. For these cases five different processes were developed by
separate for each module: plate, engine, transmission and counterbalance, housing and
aspiration system. In Synthesis Activity manufacturing requirements are identified
plainly in three aspects: geometry, material and production rates for individual
modules. And during Evaluation Activity the boundaries among modules are checked
in order to identify potential problems during integration.
Basic Development: Process Selection. This stage is developed in parallel with
Detailed Design Stage of the Product Development Process and the collaboration of
the company responsible to manufacture the components was very important. For the
plate, housing and aspiration system the manufacturing process selected was plastic
injection molding. For the Engine and Transmission and Counterbalance modules
their components were metallic and the manufacturing process was by chip removal.
Since, the complexity of some components the use of CNC and CAM technologies
was required. Process Plan for each one of the components was developed by the
company responsible to manufacture the components without inspection of engineers
from the Product Development Teams.
3.2.3 Facility Development
Conceptualization: Product Transfer. All components from this product were
outsourced to external companies responsible to manufacture the components.
Complete documentation of the product design (drawings, materials,) was transferred
to external companies. Until this stage the project is complete, at this moment the
project is in execution and no results are available for next stages.
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4 Results and Conclusions
x Configurability of the IPPFD Reference Model allow to develop Programs for New
Product Development independent of the product to be developed, however, in
order to exploit fully configurability of the IPPFD Reference Model, Case
Development is required to generate an Activities Library that allows reuse
knowledge in future Process Configuration.
x Particular Model Configuration requires a steep learning curve and the user must
have basic knowledge in Product Development theory, but for its systematic
structure in long terms the experience of the user results in a reduction of the
configuration time.
x Benefits to use IPPFD models in case study of the Sanding Tools Development
were: (a) promote the collaboration among design and manufacture engineers,
specially in the Plate Module design, participation of the Mold Designer during the
Plate Design allow to reduce the time development; and (b) Decomposition of
problem design allow to divide the projects in modules with design teams for each
one of the modules with individual specifications but able to be integrated in a
larger system.
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Abstract. This paper presents an assessment methodology based on enterprise
reference models that consider next generation manufacturing principles.
Because is becoming ever more frequent for companies to design products and
work collaboratively within the framework of the Extended Enterprise, the need
arises for a methodology for the successful implementation of collaborative
practices. The main contribution of this research work lies in the definition of
the reengineering process that allows the transition to a collaborative
engineering environment and relies heavily on the use of PLM tools, and the
definition of the metrics for change management. The proposal includes a
readiness assessment procedure that analyzes the development process from a
point of view that considers five levels of maturity with the aim of favoring the
management of the collaboration process. The development of this
collaborative assessment model is important because, on the one hand, the
literature on this particular subject is scarce and, on the other, it can provide us
with a deeper understanding of the activities associated to product development
by defining the collaboration processes.

Introduction
If collaborative engineering processes are to be efficient the extended enterprise must
have a good Supply Chain Management and this requires improvements in the
planning and management of complex interrelated systems in order to increase
productivity. Information Technologies have allowed integrated systems (MRP,
MRPII, ERP, PDMs, PLMs) for decision-making to be used in all its areas. These
tools increase the benefits to be gained from the collaborative undertaking and allow
instant access to information and coordination of the workflow [1]. One of these
solutions, the web-based Product LifeCycle Management tools (PLM), allows
management of the life cycle of products and processes by integrating expert
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 79-86, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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applications that require the exchange of information between Databases, which are
the basis on which information models [2] must be built and applied. PLM systems
remove barriers between organizations but they cannot be implemented without
descriptive models and a collaborative engineering focused implementation process
that allow us to understand the functional relationships in the firm itself and among
the firms that go to make up the Supply Chain [3].
On the one hand, these descriptive models require a reference architecture for the
organization, examples of which include different points of view such as ARIS, CIMOSA, GERAM, GRAI-GIM, NGM, PERA or SCOR. The problem lies in how to
apply the modeling and analysis techniques while integrating the different points of
view in order to implement a PLM system within a development framework that
attempts to promote the activities of the Extended Enterprise.
On the other hand, we need a readiness assessment model that is oriented by these
reference frameworks and can evaluate the current practices in order to achieve a
Collaborative Engineering environment. The Next Generation Manufacturing Model
[4] is a specific approach that enables the company to be evaluated from four
different perspectives and, with the fundamentals of process reengineering, has
allowed us to propose an assessment model.

Collaborative Engineering Assessment Models
Implementation of the Concurrent Engineering philosophy, and consequently
Collaborative Engineering, implies a great cultural change within the company and
should be carried out with caution [5]. The maturity of Collaborative Engineering
practices is unlikely to be efficient if they are not preceded by correctly planned
implementation, which involves aligning the objectives of the improvements in the
product development process with the strategic objectives.
All the above ideas bring us to a newer concept of Collaborative Engineering that
that goes beyond those carried out initially and that seeks to highlight the
improvement in the innovation of products and of processes that can be achieved with
the adoption of this new philosophy:
"Collaborative Engineering supposes the Integration of the Product Development
Process through Teamwork with all the areas involved in its Life Cycle. With this
aim, product Design Methodologies and Tools are used to allow the regular exchange
of the product-related information that is generated and to allow internal and external
collaboration to take place. They are also employed to ensure that decision making is
carried out in a synchronized way with general agreement, which thus allows firms to
achieve the improvement of terms, quality and innovation required by the Client."
It is important to define a series of elements that could constitute Collaborative
Engineering basic mainstays. The correct development of these elements, customized
for each company, will provide an appropriate Collaborative Engineering
environment through which we will ensure the success of this new work philosophy.
In order to achieve this aim, processes and activities modeling is fundamental
because it can provide a common working framework with which to begin to
implement Concurrent Engineering. Drawing a model of company processes forces
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us to reach an agreement about the objectives, facilitates communication and
constitutes a tool for the analysis and design of new processes.
However, product development process modeling alone is not enough; we also
need to evaluate certain characteristic activities to be able to manage the innovation
process and to control and track the new process, thus allowing us to determine the
improvements that are obtained. This means that it is necessary to define an entire
performance measurement system that will help us to control the new process and to
qualify and quantify the improvements in the process.
As teams are the core of Collaborative Engineering, they must be defined and
adapted to the new design process, while taking into account all the activities that
influence the product life cycle, since they constitute the second basic mainstay. The
other mainstays are product design methodologies, computer support for
collaborative work tools (CSCW) and Information Technology infrastructures.
The appearance of Concurrent Engineering (CE) was a milestone in the
development of this field as it simultaneously lowered product cost, increased product
quality and reduced time to market. Several readiness assessment methodologies for
Concurrent Engineering implementation were developed over the last two decades.
These include RACE from the DARPA Initiative in Concurrent Engineering (DICE)
[7], RACE II, Carter and Baker [8], FAST CE and a number of European projects.
Nevertheless, as the concept of Concurrent Engineering has progressed to
Collaborative Engineering it seems that implementation processes and methodologies
considering the new scenario have not been researched as far as the new
methodologies and technologies require.

Research Approach
Our proposal for implementing Collaborative Engineering (CoE) Environments
adopts the classic methodology of business process reengineering and has five stages
(Fig. 1). Within each of them we distinguish different phases that we are obliged to
go through if we want to achieve successful implementation.
It is important to distinguish between two different teams that must participate
during the change process. On the one hand, we have the Change Management
Committee which has the capacity to make decisions about strategic topics and will
participate in the first and last stages. This teamwork will bring about changes by
incorporating product and process development experts with an operative level
capacity to make decisions. On the other hand, in the redesign stage a Collaborative
Engineering Team will be formed in order to complete it and to participate in the pilot
project.
The first step to be carried out in the implementing process consists in studying
whether the company is suitable for adopting a CoE environment. The business unit
must therefore be analyzed to ensure that, in a preliminary approximation, the
company can take advantage of CoE because it is aligned with the corporate strategy.
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Managers

Identify
Change Needs

Product Development Process Experts

Extended Enterprise

Business Units Strategic Analysis
Analyze Strategic Metrics.
Detect Improvement requirements
Develop Processes Vision for the Business Unit.
Introduce Collaborative Engineering Fundamentals
Give Priority to Improvements and Actions.

Evaluate
Process
Analysis

Product and Processes Development Strategic Analysis
Design Process Analysis ASSESSMENT
Clearly define Change degree

Redo
Process
Redesign

Strategy Formulation
Specify CE environment for the company
PPD Pilot Project Definition

Execute
Strategy Implementation
CE team formation
Project Launch

Pilot Project
Deployment

Transform
Implement new Strategy in the Company
Assessment Process Improvement
Change Culture

Process Transformation
in the Company

Fig. 1. Reengineering Process for Collaborative Engineering Deployment.

The Company and its products portfolio must be analyzed as well as the product
development process (complexity, degree of innovation, markets, etc.) in order to
establish the degree of change needed and demanded by the global markets.
Once an improvement in the product development process has been detected, the
company has to evaluate the results of performance measurements. In order to
understand these performance measurements and their relationships, a Process Vision
will have to be adopted and the benefits of CoE must be explained to managers.
The Implementation Management Team must make a decision on whether CoE can
be a solution or make a valid contribution. The process we seek to improve by
innovation within each business unit must also be identified. To do so, a SWOT
analysis can help find out the critical information about the company in order to
decide which processes to improve and which operative strategy to develop.
The second stage requires a new Implementation Management Team made up of
experts from different areas of the product development process. Here, a modeling
methodology is needed and the IDEF family can be used to model each aspect of the
Zachman framework for the company.
This analysis is oriented not only toward knowing how the process works but also
to gaining a more precise understanding of what mechanisms are involved in
producing delays and can be improved, as well as the interrelationships and
dependencies between activities. We found that the proposal of Mentor Graphics
introduced an excellent metric from the communication point of view and we have
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developed an assessment model in accordance with NGM. Once the assessment has
been elaborated we will obtain the information of the current state (As-Is) and the
desired state (To-Be). This assessment is the main core of our research and the results
are presented in this paper.
The third stage involves redesigning the current process and driving the new one to
perform parallel activities with CSCW tools, while considering not only the Product
LifeCycle but also processes and facilities. Methodologies and techniques for the
team must be well defined and the tasks and functions have to be clearly established.
Additionally, some goals must be set and a series of metrics for the product
development process need to be considered in order to quantify the improvements of
the process, and to know whether the partially achieved objectives really match the
strategy of the firm. Another important item is to identify the organizational (cultural)
and technical barriers so as to prevent possible failures. To obtain an appropriate
atmosphere that facilitates the success of the project, it is also important to develop an
entire system of incentives. At the end of this stage the first alternative leads us to
define a pilot project and a decision must be made about what product to implement
and the extension of the project.
The fourth stage involves carrying out the CoE practices through a team that has
been trained in the selected methodologies and design tools as well as in the new
communications and procedure environments. Once it has finished, the results must
be analyzed in order to make a critical decision that will probably change the culture
of the company, that is, the transformation of all the processes into collaborative ones.
Therefore, the analysis should include the qualitative achievements (teamwork,
technological and communication improvement, knowledge sharing, transparency,
etc.) and the quantitative results, which involves adding up both tangible and
intangible achievements. The report must clearly show successful and unsuccessful
results and achievement of the goals proposed in the objectives that were outlined in
the evaluation and in the change plan.
The decision to completely transform the integrated product, process and facilities
development procedure is conditioned by the success of the pilot project. The new
CoE environment is an improvement and the reengineering process should result in
changes that depend on the experience acquired. The CoE team must promote the
successful results of the Pilot Project. This stage involves a great deal of work, since a
detailed audit of all the activities taking place in the product development processes
has to be carried out, and how to transfer the knowledge from the previous experience
to each of the departments has to be determined. Finally, it is crucial to adapt the
culture of the firm since people are definitely the most valuable mainstay in any
collaboration venture.

Findings
Our proposal for CoE assessment, as well as the reengineering framework described,
was developed within the Research Project entitled Collaborative Engineering in the
Ceramic Tile Supply Chain (CE-Tile). The proposal has four fundamental elements: a
questionnaire to evaluate the Current Situation, a matrix to evaluate the Desired State
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(collaborative engineering scenarios), a Change Diagram (a graphical representation
of shortages) and Innovation Guidelines (actions to be carried out in order to improve
the process). The evaluation system is based on Carter and Baker’s proposal but it has
been developed bearing in mind the Next Generation Manufacturing Reference
Model. It therefore analyzes its four Dimensions by evaluating a series of Key Factors
according to different Maturity Levels.
Dimensions. These allow us to understand each of the broad areas of interest of an
extended manufacturing enterprise. Human Resources identifies how managers
empower people or teams to speed up the IPPD process, team training in use of
techniques and tools, and what systems of incentives are used. Processes identifies
the factors that are directly related to the procedures of product development that
satisfy client requirements. Technology allows us to evaluate communications among
the team member or personal skills. The Integration dimension allows us to analyze
not only the integration between team members but also with clients and suppliers.
Key Factors. These will allow us to identify the way the company works, the
levels of communication that exist and the use of technological resources. These are
Key Factors that we consider fundamental in determining the CoE environment and
on which we will base our implementing strategy, since they will enable the actions
that are specifically involved in improvement to be defined.
Table 1. Key Factors
Human
Resources
Team
Formation
Empowerment
Incentives
System

Processes

Technology

Integration

Client Requirements
Product Development
Planing
Design Methodologies
Engineering Knowledge
Standards
Validation
Design Documentation

Communications
Product Development Tools
Workflow Management
Product Data
Information Sharing
Feedback
Optimization
Virtual/Rapid Prototyping

Team
Integration
Supplier Point
of View

Maturity Levels. In order to elaborate the As-Is Questionnaire and the To-Be
Matrix we established a series of Maturity Levels for each Key Factor. They do not
only reflect the level of effort made by the team to communicate but also consider the
level of collaboration performed in order to improve and innovate during product
development. We understand that, following the NGM guidelines, there could be five
levels of communication effort.
Project. This corresponds to a minimum communication effort: people do not need
to exchange the information dynamically and only basic communication takes place.
Program. This involves a communication effort among different engineering
disciplines to exchange information and negotiate the IPPD in an interdisciplinary
way.
Concurrent. This level corresponds to a multidisciplinary work effort with
communication that flows among the different disciplines involved in the process
which, besides sharing information, are concerned about innovating and improving
the product.
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Enterprise. The Product Development Process is so complex that it requires many
multidisciplinary teams and the communication environment must be spread
throughout the whole company. A process vision is formally adopted and teams
constantly seek the innovation and improvement of the product.
Collaborative. This level is attained when the process includes not only many
multidisciplinary teams but also suppliers and other companies from the supply chain
who are involved in an active way. This development process allows the exchange of
information among different companies in order to generate better products, more
quickly and in the shortest possible time.
For each Key Factor we have tailored five questions according to each maturity
level scenario. During the assessment process, once the questionnaires and the matrix
have been completed a qualitative analysis enables us to draw the results in the
Change Diagram (Fig 3). Obviously the interview method supposes that lower levels
must be satisfied before rising to a higher level.
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Fig. 2. Change Diagram.

The results will allow us to determine the degree of change for each key factor and
for the whole process, at the same time seeking a balanced environment that should
include most of the desired states and that should be acquired by progressively
prioritizing the most important actions.

Conclusions
The main contribution of this research work lies in the definition of a reengineering
process that considers the most important actions involved in the implementation of
collaborative engineering. We believe that this assessment solves and updates some
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aspects of previous ones which did not consider certain aspects of concurrent
engineering from the excellent manufacturing enterprise framework and the
opportunity of using collaborative engineering as an approach. The process includes
descriptive models following a top-down approach and which are guided by the
NGM framework that must be demanded for the implementation of PLMs with the
aim of favoring the management of the collaboration process.
The development of an assessment model for collaboration is important to
researchers because, on the one hand, the literature on this subject is scarce and, on
the other, it provides us with a deeper understanding of the activities associated to
product development by defining the collaboration processes that take place, above
all, when the organization is undergoing a process of delocalization and distribution
of production. Thus, our model seeks to be more complete by adapting NGM and
filling some gaps left by the previous system. In addition, the factors are guided
toward analyzing the different mainstays of Collaborative Engineering.
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Abstract. In response to the need for cost-effective systems than can be quickly
adapted to changes in product design and manufacturing processes, the next
generation of machine tools should be reconfigurable and intelligent.
Reconfigurability allows for the reduction of machine design lead time,
machine set-up and ramp-up time. The principal characteristics of the
Reconfigurable and Intelligent Machines are modularity, convertibility,
flexibility and cost-effectiveness. This paper applies a concurrent design
reference model to Reconfigurable Machine Tool development. A methodology
for this purpose is introduced, and the bottlenecks in the process are identified,
namely, the procedure to design modules. In response, a technique for the
development of modules that are consistent with the product portfolio of the
machine tool builder is outlined.
Keywords: Modularity, Reconfigurability, Concurrent Design, Machine Tool

1 Introduction
Trends in the new global economy suggest that competitive advantages will belong to
enterprises that are capable of developing highly customized products. In this new
environment of high competition, it is necessary to develop manufacturing systems
that can be rapidly adapted to the dynamics of the market.
Over the last few years, considerable efforts have been made to develop and
implement Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) that provide a cost
effective answer to such market demands [1]. In principle, RMS are designed to adapt
rapidly to changes in product mix and volume. The key is to rapidly update the
structural design of the equipment; both in terms of hardware and software. The art
and science of RMT development are still at their developmental stage.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 87-95, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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A goal of the work presented in this paper is to provide a methodology for the
design of RMT. In particular, this paper proposes a design process for RMT, and
outlines a methodology for the designs of modules for RMT. On section 2 a literature
review of research in Reconfigurable Machine Tools (RMT) is presented. A
Reference Model used to configure a first approach of the methodology to design
RMT is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents experiences obtained from
implementation of this methodology, and describes the bottlenecks that are particular
to RMT design. Finally, Section 5 introduces techniques and tools that need to be
integrated in the library of the Reference Model to make it applicable to RMT design.

2 Review
The characteristics that determine the ease of reconfigurability are the following:
modularity, integrability, customization, convertibility and diagnosability [2].
Modularity allows for a fast and reliable integration during the change of structure of
the RMT from given production capacity to a different production capacity for a
desired amount of products from a given family. The modularity has been studied
widely from the functional and constructive point of view [3], [4]. The studies of the
modularity in the RMT are sparse, and for the most part dedicated to the modular
selection [5], [6].
Garro and Martin [7] have identified a modular design of a machine tool related
with the environment and the determination of control modules. Katz and Chung [8]
provide a new type of RMT, denominated arch–type RMT, whose spindle location is
a function of the angle of the part face changes. Koren and Kota [2] patented an RMT
where the type, location, and number of spindles could be adjusted in response to
changing product requirements. Lander [9] discusses the impact of production
requirements on the design of RMT.
Systematic design tools have been developed for RMT. Zatarain et al. [10] propose
a method to analyze the dynamic stiffness of a machine tool using pre–calculated
component information. Yigit and Ulsoy [11] introduced a methodology to evaluate
the dynamic characteristics of RMT. Moon and Kota [12] developed a systematic
methodology for the kinematic synthesis of machine tools starting from a
mathematical description of the machining tasks. Yigit and Ulsoy [13] analyzed the
vibration isolation of RMT and proposed different isolation strategies depending on
the RMT requirements. Moon et al. [14] introduced a systematic methodology to
evaluate machine tool errors using module information. All of these studies address
specific topics related to RMT design and construction. However, they do not address
the design process as a whole.

3 Reference Model
To develop a methodology for RMT design, this research project proposes the use of
a Reference Model that allows the companies to create a Particular Model to set-up
successful Integrated Product, Process and Facility Development Processes (IPPFD).
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The model is independent of the industrial sector of a company, but focuses on
specific issues of the company like market opportunities, technological constraints
and declared goals. This model has been tested for different product development
scenarios [15].
The Reference Model developed is defined as the complete representation of
activities to complete the Product Life Cycle. The proposed Reference Model is
described through three axes: Processes, Stages and Activities (see Figure 1).
ʊ Processes to be developed during engineering projects: Product Development,
Process Development and Facility Development. Facility Development involves
three sub-processes: (a) Product Transfer: If the component is a standard part or it
is manufactured by a conventional process and a supplier is found and fulfill
requirements in cost, time and quality; (b) Technology Transfer: if the component
must be manufactured by a conventional process, the supplier is not found and the
technology is available, then it is necessary to design the manufacturing process
using the technology available in the company; and (c) Machine Design: if the
component to be manufactured is not standard and the technology to manufacture
this product is not available, then it is necessary to design a new machine or
product to get the component.
ʊ Stages are indicators of evolution level for processes: Conceptualization, Basic
Development, Advanced Development and Launching.
ʊ Activities are specific tasks that must be executed in order to complete a stage.
These are classified in three types: (a) Analyses Activities are oriented to diagnose,
define and prepare information; (b) Syntheses Activities are oriented to laying
together elements to produce new effects and to demonstrate that these effects
create an overall order; and (c) Evaluation Activities are oriented to test those
solutions against the goals and requirements.
Instantiation
Resources
Organization
Information
Function

AC

TI
VI
TI
ES

Reference
Model

Particular
Model

Evaluation

Synthesis

STAGES

Analysis
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Fig. 1. Reference Model for IPPFD that was applied to RMT design to obtain a formal
methodology
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The properties of this Reference Model are:
ʊ Reusability / Configurability: ability to be configured in a Particular Model to get a
specific goal in the Product Life Cycle focusing on specific issues of the company
like: market, knowledge and technology.
ʊ Robustness: based on a proven library of methods and tools to ensure information
flow among product development stages and avoid the lack of collaboration
between design engineers and manufacturing engineers.
ʊ Integral: due of its structure, the model is able to adopt new methods and tools
from different disciplines (e.g. mechanics, electronics) and integrate them allowing
for the development of particular models to different industries.
Based on this Reference Model a Particular Model for RMT development was
prepared. The details of the methodology for the Conceptualization and Basic
Development stages to develop a RMT and the experiences obtained from this
process are presented in the following sections.

4 Methodology for Reconfigurable Machine Development
The methodology for the development of RMT was prepared and tested around a
specific design case. The Chamber of Metal Making Companies of the State of
Guanajuato, Mexico, stated the need for a machine that could be adapted to two
different processes: cutting of flat glass, and flame cutting of steel plate. A team of
four undergraduate students, working under the supervision of a Master’s Student and
a Professor was responsible for applying the reference model and deploy the design
methodology using this case. The scope of the process was limited to the stages of
Conceptualization, Basic Development and Advanced Development. Some details of
this process are presented in the following paragraphs.
Conceptualization: during this stage of the methodology the objective is to define
the project to be developed and delegate responsibilities for project execution. For
this case study the customer request a reconfigurable machine able to cut different
materials: glass and steel plates. Four students from the Research Center for
Manufacturing Systems at ITESM were responsible to follow the methodology to
develop the machine in a period of five months.
Basic Development: during this stage the objective is to capture customer
requirements, establish target specifications and generate and select a feasible concept
to be developed in next stage. To capture customer requirements and translate them to
technical specifications, Competitive Benchmarking, Patent Analysis and QFD
techniques were used. The requirements and specifications for this machine were:
High speed (1 m/s); High Precision (+/- 0.01 mm); Quick change and set up time (1
hr maximum); work envelope of 1.2m x 2.4 m; maximum glass thickness of 0.01 m;
and maximum steel plate thickness of 0.0254 m.
After the specifications were defined, the Functional Analysis System Technique
(FAST) was used to define and classify functions of the RMT. A morphological
matrix was prepared to generate solutions (see Table 1).
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Table 1. A morphological matrix prepared to generate solutions
Solutions
Operations
Spindle Change

Bed Change
Supply Energy

Finally, Pugh Charts were used to evaluate different configurations of the RMT
and select one concept to be developed further. The different natures of the two
processes had a clear impact on the characteristics of the RMT. For example, in glass
cutting operations, the cutter must stay tangential to the cutting path. Consequently,
the tool head must provide an extra degree of freedom when compared to the flame
cutting process. On the other hand, the flame cutting process generates high
temperatures that might have an effect upon the structure, a factor that is negligible in
glass cutting.
Advanced Development: Mathematic models were implemented in Excel for the
selection of components such actuators, linear guides and sensors. Selected
components were modeled using a commercial CAD system (Pro/Engineer).
Figure 2 shows the design of the structure of the RMT machine that was designed
for glass / steel plate cutting. The important features in this design are the modular
construction of the tool holder and the table. Both of them can be rapidly changed
when changing from one process to the other.

Fig. 2. Conceptual design of the reconfigurable machine prototype

The methodology was analyzed to identify the strengths as well as the bottlenecks
that were exposed during the solution of the test case. In principle, the methodology
did provide a roadmap that could be used to streamline the design process.
Information was presented and stored in formats that were clear to the members of the
design team. On the other hand, some of the tools proved to be redundant, in
particular those who were associated with the correlation of functions and
components.
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Perhaps the most important bottleneck was found when trying to take the results of
the morphological matrix to the synthesis of the different substructures of the
machine. In essence, there was neither a basis to determine in detail the composition
of the different modules, nor a defined criteria for grouping the different components
into packages that could somehow facilitate the machine tool construction. Ease of
construction, assembly, set up, and service were included in sequential order, after
functionality had been addressed. The test case exposed the need for a tool to bridge
this gap, that is, between functions to be performed and modular components to
facilitate the concurrent design of a RMT.

5 Modularity and Reconfigurability Approach in Machine Design
The general characteristics of a methodology based on modularity are proposed now
to fill the gaps that were found in the test case. In general, modular design
methodologies are based on two perspectives: functional oriented design and
constructive oriented design. In their original conception, neither one of them is
complete for the purpose of RMT design because they are not integrated. In the
functional approach, modules are designed in terms of the functions that each module
is to perform, and satisfies the customer’s objectives by the simple addition or
subtraction of modules. On the other hand, the constructive approach produces a
modular decomposition that facilitates fabrication, assembly and transportation
during the product life cycle.
The fundamental characteristic of RMT’s is their modular construction, which is
neither completely functional, nor completely constructive, but rather possesses
reconfigurability oriented modularity. Reconfigurable modularity refers to a set of
principles and rules that define a family of machines or products, to the manner and
shape in which modules are standardized and their respective interfaces. These
modules allow modifications to the structural and functional configuration of the
machine, in such a way that significant changes to product form and demand can be
accommodated.
The proposed methodology for the modular development of RMT’s establishes
four domains (see Figure 3) which go from the requirements of the machine tool
builder to the definition of the reconfigurable modularity. Each layer established by
the methodology and shown in Figure 3 constitutes a formalization of the knowledge
that is obtained in any given step.
The first domain allows the identification of the machine tool builder’s
requirements that affect not only the development of the machine but also its ability
to be reconfigured. This domain is developed in the general framework (see Figure
3). Each functional requirement contains a set of variables that facilitate their analysis
in later stages of the model. This step helps to establish the requirements layer, which
is simply a representation of the intentions of the machine tools builder about the
reconfigurability, as well as basic information of the machine’s builders, useful in the
second step.
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Step 1 - Customer´s Domain
Collect information from customer
(customer needs)

Layer of Customer
Functional Structure Domain´s Activities
Step 2 - Functional Structure´s
Domain. Transform the customer
needs in functional structure
...

Layer of Functional
Structure

...
...

Step 3 - Modules Domain
Transform the functional structure
in modular identification

Modules Domain´s Activities
- Analize Functional Decomposition
- Identify Overlapping of Modules
- Identify Product Modularity

Layer of Modular
Structure

Reconfigurability Domain´s Activities

Step 4 - Reconfigurability Domain
Identify the reconfigurability of
the machine

Layer of
Reconfigurability

- Identify Operation´s Mode
- Identify Global Function
- Establish Functional Decomposition

- Establish the Parameters to Evaluate
Reconfigurability
- Prepare Rought Geometric Layouts
- Evaluate Concepts
- Select Concept
+

Fig. 3. Overview of the modular reconfigurability design methodology

The methodologies developed about the functional structures present two basic
problems [3], [4], [16]. First, there is no clear methodological procedure for the
definition of the ideal sub-functions for a given set of requirements. Second, there is
no method that guarantees a coherent decomposition of the functions into subfunctions. The step of Functional Structure’s Domain, is a way to solve the previous
problem, using a combination of a hierarchical functional decomposition, heuristic
rules and knowledge about the machine. This domain also it belongs to the general
framework (see Figure 3).
Once all functions have been decomposed to a given level, the last layer will
represent the sub-functions that are more related to the final structure of the machine.
This process facilities the decision making process about the reconfigurability of the
machine. Once this step is concluded, the layer of the modular structure is obtained,
which is only a transformation of the information that is contained in the layer of
functional requirements into more concrete information with the modularity of the
product.
Four activities are recommended within this step (see Figure 3). The first one
consists of identifying which are the parameters that characterize the reconfigurability
of the machine, or family of machines. The second activity consists of generating
preliminary geometric schematics that allow one to determine configurations for the
machine from the modular structure layer. To determine possible variants for the
concepts, heuristics criteria are used. Table 2 presents the selection of three basic
concepts for the case presented here.
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Table 2. Reconfigurability Concept Matrix that evaluate the Reconfigurability Parameters vs
Concepts Design for the development of a RMT

Concept n
Stiffness

...

DOFs

...

...

...

...

Number of
components
= Strong relation

...

...

...

= Medium relation

= Weak relation

Once the different machine concepts have been defined, it is necessary to evaluate
them, taking into consideration the preceding information. To evaluate these concepts
in terms of their reconfigurability, a tool is used. The evaluation tool is the
Reconfigurability Concept Matrix (RCM) that evaluates the Reconfigurability
Parameters vs Concepts Design of the machine tool prototype. Through this matrix,
the interaction among the selected concepts and the reconfigurability parameters
established in step four (see Table 2) can be visualized. It can be seen on this matrix
that the first concept for the reconfigurable machine tool for plates is most adequate,
considering the reconfigurability parameters.
In the RCM matrix, the columns represent the different concepts for the
construction of the machine tool and the rows represent the reconfigurability
characteristics that are desired in the machine. The cells of the matrix represent the
relation that exists between each concept of machine and each one of the
reconfigurability characteristics that wish the machine’s builder, of this form, can be
appreciated the proximity of each concept with each characteristic of
reconfigurability (see Table 2).
This approach allows the validation of the geometric configurations of the selected
reconfigurability concepts, and constitutes the parameters that complete the layer of
reconfigurability for the proposed methodology, for selection of the best concept.

6 Conclusions
This article has presented a Modularity Framework for Concurrent Design of
Reconfigurable Machine Tools. The developed methodology provides an aid in the
generic identification of the reconfigurable modules starting from the knowledge of
the requirements of the machine tool builder. This methodology was integrated to the
library of techniques and tools of the references model.
To improve the methodology, a future work is needed. It’s necessary to develop a
Reconfigurability Index that allows the numerical comparison of reconfigurability
parameters of a machine tool.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new design environment using Multi-Agents
and Virtual Reality (VR). In this research, a design system with a virtual reality
function was developed. The virtual world was realized by using GL4Java, liquid crystal shutter glasses, sensor systems, etc. And the Multi-Agent CAD system with product models, which had been developed before, was integrated
with the VR design system. A prototype system was developed for highway
steel plate girder bridges, and was applied to a design problem. The application
verified the effectiveness of the developed system.

1 Introduction
In structural detailed design, engineers determine the section dimensions of each
member and check all the members for compliance with applicable design codes. If a
member is found to violate any code, engineers have to re-design the member and
perform code checking repeatedly until the member satisfies the code. If the design
change is significant, they have to analyze the total structural system again and repeat
the code checking process. The whole process tends to be time-consuming and errorprone.
A number of research efforts have been made in order to develop efficient design
environments by using 3D CAD systems and product models. These design environments can provide capability of fairly smooth data transfer among 3D CAD systems
and non-CAD application systems by the interoperability of the product model. Although they improve the efficiency of the design process, engineers have to spend
time and consciousness for data transfer among systems yet. This problem may be
solved by putting all related systems together and by making a single package. However, this solution would lose a number of other advantages such as free competition
among software developers and vendors, and it would let users abandon their legacy
systems.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 96-103, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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We believe that intelligent agents, which can support engineers and designers
autonomously in various ways, operating in the background and without users’ consciousness, play a significant role in solving the problem. Thus, we previously developed multiple agents, and developed Multi-Agent CAD [1] by integrating them with a
3D CAD system while using an IFC-based product model for sustaining the interoperability. In this system, one agent autonomously checks the compliance of the user’s
design with a design code when the engineer designs steel members in the 3D CAD
system. The other agent checks external constraints such as constructability and
economy, and gives the user comments and advices while the engineer is designing.
Although the developed Multi-Agent CAD worked well, the user interface of 3D
CAD of the Multi-Agent CAD environment has many aspects to be improved. One of
the main deficiencies is that the 3D CAD shows the three-dimensional objects and
space on a two-dimensional display so that the user often wonders which member is
close to the user and which is far. This is particularly seen in the situation of threedimensionally complicated structures such as steel girder bridges.
Therefore, we incorporated a virtual reality function into the Multi-Agent CAD
environment in this research. Unlike the pseudo virtual reality, where only 3D CAD
images are displayed on a computer monitor, the virtual reality we utilized is based on
the two different images shown alternately with a great speed; one is to be seen by the
right eye and the other by left. We used high-speed shutter glasses to view the 3D
virtual world.
In this system, the user not only can view the 3D CAD models more three dimensionally but also can edit the members in the 3D CAD. For example, the user can
change the dimension of a member by selecting it appropriately, which was an irritating task in the conventional 3D CAD system. Once the user modifies the dimension,
the agent autonomously converts the data into a product model data, and the modified
dimension is checked for compliance with applicable design codes by the agents. If
the design violates a design code, the agent tells the user so by popping up a small
window on the computer display.
This paper presents the architecture of the system, describes its prototype system,
and shows an illustrative example of application of the system to a steel girder bridge.

2 The Previously Developed Multi-Agent CAD Environment
The previously developed Multi-Agent CAD environment [1] is shown in Fig. 1. In
this model, the result data of structural analysis is transferred to the 3D CAD system
via the product model and converters. Although load and basic dimensional data of
each member are contained in the data, the detailed section dimensions are not included yet. Thus, the user determines section dimensions by using 3D CAD system.
In this process, the Multi-Agents support the user’s design.
The Multi-Agent CAD system consists of a 3D CAD system, a system interface, a
user interface, and Multi-Agents. Three agents were developed: (1) a simple code
checking agent, (2) a design situation checking system, and (3) a database agent.
These agents can check the user’s design autonomously and inform any violation and
improper design to the users while they are using the Multi-Agent CAD system.
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All the data designed in the Multi-Agent CAD system is transferred to the Code
Checking System via the product model and converters. However, almost all members should already conform to the design codes because the simple code checking
agent has already checks the design in the detailed design process.

Multi-Agent CAD

Structural Analysis System
Converter

3D-CAD System
User

User
Interface

System I/F

Multi-Agents

Converter

Product Model

Converter

Converter

Code Checking
System

Other System

Simple Code
Checking Agent
Database Agent
Design Situation
Checking Agent

Fig. 1. The previously developed Multi-Agent CAD environment

3 A Product Model for Steel Girder Bridges
In this research, we used Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) Release 2x, i.e., IFC2x,
[2] of International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) as a base of the product model
for steel girder bridges. IFC is an object-oriented data model for representing buildings and other construction related information. IFC contains not only physical properties of structures such as its parts and members, their dimensions, materials, shapes,
locations, etc., but also spatial concepts such as floors, rooms, and abstract concepts
including projects, organizations, etc. IFC has been developed to enable the interoperability among CAD and non-CAD application systems by IAI.
In IFC2x, there are four main classes, i.e., IfcObject, IfcPropertyDefinition, IfcRelationship, and IfcRepresentationItem. IfcObject class and its sub classes define
physically existing objects such as beams and columns. IfcPropertyDefinition class
and its sub classes can contain supplementary information, which is not included in
IfcObject classes. IfcRelationship class and its sub classes define the relationship
among objects and property sets. IfcRepresentationItem class does not share the root
with other three groups of the classes and is defined separately. This class provides
resources on geometric information of members.
Although IFC2x provides the IfcBeam class for representing beams, it is not possible to divide IfcBeam into flanges and webs. Thus, we defined a new class for plate
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girders, which is a sub class of a newly defined CivilStructureElement class, a sub
class of IfcElement class. Since IFC2x has no classes for representing loads, we defined a new class “load” and attached it to IfcObject class as its sub class. The “load”
class can contain the load data of objects such as beams and columns. A part of the
product model is shown in Fig. 2. To implement the product model schema and instances, ifcXML (Extensible Markup Language) [3] was used.
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Fig. 2. Outline of the developed product model for steel girder bridges

4 Multi-Agents for Supporting Steel Girder Bridge Design
The multi-agents developed in this research consist of a strength checking agent and a
design situation checking agent.
The strength checking agent checks whether the section designed by the user is
appropriate or not for the given loads by checking the conformance with the design
code. As a design code, Japanese Highway Bridge Specification [4] is used.
The design situation checking agent checks whether the design satisfies situational
constraints such as: whether the selected section of the girder has the same height as
the adjacent girder and whether the designed section is economical or not. This agent
retrieves the location and section data of the related given by the product model data
and checks the situation based on the knowledge given by design engineers.
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Those agents work in the background and check the design autonomously when
the user determines the section dimensions or modifies them. Multi-agents may make
conflicts at some occasions, where some mediator agents may be necessary. However,
the user plays as a mediator in this system at the moment. This may increase the opportunity for the user to consult with other designers and engineers about conflicts.
We intend to develop agents for mediating such conflicts in the future.

5 A Design System Using Virtual Reality
Virtual reality is a realistic simulation by a computer system using interactive software and hardware. The requirements for virtual reality include (1) virtual world, (2)
immersion, (3) sensory feedback, and (4) interactivity. The virtual world can be realized as a three-dimensional space by using computer graphics. The user can feel immersed in the virtual world by using a special display system. Feedback and interaction can be realized by using a sensor system connected with the virtual world and the
user.
3D computer graphics is a computing technique for rendering images of objects in
the three-dimensional space. Most typical 3D computer graphics include OpenGL [5]
and DirectX [6]. DirectX is an application program interface (API) for Windows, and
was developed by Microsoft. On the other hand, OpenGL does not depend on particular hardware or operating systems. Thus, we considered choosing OpenGL for implementation. However, OpenGL is a library of the C language. Since we used Java
as a system development language, we decided to use GL4Java [7], one of the
OpenGL Java bindings, with which Java programs can call OpenGL libraries.
Although a perspective view image on a 2D display, generated from a 3D model,
can be viewed as a three-dimensional image, most viewers cannot feel immersed in
the virtual world because the image lacks true cubic effect. It is necessary to generate
two different images: one is for the right eye and the other for the left one in order to
enable true three-dimensional viewing. Such images can be generated by using
GL4Java. Further, liquid crystal shutter glasses can allow the user to see the images
for right eyes by his right eye and the ones for the left eyes by the left eye. We used
CrystalEYES3 of StereoGraphics as liquid crystal shutter glasses. The shutters of
these glasses synchronize with the computer display showing right and left images
alternately at more than 120 Hz by using the infrared emitter unit. More than one
viewer can see the images three dimensionally if they wear the glasses.
Sensor systems such as transmitters and receivers can realize sensory feedback and
interactivity. Within the boundary of such sensor system, the user can change the
viewing direction and location by just moving his or her head or fingers without typing commands from a keyboard. We used FASTRAK of Polhemus as a sensor system.
Since the radius of the boundary of FASTRAK is about 1 m, viewing location is
limited to 2 m, which is too small considering the size of typical bridges. Thus, we
magnified the distance in the sensor area with some factor so that the user can view
bridges from any point in the virtual world.
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We developed a detailed design system using virtual reality. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows computer graphics images of a steel
girder bridge for right and left eyes respectively.
Prototype System
VR
(GL4Java, FASTRAK)

Structural
Analysis System

Detailed Design
System
User

User Interface

Designing

Member Forces and
Coordinate Data

Multi-Agents
Data Input

3D Product Model

Strength Checking Agent
Design Situation Judging
Agent

Data Output

Fig. 3. The developed design environment
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Liquid Crystal
Shutter Glasses

Receiver
3D View

Transmitter
Design

Rendering by OpenGL

GL4Java
Boundary of
Sensor System

After completion of design

3D Product Model

Fig. 4. Detailed design system using virtual reality
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Fig. 5. Computer graphics images representing a steel girder bridge for right and left eyes

6 Application of the Prototype System
In this section, an example of application of the developed prototype system to highway bridge design is described. The bridge is a highway simple supported noncomposite steel plate girder bridge. The design follows the Specifications for Highway Bridges [4].
First, the preliminary structural analysis of the given bridge has already been performed, and the output data of member forces (bending moments, shear forces, etc.)
of plate girders and coordinate data are converted to product model data. The data has
been input to the developed detailed design system.
Next, the user designs the plate girders, viewing the images for right and left eyes
by the liquid crystal shutter glasses, so that the user can feel immersed in the virtual
world as shown in Fig. 6. While the user is in the process of determining the dimensions of the plate girders, Multi-Agents check the design and warn the user, e.g., “The
thickness of the upper flange must be larger under the given load condition,” if the
design needs modification. And the violating element of the design member is highlighted by changing its color from yellow to orange in the display. The user can modify the dimensions by using the window under the 3D virtual world. Another agent,
which checks the situation and warns the user, works like this way.
Several students and engineers used this system for designing a steel bridge and
they gave good comments on the system performance.

7 Conclusion
In this research, a design system using virtual reality was developed, and the previously developed Multi-Agent CAD system connected with product models was integrated with the new VR design system. The design environment using VR and MultiAgents found to be effective by applying the prototype system to a design problem.
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Future issues include the improvement of the VR system and application of the system to other bridge design.

Fig. 6. A selected element of the design member is highlighted by changing its color from
yellow to orange
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Abstract. Nowadays, Collaborative Technologies is an area of growing interest
with a great number of developments being carried out. However, most of them
deal with specific applications, and building a complete collaborative
environment implies a great effort. We have experienced this in the
development of DomoSim-TPC, a collaborative environment for the learning of
domotical design. To overcome these limitations and difficulties, we outline the
application of specification techniques to describe some characteristic elements
of CSCW/CSCL systems, such as the approached domain, the problems to
solve or the communication mechanisms. Thus, in this paper we first analyze
the domain-dependent DomoSim-TPC system to generalize its positions in
order to obtain a specification which models a domain of design and the textual
communication forms between the users. Then, we present a domainindependent tool that processes this specification to dynamically generate a
collaborative system allowing the approach of the specified design domain.

1 Introduction
Collaborative Technologies are emergent technologies that are being applied to
support and to improve group work (CSCW) and the learning processes (CSCL). In
the past decade, many CSCW and CSCL systems have been built. However, most of
them approach specific applications and are not flexible nor adaptable to different
situations and purposes, especially in the field of CSCL and of real time collaboration
systems. Moreover, these systems are complex to build and do not easily
accommodate changes [1]. But at the moment, there are not suitable tools that make
this development less expensive and less error-prone. According to Verdejo et al [2],
the production of a customized collaborative learning environment is very timeconsuming since the complete coverage of a domain requires a large amount of effort.
Our aim is to facilitate this production task by means of the use of specification
techniques to model some components of Collaborative Systems (CS) and the
construction of tools that process these specifications and allow generating some
modules of the systems in an automatic, fast and easy way. In other works we have
explored the possibilities of defining specifications for the modelling of design
domains in CS of design learning [3]. These works are in consonance with the
proposals of Chang et al [4], who indicates that one of the directions for the future
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 104-114, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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work in CSCW is to build generic models for collaborative work, as architectures or
formal languages, which allows developers –or users– to describe properties and
conditions of the systems. The next step consists in developing tools that generate
software systems starting from these models.
Our focus of interest is the CSCL systems for the learning of design tasks. These
systems usually follow the instructional method of Problem Based Learning (PBL) [5]
with the aim of reinforcing the commitment among the learner and the activity he/she
carries out. The design problems are usually complex and require that the designer
builds an artefact or carries out a process under certain conditions.
In this work a domain-independent CSCL system for the learning of design is
described. This independence or flexibility is materialized by means of the
specification of the domain, of the problems to solve and of the communication
among the users during the domain task (to design). This allows the users to create
their own domains and problems, as well as to select the way to communicate.
To define these specification languages we take the XML standard as a basis. This
allows building computable models that can be process efficiently and in an easy way
by the software tools. Some authors use XML-based languages for the specification of
CS components or, even, of the work or learning process these systems incorporate.
For instance, Amor et al [6] use descriptions based on XML to describe the
specification of the application architecture and its components and aspects. Verdejo
et al [2] use this notation to describe learning activities (the users, the tasks they carry
out, the tools they use, etc.). Martínez et al [7] use XML specifications to represent
interactions in CSCL systems. However, these systems are centred in describing the
processes but not the models or artefacts the users manage in their activity.
This work is organized as follows: in the next section the DomoSim-TPC system is
presented; in section 3 the information processed by this system for the management
of problem solving activities is analyzed, and this process is described relating its
phases with the elements of a problem; in section 4 a specification technique based on
XML to describe domains, problems and the communication is proposed; in section 5
we will describe an architecture to support these domain-independent systems; and
finally, we will conclude with a synthesis and outline the future work.

2 DomoSim-TPC: The Design and Simulation Subsystem
From the perspective of the conceptual framework that the CSCL paradigm [8]
provides, we have developed the DomoSim-TPC system, a collaborative system for
the distance learning of domotical design, which includes support for setup,
realization, monitoring, analysis and storage of learning activities. This system can be
considered a CSCW system of domotical design as well as a CSCL environment for
Domotics learning [9].
The Domotics discipline (Home Automation) deals with the automation of housing
for the optimization and control on comfort, energetic consumption, security and
communications. We represent the Domotics domain by means of a set of object
types, called operators, and of relationships among them. The operators are classified
in management areas, e.g. thermal comfort, energetic control, etc.
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The functional architecture identifies a set of levels (Organization, Experience and
Analysis), subsystems and tools. The levels organize in a general way the system. The
subsystems arrange software tools that offer specific functionalities. We have
identified the following subsystems: Activity Management subsystem,
Communication and Coordination subsystem, Design and Simulation subsystem, and
Monitoring and Activities subsystem.

3 Collaborative Solving of Design Problems
The users of the DomoSim-TPC system are classified in two profiles: teacher and
student. The students are arranged in groups coordinated by one or more teachers. The
access to the tools is regulated according to the user's profile. The students use the
system to solve problems. An additional support for communication and coordination
is available for them. The teachers define learning experiences, help the students and
monitor the system use.
A problem collection is fundamental in a learning application based on the
instructional method of PBL [5]. In PBL the students work actively in groups on
problems extracted from the real practice. Each problem describes the requirements of
the model that the students have to build. In this situation the student plays the role of
a professional designer. These domotical problems are well structured, and they are
defined with the following elements (that can be applied to other design domains): (a)
identification and description, (b) complexity level, (c) plan of the house on which to
carry out the design, (d) internal and external environmental aspects, (e) technical
characteristics of the house, (f) requirements or necessities, (g) constraints, and (h)
simulation cases and hypotheses.
The activity abstraction allows teachers to propose a specific problem to a specific
group of students. From the organizational point of view, a problem is a learning
object that can be reused thanks to the activity. Synchronous collaboration makes it
necessary to coordinate the users in work sessions. A session is the period of time in
which the members of the work group can carry out a task in a shared workspace.
The process of detailed problem solving is framed in the Design and Simulation
subsystem. This subsystem is based on a semi-structured interaction model that
proposes Collaboration Protocols [10], Flexible Structuring techniques [11] and the
use of the Language as Action [12] to structure the student work. The Collaboration
Protocol synchronizes the joint access of the students belonging to the group by
means of five shared workspaces in where carry out the tasks and of a structure for
the navigation along them. All these workspaces integrate different mechanisms of
direct manipulation, support for communication, coordination and decision-making,
and awareness techniques [9]. The workspaces, the collaboration protocol and the
information produced and interchanged among the workspaces are shown in fig. 1.
In these workspaces the diverse components of the problem are used. The Design
workspace is the first one accessed when the group starts the resolution of a problem.
In this workspace the students have to collaborate to build a model. They use actions
of edition, relationship and parameterization of operators. The design is made on the
plan of the house (c), which is obtained from the plan identification contained in the
problem definition. The students can access a textual formulation of the problem at
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any moment. This formulation, which includes the problem description text (a), is
built automatically starting from the problem definition. The complexity level (b)
determines the quantity of work to carry out. The characteristics of the house (e) and
the constraints of the problem (g) condition the model design, since they limit the
number of elements that can be used or the value of certain parameters. The
requirements (f) indicate to the students the elements that should include in the model
and the characteristics it should have. From this workspace, the Work Distribution,
Parameterization, and Cases and Hypotheses workspaces can be accessed.

Fig. 1. The resolution process in the Design and Simulation subsystem.

In the Work Distribution workspace the students define a list of assignments of
actions to organize their work. A first criterion allows assigning each room to a
student so that only he/she works in it. The rooms are determined by the plan (c). A
second type of criterion consists in assigning each management area (f) to one user, so
that he/she can work using only the operators of the defined area, but being able to
make it in any part of the plan. This work distribution, expressed as a data structure, is
passed from this workspace to the design one.
In the Parameterization task the students define the values of the problem
parameters by means of a discussion process based on proposals. The list of
parameters contains the data relative to the environmental aspects (d) and to the house
characteristics (e). The initial value of these data is specified in the problem. A data
structure representing the variables is shared between the Parameterization and
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Design tasks. The model is passed from the Design to the Parameterization (as well as
to the Work Distribution) so that the needed model information is available in these
tasks.
In the Cases and Hypotheses workspace the students select the case to simulate
and check the verification of the hypotheses. To do this, they discuss following a
process based on proposals [9]. These cases and hypotheses are those that the problem
incorporates (h), although the students can propose other new ones. The selected case,
the model and the variables are passed to the Simulation. In the Simulation the
students experiment with the designed model following a collaborative discrete event
simulation. The evolution in the time of the variables that make up the environmental
aspects (d) and the house (e) is maintained, starting from the initial value of the
parameters defined in the Parameterization.

4 Component Specification
Although DomoSim-TPC approaches a particular case study, as it is Domotics, there
are parts that are useful outside of this system. Their tools of users' administration, of
communication, coordination and decision-making, and of analysis are directly
reusable in other domains. The Collaboration Protocol and the interaction model
based on the structuring suppose a framework for the realization of learning
environments by means of design and simulation. The tasks of Work Distribution,
Parameterization, and Cases and Hypotheses are domain-independent, while the
Design, the Simulation and the problem definition tool are domain-dependent. Our
purpose is to generalize the system to approach other design domains, reusing the
generic components and turning the specific ones into generic ones making them
domain-independent. This new system is called SPACE-DOMAIN. In a first stage,
the aim is to define a specification technique that allows describing the domain and
the problem collection. In addition, we will allow the specification of the
communication messages to make the communication support more flexible.
We propose the use of XML to define these specification languages. The choice of
this notation is because of its feature of standard language and its interoperability. An
advantage of XML is that it would allow, by means of XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations), the generation of XHTML (eXtensible HTML) pages
visualizable on a browser with a representation of the domain or the problem or any
other document that includes their elements. We do not consider specific proposals
for expressing components of design, like MOF1 and XMI2 of the OMG3, because of
their complexity.
In the following sections these languages (DDL, PDL and CDL) are presented and
some examples are shown. It is necessary to take into account that the aspects of
behaviour with respect to simulation have not been approached.

1

Meta Object Facility: http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/mof.htm
XML Metadata Interchange: http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/xmi.htm
3 Object Management Group: http://www.omg.org
2
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4.1 Domain Definition Language (DDL)
We take advantage of the modelling of the Domotics domain to define a generic
design domain as a set of operators and relationships among them. The operators have
properties, and the own domain also has properties or general variables. The
relationships will be expressed by means of associations to which a graphic
representation based on lines is assigned. Also, graphic objects based on predefined
figures such as circles, rectangles, lines, arrows, crossings and text can be included.
The general structure of the specification can be extracted of the example in table 1,
which shows the Digital Circuits domain. This specification allows describing not
only graphical aspects but semantics aspects (properties, relationships…).
Table 1. An XML file describing the Digital Circuits domain.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE domain SYSTEM "domain_spec.dtd">
<domain name="Circuitos digitales"
operator_areas="Circuitos digitales"
operator_types="puerta">
<graphics>
<link id="conexion"
toolbaricon="imag/linea.jpg"/>
</graphics>
<operators>
<operator id="puerta_and"
area="Circuitos
digitales"
type="puerta"
icon="imag/and.jpg"
toolbaricon="imag/icono_and.jpg"
link_points="3,8,10">
<properties></properties>
</operator>
<operator id="puerta_or"
area="Circuitos
digitales"
type="puerta"
icon="imag/or.jpg"

toolbaricon="imag/icono_or.jpg"
link_points="3,8,10">
<properties></properties>
</operator>
...
<operator id="entrada_salida"
area="Circuitos digitales" type="puerta"
icon="imag/ent_sal.jpg"
toolbaricon="imag/ent_sal.jpg"
link_points="1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12">
<properties></properties>
</operator>
</operators>
<relationships>
<relationship id="conexion" operator1="puerta"
operator2="puerta" link="conexion"
directed="no"/>
</relationships>
</domain>

The elements that compose the specification and their attributes are the following
ones:
 domain: It is the root node. It includes two attributes (operator_areas and
operator_types) that correspond to the areas and types in which the operators can
be classified.
 graphics: This node contains the definition of the graphic aspects of the domain. It
contains two types of nodes:
x line: It defines the graphic line types that will be used in the links. It contains the
attributes stroke (broken…), and start and end of the line (arrow, triangle...).
x link: It defines a link graphic object. It has as attributes the line type (graphic),
which is a line node; label, which refers to the text label associated to this link;
and toolbaricon, which is the icon that will be shown in the button associated to
the relationships using this link.
 operators: In this section the domain objects are described. Each operator node has
the following attributes: identifier (id); the area to which the object belongs; the
object type; the drawing with which the object is represented in the whiteboard
(icon), a primitive object (rectangle, circle...) or an image file; the icon that appear
in the operator toolbar (toolbaricon); and the coordinates in which links on that
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object can be carried out (link_points), which are numbered from 1 to 12 according
to the clock hours.
x properties: Each object has a set of properties reflected in property subnodes.
Their attributes are: name, type and initial (the initial value). If the property is of
list type, it also will have a values attribute with the possible values of the
attribute separated by comas.
 relationships: This node points out what relationships can be established among
the operators previously described. Each relationship has as attributes: id, which is
the name; operator1 and operator2, which are the types of the linked or related
objects; link, which refers to the link (defined in graphics) that represent this
relationship; and directed, which indicates if the relationship is directed or not.
4.2 Problem Definition Language (PDL)
In the PBL a collection of problems is required. We base on the modelling of a
domotical design problem to derive the specification of a generic problem of design.
We consider different labels to represent the identification and description data of the
problem, the variables or parameters, the requirements and design constraints, and the
cases and simulation hypotheses.
Table 2. A DTD XML file describing the collection of problems.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!ELEMENT problems ( problem* ) >
<!ELEMENT problem ( description?, comments?,
variables?, requirements?, constraints?,
cases?, hypotheses? )>
<!ATTLIST problem id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST problem name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST problem domain CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST problem complexity_level
(LOW | MEDIUM | HIGH) #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST problem background CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT comments (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT variables ( variable+ )>
<!ELEMENT variable EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST variable name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST variable type CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST variable values CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST variable initial_value CDATA
#IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST variable to_define (TRUE | FALSE)
#IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST variable modifiable (TRUE | FALSE)
#IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT requirements ( requirement+ )>
<!ELEMENT requirement EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST requirement condition CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT constraints ( constraint+ )>
<!ELEMENT constraint EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST constraint condition CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT cases ( case+ )>
<!ELEMENT case ( initialization* )>
<!ATTLIST case id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST case name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT initialization EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST initialization variable CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST initialization value CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT hypotheses ( hypothesis+ )>
<!ELEMENT hypothesis ( variable* )>
<!ATTLIST hypothesis id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST hypothesis name CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT variable EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST variable name CDATA #REQUIRED>

The DTD (Document Type Definition) is shown in table 2, which describes the
format of the XML files that specify the problem collection. A problem has as
attributes an identification (id), a name, the domain to which the problem belongs and
a complexity level (LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH), and is defined on a background,
which can be a graphic image. The textual formulation of the problem is located in
the description and comments labels. A problem can contain variables. Each variable
has a name, a type, a list of values if it is of enumerated type, an optional initial value,
and two attributes indicating if it should be defined as part of the solution to the
problem (to_define) and if it can be modified by the students during the design
(modifiable). The requirements allow indicating the activity objectives in a more
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formal way than the description and the comments. The constraints indicate
limitations in the model, which condition the solution. Both elements are expressed
by means of logical conditions with a specific syntax. These conditions allow the
system to evaluate the solutions to the problem, since their verification can be
checked. Finally, the DTD includes the cases and simulation hypotheses. Each case is
described with an identifier and a name, and it contains a list of assignments
(variable, value). Each hypothesis includes an identifier, a text (name) and a list of the
involved variables.
4.3 Communication Definition Language (CDL)
For the communication support we have decided to incorporate a Structured Chat in a
similar way as C-CHENE [11] and DomoSim-TPC. This chat is defined as structured
because it offers a pre-established set of communication acts and a structure for the
conversation. These acts, called structured messages, have a semantic meaning
understandable by the users. Some of these messages are unfinished sentences that
have to be completed with text by the user. As an alternative to these structured
messages, this chat also includes other two communication possibilities: open
messages, which represent the possibility of introducing any text like in a traditional
chat, and repeated messages, which allow reusing any of the last five sent messages
(open or structured). The idea is to offer varied and fast alternatives to communicate.
The repeated messages are an innovation with regard to C-CHENE and DomoSimTPC. Their aim is to reduce to the maximum the time needed to write a message by
means of the complete or partial reuse of previously typed text.
The Structured Chat is a generic tool that extracts the instances of the messages
from an XML file. This allows reusing it in other contexts and domains. Table 3
shows a message set that has been successfully used in some projects.
Table 3. An XML file describing a specific set of communication messages.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<communication>
<message id="m1" requiresText="true">
<text>I think that... </text>
</message>
<message id="m2" requiresText="true">
<text>Why...?</text>
</message>
...

<message id="m5" repliesTo="m1">
<text>I think so</text>
</message>
...
<message id="m8" repliesTo="m2"
requiresText="true">
<text>Because...</text>
</message>
</communication>

The messages represent frequent expressions in the design domain. There are
messages that must be completed with an additional text (requiresText) and others
that are reactive messages (repliesTo). A classification criterion for structured
messages is according to their purpose. Thus, there are usually messages relative to
the domain task, for the interaction control and to express intentions or general
opinions. Although some messages can be in more than a category.
Following the proposal of the Coordinator [12] system, the communication acts
that can be selected in a specific moment depend on the conversation state.
Concretely, in the example (see table 3) there are two messages (m5 and m8) that
reply to other two (m1 and m2). To indicate the message to which the user replies,
he/she has to select it from the list of received messages.
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5 System Architecture and Implementation
The generic design system we have developed to validate the specifications and to
experiment with this approach is called SPACE-DOMAIN (SPecification and
Automatic generation of Collaborative Environments of design). This system has
been implemented using the Java Technology.
Its architecture is shown in fig. 2. This is based on a client/server approach. We
identify two servers: one of applications and data (ADS) and another of
synchronization (SS). The ADS carries out two tasks. Firstly, this contains a DBMS
(Database Management System) that manages the relational tables which store the
users’ data, activities, sessions, users’ work (models and interactions) and the
messages exchanged among the users. This service is accessed by means of JDBC.
Secondly, this stores and serves the XML documents representing the specifications,
the DTDs indicating the format of these specifications, and the HTML pages and
applets of the system. The protocols used in this service are HTTP and FTP.

Fig. 2. Technological Architecture of SPACE-DOMAIN.

The SS provides the synchronous collaboration among the users. The distribution
of the users’ actions is carried out capturing the users’ interactions, representing them
with a message abstraction and sending this data package to the rest of users in the
same session. The JSDT [13] is used to implement this distribution process.
The system users are organized in tree roles. The domain builder takes charge of
describing new domains, creating specifications with the DDL; this task includes the
definition of the problems and the communication with the PDL and CDL
respectively. He/she uses XML editors of the Management Activities subsystem. The
teacher uses the Activity Management subsystem to organize the participants and to
define design activities. He/she can use the tools of the Monitoring and Analysis
subsystem to observe and study the experiences, and can communicate and coordinate
with the students with the Communication and Coordination subsystem. The students
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can also use the tools of this subsystem to communicate and coordinate with the
members of their group or with the teachers. The Design and Simulation subsystem
allows students to solve the problems proposed by the teacher. The model built by the
students is stored in the database in the form of relational tables, although it can be
stored and read in XML notation optionally. This facilitates the manipulation of
models and their exchange with other software tools.
SPACE-DOMAIN is a software system that does not translate the specification in
source code, but it operates on a generic design domain that is instantiated in
execution time starting from the given specification (DDL, PDL and CDL). In fig. 3
two examples of design sessions can be seen: the first (left) corresponds with the
specification shown in table 1; the second (right) shows an example of the Data Flow
Diagrams domain. In both cases the different components of the system can be seen:
the Session Panel with two users collaborating (right), the Structured Chat (bottomright), the operators (top-left), relationships (left) and graphic figures toolbars (right),
and the collaborative whiteboard (centre) in which the user's tele-pointer can be seen.

Fig. 3. Two design sessions: the Digital Circuits and Data Flow Diagrams domains.

6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this work we have described how to put together Collaborative Technologies and
specification techniques to reduce the development effort of CSCL systems for design
learning. The main contribution of this work consists in the definition of three
specification techniques (DDL, PDL and CDL) that allow users to define the domain
on which the system operates, the problem collection and the communication
messages. This allows generating a collaborative application starting from the
processing of these specifications. These specifications express a computational
model which is reusable by different tools due to the underlying XML-based
representation. We have developed a system using this approach and we have carried
out experimental tests with it that have allowed us to check that it is useful and valid
for the following domains: Data Flow Diagrams, State Diagrams, Digital Circuits,
Use Cases Diagrams and Class Diagrams. The system is going to be used in the
teaching and learning of Software Engineering, what will allow us to extract
conclusions about the modelling task in this discipline.
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The following objective is to approach the specification of other components of
CS, such as the collaboration protocols –general or detailed–, the tasks to carry out
and their relationship with the user interface elements, which will allow system
builders to describe the instrumentation of the tasks. On the other hand, it is necessary
to complete this work with the specification of the behaviour of the models during the
simulation task, when these are susceptible of being simulated, and also to build
author's advanced tools that allow non-experts users to build specifications.
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Abstract. Creativity has become a valuable asset, given the fast paced changes
most companies must nowadays deal with. Companies now look for creative,
highly adaptive individuals who can explore new solutions and quickly adapt to
changes in the environment. Studies of creativity have shown that it has a social
aspect and that interdisciplinary groups seem to lead to more innovative ideas
being generated. More often than not, complex problems can only be handled
by groups of individuals who bring their individual knowledge, experiences and
skills to the table. However, this generates difficulties in communication and
information exchange, since individuals have different views and understandings of the problem and possible solutions. Design is a field especially well
suited for creativity studies, since it is an inherently creative activity, one in
which problems are often open and poorly defined. These problems often can
only be solved through an iterative, continuous process of learning about the
problem through exploration of solutions. In this paper, we present a framework to handle wicked problems, supporting problem evolution and idea exploration by an interdisciplinary group of designers. Using problem modeling, and
agent technologies, we mean to facilitate information exchange, knowledge
management and exploration of ideas during problem solving.

1 Introduction
Design is an inherently creative activity. Designers often develop unique solutions to
problems they encounter. When working on a project, designers must deal with unknown variables and open and changing specifications. In many ways, design problems resemble wicked problems, which are open-ended, poorly specified and volatile.
These problems are usually solved by an iterative and explorative process, through
which designers learn about the problem as they experiment with possible solutions.
Many creativity theorists believe that much of the creativity in problem solving
comes from handling the problem and framing it in different ways, experimenting
with the problem and solution spaces. Seeing something in a different light often
sparks new ideas and insights that may help find a solution.
In addition, many problems (design and other types) have now become too large
for a single person to deal with well. Problems are no longer resolved by a lone individual, but by a team of designers, working together to reach a common goal. These
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 115-122, 2004.
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groups are often interdisciplinary in nature, which frequently results in disagreements
or confusion establishing shared concepts. Cooperation has become an important
factor in problem solving, and it should be supported by appropriate tools.
Our research concerns group creativity, and we are particularly interested in studying and supporting cooperative creative processes. There are several theories on individual creativity and some systems have been constructed for individual and group
settings, but we feel research in this area is still lacking. Given today’s fast changing
environments, many companies in different domain areas have come to need creative
thought: they need to be able to quickly adapt to changes in the environment and
respond to opportunities. Thus, creative group work becomes more important.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present some background work and theories that underlie this work. In section 3, we present our models
and approach. In section 4, we finish with a discussion.

2 Background Work: Creativity and Problem Solving
2.1 Creativity Research
Several researchers consider creativity to the process that leads to the production of
something innovative (novel) and useful [1,2]. Thus, there is an association of the
product and its usefulness with the definition of the word. Hence, creative work can
only be assessed by its outcome.
Csikszentmihalyi [3] presents creativity as the product of a system of three elements: the domain, the individual and the field. According to him, the domain establishes shared symbols and rules, individuals work within a domain to create something new and the field judges these contributions to determine whether or not they
are creative and deserve to be incorporated in the domain (effectively changing it).
Thus, the system is cyclic, and knowledge continually built on previous knowledge,
with the best ideas being absorbed into the domain and the bad ones being discarded,
in a process similar to the evolutionary. He emphasizes the importance of consultations with members of the domain and of dissemination of the work after it is done,
so others can build upon it.
Researchers have also pointed out that a fair amount of domain knowledge is
needed to generate creative solutions. An individual needs to be immersed in the
problem before he can generate a solution. Furthermore, with complex problems, a
great part of the problem is understanding it: designers spend a large amount of time
trying to grasp the problem.
Shneiderman [4] proposed a four-stage framework for the creative process, which
he believes can and should be supported by appropriate computer tools: collect (gathering information from diverse sources, such as the web or libraries); relate (consulting with individuals who may be able to furnish useful insights); create (experimenting with possibilities, trying to generate new solutions); donate (where the results of
the process are disseminated in the community). These four stages are cyclic and a
person can go from one to the other as needed. This framework is based on the following assumptions: (1) new knowledge is built on previous knowledge; (2) tools can
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support creativity; (3) refinement is a social process; and (4) creative work is not
complete until it is disseminated.
Kao [5] highlights the interaction between individuals and the existence of an appropriate environment to creative solutions. According to him, creativity is the art of
transforming one form of knowledge into another. He points out that, in jazz, there is
a balance between cooperation and competition, as musicians try to outdo each other
without losing the agreed-upon theme. These interactions, where individuals have the
freedom to create and add to the group creation, are at the heart of improvisational
jazz music and are a source of some great cooperative endeavors.
2.2 Problem Solving
Problem complexity has increased: problems are no longer easily defined and tractable: they now have several dimensions and change with time. Wicked problems are
ill-defined, open problems. They have no clear stopping point and have several possible solutions [6]. The problem solving process is an exploratory one, through which
designers try different solutions and learn about the problem as they do so. It is often
necessary to form interdisciplinary teams of experts to handle these complex problems. The number and diversity of players involved in a project becomes an additional complication [7], for it can make communication harder, and create fragmentation in a group, as solutions become fragments of group member's perspectives, understandings and intentions.
However, Fischer [8] points to the differences between individuals as a potential
creativity source. The fact that individuals come from different backgrounds and have
to externalize their ideas and explain their assumptions and domains to each other
increases the potential for creative sparks. Along similar lines, Nissani [9] argues that
forming interdisciplinary groups to handle complex problems will potentially lead to
more creative solutions. He sustains that outsiders bring fresh insight and methodology to the problem at hand, and that many complex problems can only be tackled by
pooling together resources from a number of different disciplines.
By introducing a person of a different field, communication problems, already frequent in cooperative work, may become more serious, given that this person does not
“speak the same language" as the others. Hence, the introduction of this external
individual needs to be supported by appropriate tools, so that he or she may understand the problem at hand and make a contribution. These external individuals could
provide many new insights and help generate more creative solutions.
2.3 Systems
Some systems have been built that bring external knowledge to problem solving: one
such system is presented in [10]: as designers work, the system searches an image
base for images related to the current design topic, hoping to produce creative sparks.
These images have been previously catalogues by other designers, thus leveraging on
the knowledge of the community. Another system, IdeaMagnager [11] is a knowledge
management system on a PDA that allows individuals to record their ideas whenever
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they have one. The system retrieves and displays related information from the user’s
agenda, to help with idea development. In a similar vein to ours, these two systems
present the idea of retrieving information to help with idea generation and exploration, but they work on the individual level (one designers working alone on a problem), while we are interested in the interactions between individuals.
The Brainstorm system [12] permits users to anonymously send emails to an idea
server. These will then get posted and can be criticized by other users. The idea of
anonymity is interesting, since it enables a person to contribute without having to
worry about what others will think, alleviating “peer pressure”. Nevertheless, too
much (or harsh) criticism may discourage an individual from generating ideas or
suggesting them. Ficher’s EDC [8] is an enhanced physical environment that allows
group members to discuss problem solutions with the aid of tabletop and wall displays, physical objects to help design solutions and computers to record rationale.

3 The Approach
Schön holds that design is a reflective practice, and that a designer frames a problematic situation by setting its boundaries, selecting items to focus attention and imposing
a coherence to guide subsequent moves [14]. According to Restrepo [13], design
problems require a lot of structuring, that is, drawing upon external knowledge to
compensate for missing information and using it to construct the problem space.
Problem structuring occurs during the initial phases of design, but reoccurs periodically as the activity progresses.
Given the definitions of creativity and these strategies for problem solving, we
have been working on creating a framework for creative problem solving. It is important to note that we focus on problem solving and not creativity in the arts, as we are
more interested in problems where there is a goal, but it is poorly defined and open to
interpretation. Domain knowledge is particularly important in problem solving, as is
external and personal knowledge that individuals bring in to apply to the problem. It
will influence the way each person looks at and approaches a problem. In cooperative
work, the solution to a problem is the result of a series of interactions between members of a group involved in solving it. We are interested in the interactions within a
group of individuals generating creative solutions to problems, and focus our research
on group problem solving and creativity stemming from these interactions.
3.1 Underlying Models
As discussed above, mapping the problem is an important aspect of creative problem
solving. We believe it is crucial to have a means through which the group can represent the current state of the problem, to keep in mind what goals they’re trying to
reach. Additionally, the experimentation process, with its various idea threads and
discussions should also be captured and supported, so that designers can go back and
review what they have done and progress they have made towards a solution. It is
often the case where a group will get lost in a discussion, taking many directions and
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straying farther from the original problem. Every once in a while, the group must be
steered back to the original problem.
We have envisioned an environment to support problem solving that bases itself on
the problem and its exploration. Designers start their exploration by defining the
problem, or the goal they want to accomplish (this may be a high level definition).
Designers should have a representation of the problem always at hand, to remind
them of what they are working towards and what the current state of affairs is. This
should be graphically represented, so as to facilitate viewing and discussion. Our
problem model contains the following elements:
x Problem: initial problem description, this will serve as root for the graphs
that represent the problem space. This should include a description of the
problem and its goals.
x Sub-problems: breakdowns of the bigger problem, these are also problems and include goals, characteristics, etc.
x Characteristics: features the solution should have. These may be determined by the client (a requirement), group (a feature), individual (a
suggestion) or domain (a constraint inherent to the domain). These may
be mandatory or optional.
x Assumptions: assumptions individuals base their work on when designing
a solution. These may lead to certain characteristics or constraints that
will have to be addressed.
x Questions: questions may be raised by an individual when working alone
or by the group, and they may be resolved with the client or by the group.
These sometimes lead to decisions or the establishment of new characteristics or constraints.
x Decisions: decisions made regarding the solution, which may be generated by the group, an individual or the client, usually after an evaluation
process (formal or informal). These are defining elements of the solution
statement, and may have implications that translate into new characteristics the solution will need to have.
Additional Resources may be linked to the graph, to enrich the problem description
and solving process. These include: explanation nodes, files or contacts that may be
useful during the process. Designers should be able to manipulate and collectively
build this problem representation.
The process of exploring the problem should lead to an eventual solution and
should also be captured. Dialog mapping [7] is an interesting approach, for it allows
the individuals to visualize their discussions and decisions. We have been considering, at an initial stage, the use of the IBIS model [15] for argumentation mapping and
capturing rationale during discussions. It is important that these be linked to the problem model, to reflect what discussions led to what decisions or characteristics of the
solution. These discussions contain the justification for each decision made.
3.2 Supporting Systems
An environment for creative problem solving should supports idea generation, exploration, discussion and evaluation. We have envisioned a system that enables group
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members to discuss their ideas while working on the problem definition and solution.
Work on the solution can be done in private or as a group. It is important to allow the
individual to work on his or her own, as it is often the case that a person will have
some good ideas experimenting on the problem alone, without having to address
questions that may arise in a group setting. Thus, each individual should be able to
bring the current problem definition to a private space and work on it, and then bring
it back for the group to look at. The point is not to have one person take off and solve
the problem, but to generate ideas the group can work on.
In addition to that, the introduction of external knowledge should be facilitated.
Each person has certain knowledge that falls outside the problem domain and that
should be tapped for analogies and innovative ideas. One possibility is to map each
user’s knowledge through text processing; extracting areas of interest the user is interested in. Clustering users’ documents, emails, contacts lists and webpage visits, an
information extraction agent could produce a simple model of the user’s different
interests and knowledge fairly quickly. In an attempt to provide a “creative spark”,
one could present the user with information or keywords from these other domains.
This involves perhaps using words that span more that one domain to link them, or
using dictionary or thesaurus such as WordNet to find links between words and
bridge different contexts. Agents are particularly useful in this case, as they can work
proactively on the background, bringing necessary items to the user’s attention.
As this involves bringing in personal information to the shared space, agents
should not cross the borders between personal and shared spaces. The agents can
work only within the personal space or within the shared space, and it is up to the
user to decide which bits of information should be shared and how to do it.

4 Discussion
Cooperative work has become an important factor as companies realize that there are
many problems that can only be solved by teams of experts working together. Many
of these problems are unique and poorly defined, and creativity has become an asset
as changes in the environment happen fast, redefining the problem even as it is being
handled. The ability to adapt and handle changes in the problem definition thus becomes crucial to problem solving.
In interdisciplinary groups, establishing shared understanding is also an important
problem, as individuals will have different views of the problem and possible solutions. It is also important to track changes and decisions made and how close the team
is to actually finding an acceptable solution. When exploring possible solutions, it is
easy to get lost in the exploration, straying far from the original problem and goals.
We believe it is important to have a shared representation not only to help group
members understand what they’re working on, but also to help them focus on the
problem-solving task itself. We have presented a problem model to be shared and
collectively built by designers working on a problem, and we intend, initially, to use
IBIS as a design rationale capture model. We have also briefly outlined a system to
support creative problem solving.
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This framework is a work in progress. There are many questions that still remain
open, such as issues of motivation: researchers seem to agree that intrinsic motivation
is crucial for creative work, but there is some controversy on whether extrinsic motivation is beneficial or detrimental [16]. The issue here is how to get individuals sufficiently involved with the problem that they will produce useful, innovative solutions.
Another issue is that of decision-making itself, especially when deadlines come close:
if the group can’t reach a consensus, perhaps voting is in order or, if there is a hierarchy, a decision might have to be made by the lead designer or the client.
Additionally, there is a timing in the creative process that we intend to incorporate
into this framework. An individual may become engrossed with the problem and not
think about the big picture. At some moments, one must look at the full picture, be
critical and evaluate the situation. However, criticism can’t happen too early, as one
of the serious problems in creative work is that some ideas get discarded too rapidly.
Early criticism may lead to ideas not getting explored or even suggested, as individuals might choose not to say something for fear of criticism. Thus, it is important to
create an open environment, where every contribution is important and will be considered before being discarded. We have been working on “modes of work”, procedures that the group can adopt to help guide the exploration of the problem and solution space. These are currently under definition.
We believe this is an important problem, which deserves more attention that it’s
been getting. Creativity is important for many disciplines but more so for design,
which involves novel thinking with each problem. Techniques such as the reuse of
design objects and stock solutions for simple problems could free designers to think
of solutions to more complex parts of the problem. The introduction of external
knowledge should enrich the problem solving process, even as it forces externalization of ideas, discussion and interaction between group members. We believe this is
an important aspect of problem solving that hasn’t been widely explored so far.
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Abstract. Sheet metal parts are frequently designed without the systematic
consideration of product development requirements like manufacturability,
process planning, manufacturing optimization and production planning.
Concurrent Product Design and Manufacturing means that the designer has to
consider all the requirements of the product development process and
incorporate these considerations into the product design. Decisions made at this
point, concerning parameters, greatly affect the final cost, utility, and
production time. Currently, there are many different systems and methods to
assist the designer, ranging from simple design rule packages to very
sophisticated expert systems. This paper shows how the developed system can
assist the engineers in order to take into consideration important factors and
facilitate the execution of some calculations during the early stages of drawing
parts design. The tool output is a report which contains checked drawing
process rules and recommendations and initial approximation reckonings to be
added to the part plan.
Keywords: Concurrent Engineering Tools, Manufacturing Design, sheet metal
processes, computer manufacturing, DSS.

1 Introduction
Process planning is the act of preparing detailed operating instructions for turning an
engineering design into an end product, i.e. the part. This implies the need to translate
the design specifications of a part into the required manufacturing operating
instructions (Steudel, 1984).
There is a great deal of manufacturing data involved in process planning, such as
the identification of machines, tools, flanging, parameter selection for the process,
operations, etc. (Granville, 1989). All of these data has to be evaluated in order to
select the sequence. Process planning requires many kinds of human abilities, which
should be present in the process planner (Steudel, 1984).
The traditional approach to solving the process planning task is the one commonly
used in a manufacturing company: the plans are handed over to the manufacturing
process experts who then specify the procedures to make the product. The process
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 123-132, 2004.
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planners, using their experience and knowledge, generate instructions for
manufacturing the products based on the design specifications and the available
installations and operators.
The area most developed so far has focused on machining applications. Research
and development in manufacturing applications such as heat treatment, forging,
injection molding, and sheet metal manufacturing is still premature, and the reported
systems for sheet metal manufacturing rely on a high level of interaction from the
expert who provides decision making at different stages of planning (Gao et al. 2000).
Sheet metal components are widely used in industries like aerospace, electronics,
machine tools, refrigeration and air conditioning, etc., and they form a significant part
of manufacturing activity. Sheet metal components are important not only from a
functional point of view, but also from an aesthetic one, since they are used as
enclosures to cover products and are visible to the outside world.
The manufacturing processes required for sheet metal components are identified by
analyzing the component layout, and then manually translating design information
into manufacturing information (Sing and Rao, 1997). To overcome inherent
difficulties and limitations associated with human beings, research work is making
progress in the area of automatic transformation of design information into
manufacturing information through feature recognition (Jagirdar et al. 2001).
Currently, there are many different systems and methods to assist the designer,
ranging from simple design rule packages to very sophisticated expert systems, but
they must be less complex and more user-friendly. The main aim of this research is to
develop a computer-aided system or tool for sheet metal manufacturing. The purpose
of the system we have developed is to assist engineers to consider important factors
and facilitate some calculations during the early stages of drawing parts design.
During this process it is important to consider several factors such as material
properties, lubrication between die and work piece, press stiffness, punch and die
geometry, die material and process methods used. Of course, the quality of the
drawing product depends on the experience, skills, knowledge and opinion of the die
designer, the manufacturer and the press operator.
The tool has been developed with the aid of technical literature and expertise in
product design, die design and drawing process elicited from users in companies. The
tool output is a report which contains checked drawing process rules and
recommendations and initial approximation reckonings to be added to the part plan.

2 Research Design and Methodology
In this section the different stages used to develop the tool are described. The stages
are briefly defined below.
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The initial stage was a review of theory on sheet metal processes, focused on
drawing processes. This study has been done with different books (mainly
handbooks), Internet sites and journals.
The second stage of the research was conducted on-site at the company, in order
to understand the manufacturing processes and process planning tasks, and to
find out users' requirements for computer-aided tool functions.
The third stage was to develop the first iteration of the computer-aided system.
The underlying methodology can also be tailored to general sheet metal
fabrication.
The fourth stage was to develop the design of the tool. The tool is basically made
up of two components. The main component was first created as an interactive
platform, which contains all the rules and recommendations and from where the
second component is executed. The second component was created as database
software. This component allows the user to calculate a required parameter based
on the database of materials and dies.
The last stage was to validate the tool, with different empirical cases.

3 Tool Descriptions
The tool consists of two inter-connected computer applications, the first of which
contains the rules and recommendations, while the second one contains the database
of different materials and allows results to be obtained.
Each of the applications will produce
output documents that identify one single
product. In this way, any company using this
set of computer applications will be able to
save copies of all the documents created to
produce any specific part.
In order to better classify the parameters
of the process, it is considered appropriate to
use the PowerPoint program to break it
down into three large groups, as is
recommended in sheet metal drawing
theory: the geometric and/or design
parameters, the properties and dimensions of
the sheet metal, and the characteristics of the
process.
In order to present the rules in the three
groups in an orderly and visual way, the user
can choose to move through the program
entering and exiting each of the three
groups:

Figure 1: Initial screen of the rules
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1.

Design: In this group the user will find rules covering the design and
development of the diameter of part, as well as advice about diameters and radii
of the punch and the die.

2.

Material: This next group lists the qualities with which the metals must comply,
the parameters that must be known, and the materials which are more adequate
as well as those which are less so. The thickness of the sheet metal also
influences the process to a large extent.

3.

Process: In the final group the pressures required to carry out the different types
of drawing, specifically shallow drawing, deep drawing, ironing and embossing
of sheets to make them stiffer.
Entering the design screen another classification is found, which allows the user to
get closer and closer to the file to open in order to check if the specific rules of the
ubject the user is searching for are being followed or not.
Moving progressively through the
program, the user will arrive at the file
which contains the rules and the
suggestions necessary to produce a
good drawing, according to the radius
rules as shown in Figure 2.
Other parameters not previously
mentioned but which can easily be
found moving through the program are
also dealt with, as for example:
velocities, lubrication, choosing the
type of press adequate for each type of
operation, recommendations for health
and safety in the workplace, storage,
maintenance, annealing, etc.
The program opens with a screen
from the Projecte.mdb file of Access
where the user is able to choose which
type of drawing to perform. Next, the
respective screens open so that
calculations appropriate to the type of
drawing chosen can be made.
Figure 2: Die radius rules screen

The main screen of another computer program can be seen below. From this screen
the user can move from one window to another (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Main screen of the ACCESS computer program

In order to simplify the information search and to create a program which is
interactive between the user and the tool, a computer application is most efficient
because it allows a large amount of information to be stored and a large number of
operations to be carried out in a short period of time. If these operations have been
introduced correctly by the programmer, the computer will not make a mistake.
3.1 Rules
Making use of the theoretical knowledge acquired in the information search phase
(Radhakrishnan et al., 1996), and taking into consideration all the specifications of the
project, we have chosen a visual presentation which is as easily understandable, as
fast and as direct as possible in order to present the rules and recommendations to
bear in mind when drawing a part.
Some rules, which are collected in the PowerPoint program and are based on
knowledge taken from the literature, have been elaborated and classified in the
different groups referred to so that the user can find them in an easy and
understandable way.
The rules or suggestions referred to are important in order not to commit
unnecessary errors which would cause a loss of time and materials when drawing,
resulting in higher costs without producing any profits. Situations experienced by
groups of people involved in the drawing process have been summed up and from
them a set of rules, neither too short (so that the reason behind each rule is
understood) nor too long (so that the user can quickly find what he/she is looking for),
has been created.
The rules can be found and in PowerPoint and can be accessed directly from
certain points of the program with the help of VisualBasic.
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3.2 Calculations
The second computer program calculates the specific dimensions and materials of the
parts (Choi et al. 1998) to be made. It also determines the dimensions of the necessary
tools and machines (Singh and Sekhon, 2002).
Access has been used to respond to the design problems associated with different
elements involved in the process. Through a series of calculations and iterations the
program has been able to solve problems related to the design of these tools (die and
punch) as well to the machinery necessary for such an operation, starting from the
necessary force (minimum power of the machine) and from the height of the final part
(minimum stroke of the machine).
3.3 Databases
Using Access, a database storing information concerning all the necessary parameters
related to the material used and the drawing process employed has been developed.
The characteristic parameters of the materials in the database are: the parameters of
foreseeable reductions in the first operation and in other operations (m1, m2);
maximum velocity, specific pressure, traction rupture load (drawing), resistance to
sheering (when cutting the sheet metal), resistance to compression (when drawing in
order to increase the stiffness of the sheets or even for aesthetic reasons); deep
drawing sets and the most adequate type of lubricant.
The database is never definitive because materials can be added, if desired, with
their respective characteristic values. The screen with the form for the material is the
following (Figure 4):

Figure 4: Material maintenance form
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Once the form for the material has been seen, it is necessary to observe and analyze
how the three different types of drawing implemented in the program are calculated:
1.

Deep drawing of cylindrical parts. This part has been chosen because it is a
typical shape in the drawing process. We know the necessary formulas to
determine the number of iterations that must be carried out to obtain the final
part, calculating for each intermediate step the diameter and height of the part
obtained, the diameter of the punch, the diameter of the die, the radius of the
punch, the radius of the die, the drawing force, the treading force and the total
force. The initial diameter of the part, the minimum surface of the sheet metal,
the type of lubrication and the maximum recommended velocity have been
calculated before the iteration (Figure 5).

Figure 5: (a) Input screen for Deep drawing of cylindrical parts (up) (b) Output screen report
(down)

2.

Drawing cylindrical parts through ironing. In this type of drawing the side walls
of the part are made thinner while the thickness of the base is maintained.
Because the interior diameter remains constant, after the procedure this thinning
results in the part having a height much greater than initially calculated. In this
type of drawing we want to know, at each intermediate step, the thickness, the
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outside diameter and the height of the part, as well as the diameter of the die and
of the punch and the force necessary to carry out the procedure.
3.

Drawing sheets by embossing. This type of drawing has been chosen because for
some time it has been very commonly used to increase the stiffness of the sheets
or to obtain a more aesthetically personalized sheet. It consists in provoking a
physical deformation, simple form drawings repeated along the edge of the sheet
and no more than 1 cm deep. In this type of drawing one is expected to know the
pressure necessary to create one figure and, at the same time, to know the total
force necessary to carry out the entire embossing procedure.

4 Results
The tool can be tested with the next example and it will be used to elaborate the report
of the part that it is supposed to be manufactured (Figure 6). It is about a cylinder
which final geometry has 20mm of outer diameter and
50mm of height. The sheet thickness is 2mm. The
material characteristics of the sheet are the following
AlZnMgCu 1,5 pl F49 (cool hardened), DIN code
3437571. And it is decided to be manufactured using a
deep drawing operation.
Once starting data are known, the steps that must be
followed are:
1. Revise the rules which were grouped round:
Design, Material and Process. (Figure 1).
2. If the material of the cylinder, AlZnMgCu 1,5 pl
F49 (cool hardened), has not been introduced in
the database of the application, the application
allows you to jump to materials database by the
means of a link from Material rules group
(second button in Figure 3). The material will be
introduced then through the material
maintenance form (Figure 4) filling the required
fields as recommended lubrication or yield
Figure 6: Deep drawn part
strength e.g.
3. Finally, the selected part has to be manufactured by a deep drawing operation.
So, it is from Process rules group where the operation will be chosen and it
will be able to access to the calculations screen. Deep drawing of a cylindrical
part corresponds to the third button in Figure 3. A calculation screen for that
operation will be opened by clicking on that button (Figure 5a). In that point,
the material field must be chosen if there already exists in the database; if
there does not, the previous step 2 must be carried out. Following geometrical
features of the part have to be defined; these features depend on the operation
chosen and for the part in Figure 6 they will be: diameter, height and
thickness. If all this information is accessed to calculation application it will
fit enough to click on calculator icon. An output screen report (Figure 5b) will
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be obtained. On the header it will provide data related to material (lubrication
and maximum speed) and data related to the operation (blank diameter,
minimum thickness, clearance, cutting and shearing force and extraction
force). For a deep drawing operation it also provides the number of needed
iterations to manufacture the part. The values of the next parameters are given
for each intermediate iterance: part height and diameter, punch and die radius,
deep drawing force, blank holder force and final force. Clicking on button next
calculator icon will be enough for turning the screen report in a paper report or
printing format (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Output paper report

The application of calculations together with the database connects important
parameters from Design, Material and Process. The tool has integrated the most usual
relationships among these rules that have been classified in the three groups and that
govern the deep drawing process. The reports can be quickly prepared by the tool.
And the application allows you to estimate material changes easily and the
suitabitility of a press machine of the layout because the drawing force needed is
provided.

5 Conclusions
The tool offers two important advantages. First, it offers skilled or unskilled/inexperienced designers guidance by not forgetting the most important details for matching
the desired part features with the best or preferred manufacturing process features
from the beginning of the product life cycle. Secondly, the ease of using the format
allows it to be part of a platform (Internet, for instance) where it can be consulted by
designers from any discipline (research, industry or education).
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The system developed is user-friendly and implemented in a common format. For
this reason it was developed in an Access database, on a PowerPoint platform and it
incorporates VisualBasic applications.
It is interesting to consider Concurrent Engineering as having two sides: one soft
and the other hard. The soft side deals with cultural and attitudinal changes while the
hard side is concerned with the tools and the hardware required to implement the
concept. Traditionally, the research concentrating on the hard side has been the
Computer Integration Manufacturing concept.
The goal of this work was the development of a computer tool to help process
planning for sheet metal processing (focused on the drawing process). It can help
engineers decide on manufacturing parameters such as blank dimension and the forces
needed for the process of drawing sheet metal. It is based on knowledge obtained
from collaboration with enterprises.
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Abstract. In manufacturing companies there is a wide spectrum of software
systems that operate with product data. It seems obvious that the interoperability and ability of data exchange, based on native formats of each system, is not
possible. Fortunately there are a lot of data formats, such as STEP, VRML,
XML-based and many others that help to solve the problem. However the
communication and the utilization of communication channels are not so much
unified and systematically used. We assume that the problem could be solved
by the simple and unified communication method, based on the modern internet-based approach. Its development is the aim of our research. This method
should enrich the existing methods of communication, not replace them. Our
method is based on TCP/IP protocols and XML web services.

1 Introduction
As everybody knows, there is a strong trend toward software integration, under the
umbrella of EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) activity [1]. It means that all
software subsystems of an organization can be used as one interconnected system that
uses one global shared database. Also the integration of manufacturing enterprises
would have to be realized in accordance with EAI principles. However the manufacturing field is special due to the existence of a product. Both virtual and physical
products differ especially: data gathering from the traditionally designed previous
versions; product designing, dimensioning and debugging; the manufacturing of prototypes/products; measurement and data gathering; lifecycle support; and th0e process of innovation.Thus a wide spectrum of software systems is used that operate with
CAD (Computer Aided Design) data, which means systems operating with data that
centre round the manufactured products. CAD systems are the well-known representatives, however the design process encompasses more than CAD tools, which are
used only for drawing and/or modeling. There are other CAx systems, such as CAE
(Computer Aided Engineering) tools, CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) tools
and many others. There is an activity, called CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing), which tries to roof the utilization of the aforementioned systems. The integration
of design and manufacturing processes by computer systems is the goal of CIM. This
idea is nothing new – the first concepts of CIM were published in 1973 and first used
in 1984 [2]. Since the field of manufacturing enterprises was not mature enough to
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 133-140, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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migrate towards CIM, this approach was almost forgotten. Nevertheless nowadays the
climate in the manufacturing sphere is much more open for information technologies,
resulting in a mature climate for the deployment of CIM ideas, and the CIM term is
being restored.
Due to the expansion of the utilization of CAx technologies in the 1990’s, the need
for some CAD data management has arisen. It caused the development of PDM
(Product Data Management) systems that tries to systematize and manage the product
oriented data [3]. PDM stores the data and manage the relationships between them –
usually through a relational database subsystem. CAD data are not being directly
changed by these systems. The classification of data helps to make them accessible
for other processes. The idea of the utilization of the technical data of a product in
other enterprise spheres (such as a managerial one) is only logical consequence. It is
obvious that each enterprise is equipped by some complex information system. The
frequent goal of present enterprise information systems is to integrate whole software
subsystems (including Internet portals) and computer aided business processes. The
portals are used as a gateway for information obtaining and/or application using.
The following list summarizes more frequent software systems that are processing
the product oriented data: CAx – Computer Aided processes (CAD, CAM, CAE, ...),
PDM – Product Data Management systems, PLM – Product Lifecycle Management
systems, ERP/SCM – Enterprise Resource Planning / Supply Chain Management
systems, CRM – Customer Relationship Management systems, DW – Data Warehouses and Data Warehouse Pumps, IS – Enterprise Information Systems, EIP –
Enterprise Information Portals, and EAP – Enterprise Application Portals.
The crucial problems, which have not been satisfactorily solved till now, are how
to interconnect these software systems and how to make data produced by one system
accessible to each other.

2 The Problem of Heterogeneity
Each CAx system usually uses its own internal file format with an unknown representation of data. A typical example is the DWG file format of AutoCAD. This format is
incompatible even across the AutoCAD releases. So, each enterprise system is based
on different data representation and native file format. In accordance with the demand
of software interoperability in CIM-type enterprises the systems have to be able to
export data in some intermediary format (such as DXF, IGES, and many others) that
other systems are able to import, as it is shown in Fig 1. There is a big drawback to
this scenario: the user of system B, who requests data, either must be a user of system
A as well (he/she must be able to open correct file and export it to intermediary format) or the other user of system A must be present. The figure 2 depicts a typical
scenario of product design process.
If the data are managed by the PDM system, the native formats of each system will
usually be stored and managed. Since native formats differ from intermediary formats
used for export-import, the drawback of export-import scenario is not eliminated. If
other systems, such as PLM or ERP, are implemented, the problem will be similar.
The export-import is not the sole problem of PDM – there are the others: almost
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every CAD user has to become PDM user; it is not only data management and metadatabase – overall information is extracted (redundancy); inaccessibility of information outside extracted selection; and the problem of the synchronization of changes
(weak synchronization + redundancy = inconsistency). Previous text is focused on
generalized problems and on the ideas of presently used integration. The following
list tries to generalize the problems of real integrated solutions: the developed ways of
integration are not universal; the development of interfaces and software bridges
repeats; imperfect integration (it is loss-making); poor work efficiency; and badly
scalable enterprise infrastructure.

Software A

export

Inermediary
File

import

A user of A

Software B

A user of B

Fig. 1. Export-import Scenario

Fig. 2. The scenario of the CIM type design process

3 Integration Trends
The problems discussed previously initiated a lot of activities that deal with them.
There are some concepts how to implement the integration mechanisms in a time
when software systems are designed. The trends of EAI head towards the utilization
of integration brokers and application servers. However these ways are not so suitable
for the integration of existing CAx systems and moreover those are tightly coupled
with a used platform (for example with used integration broker, such as MS BizTalk
Server).
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A considerable integration way calls STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product
Model Data) and is standardized by ISO 10303 [4]. The standard enables to define
entities by the EXPRESS language. The real objects can be described by this definitions and the description can be serialized to the platform independent STEP physical
file, which is based on text format. Those files can be used as intermediary file in
export-import scenario. STEP defines the methods of implementation based on active
file exchange, shared databases and intelligent knowledge based systems. There is a
new draft of ISO 10303 Part 27 that defines Java Language Binding to the SDAI
(STEP Data Access Interface). We believe that STEP is perspective standard, however even the STEP is not without problems. This set of standards is too massive, so
the implementations of STEP are problematic. There is a lot of material that must be
studied, and there are a lot of rules that must be kept. The full implementation of this
standard is neither easy nor cheap. This problem is connected to the evolution of
STEP – Part 27 illustrates it. Java is a very popular language, especially in the field of
software integration. This language has been widely used for several years. However
STEP has not been able to respond correctly till now. For example there is C# language, which is the current competitor of Java, without any STEP support. Thus we
suppose that a lot of STEP parts are dependent on particular technologies, thus STEP
can not keep abreast.
There are some more problems with STEP than complexity and dependency.
A considerable one concerns efficiency. The STEP based integration is often realized
by text file format that is not effective. We suppose that this way of data transferring
is suitable for so-called chunky communication, but not for so-called chatty communication. If some product of enterprise is designed and the export-import between two
CAD systems occurs for example several times per hour, it will have to be supported
by the most effective way possible. Vice versa, if the data are stored for long time, it
will be possible that the software equipment of enterprise will be changed. In this
case the STEP seems to be the best solution – thanks to the independency of standardized STEP physical files.

4 A Unified Communication Model
We believe that for so-called chatty communication a very simple mechanism could
be developed that would be independent enough. We suppose that Internet and its
mechanisms are really omnipresent, thus the main goal of our research is to develop
unified communication model that will be dependent only on Internet [5].
Our proposed model of communication is based on the TCP/IP suite of protocols.
The communication is stateless, simple Request – Reply. Transferred data can be
represented as a primitive (basic) format, such as text string, real number and etc., or
as a known complex format, such as STEP, IGES, VRML, etc. It means our method
is above all the channel of communication. The basic scenario of communication is
peer-to-peer and is similar to the chat of two collaborating people. It means there is
neither master nor slave and any software system can be in the same role as another
one. There is an example of that communication in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The scenario of proposed communication

If software systems want to communicate with the other ones through the proposed
mechanism, the interface that the model defines will have to be implemented. The
main benefit of the model is that there is just one interface that can be used for communication with each system. It would seem that some changes in each system are
necessary. And it could be a problem, especially for CAx systems. However these
systems are designed as quite open, so there are mechanisms how to implement an
interface by third-party programmers. Any other enterprise subsystem can implement
this interface too. So, the examples of utilization are really various. It can be used by
two different CAD systems for exchanging the models of virtual product. The product
data can be transferred to the PDM system by this mechanism. When EIP needs to
render picture of some product, it can apply CAD module for visualized data.
The mechanism allows software systems to chat without human control. This chat
consists of requests and replies. In the case of any problem the exception or error is
returned instead of expected reply. The exception means that the requested system is
not able to make the correct reply (for example, requested data format is not supported). The error signalizes the problem in communication (for example, the data file
is damaged during the communication). The requests and replies can be classified
into three groups, as shown in Fig. 4. The simple requests/replies use primitive date
types, such as numeric and text fields. The compound ones transfer lists, such as a list
of supported formats. The wrapping requests/replies use some complex formats, such
as STEP physical file.
Our system consists of two levels. As it was noted above, the basic one is based on
the TCP/IP suite of protocols. In the case of the use of this layer the each system,

weight
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Fig. 4. The types of requests/replies

which is connected to the communication strategy, must be equipped by an interface.
The interface must be able to respond to an event on specific port, even in the moment when the system does not operate. A whole strategy of communication between
these interfaces is similar to HTTP 1.0. It is application protocol, as well, that uses
TCP and IP protocols for data transmission and addressing. The communication is
stateless however a structure of transmitted data, which is not based on text but on
binary format, is different. The final form of data in TCP datagrams is not finished
yet – it will be published later.
The second level is based on XML web services. It means, XML, SOAP, WSDL
and UDDI technologies [6]. It can simplify the utilization of the communication
mechanism in Java and/or .Net based systems, which are more frequent distributed
platforms of modern enterprise IS. The principle is the same as a utilization of
TCP/IP based layer. Ever communication system must be equipped by an interface,
which however does not directly listen in on specific port, but is based on some web
service protocol (usually HTTP). Besides, this way demands that each computer with
systems that support this service to be equipped by a web-server, which carries out
the web service working. The next difference is the factual communication is realized
by invoking of XML web service functions. The set of functions is also not definitive,
however it is evident that will be based on basic data types, in order to platform independency (such as Microsoft .Net).
These levels are optional – the whole integration of enterprise can be based either
on TCP/IP or on XML web services. It is possible to implement a mixed model that
uses both TCP/IP and XML web services levels. This solution must be enriched by a
software bridge. This bridge translates requests and/or replies between TCP/IP and
XML web services levels, and will be defined by proposed model.
The purpose of the proposed model is to solve the problem of data exchange and
its automation. A typical scenario of how to use this model would be for example the
enrichment of the PDM system by Open With functionality, which allows the selection of alternative software for processing of selected file. In this case PDM calls the
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interface of destination system that provides a list of supported formats and its priorities of use. After that the interface of the system where the file was created is called,
again with the query for supported formats. When a suitable format is found the interface of source system is invoked for converting. It launches a specific system or its
proper component that performs the conversion and passes the file to PDM which is
consequently able to pass the data to the destination system. A similar scenario could
be a direct communication between two CAD systems with extended user interface
for this activity.
At the moment we perform testing with the following software: AutoCAD, Inventor, MicroStation, own PDM system, IS and web portal. The extensions of software
by specific interfaces were successfully realized and data exchange was automated.
As a serious problem with these systems appears the quality of conversions to an
intermediary format. The information gets lost and distortions occur.

5 Relation to STEP
STEP was mentioned as a powerful standard for the integration of enterprise software
based on chunky communication. The proposed unified communication model is
designed for chatty communication. It is necessary to define the relation between
these two approaches. The unified communication model is the method of the communication mechanism. It can use STEP and it can be used by STEP.
The first possibility how to use these two approaches together is the utilization of
STEP wrapped by the described wrapping requests/replies. It means that any systems
are allowed to communicate through STEP, probably through STEP physical file, and
this communication can be facilitated and especially automated by unified communication model. For example, a short case study where a user would like to import some
part of assembly to the Pro/ENGINEER follows. The part is created by Autodesk
Mechanical Desktop. The project files are managed by some PDM system. The user
selects DWG file, which represents specified part, in the PDM and opens it with
Pro/ENGINEER. At this moment the Autodesk Mechanical Desktop is requested
(through unified communication model) for the STEP representation of the part. As a
replay the wrapped STEP physical file is transferred and imported by
Pro/ENGINEER, so the part can be added into the assembly.
The other possibilities are based on SDAI. The unified communication model can
be used on the both sides of SDAI interface. It means that the subset of integrated
enterprise software systems that are interconnected by the proposed model can behave as enterprise database, and it can be accessible to another subset of systems that
utilize the STEP. The inverted topology, where a real database with SDAI is present,
is possible. The systems that are integrated by the unified communication model can
access this database through SDAI interface. It can be helpful in the situation, where
some systems are integrated by STEP and SDAI and the other systems are not suitable for STEP based integration.
The described model integrates enterprise software systems by interconnection.
However the model does not define any integrating software component with user
interface. What component is selected as the integrated gateway for users depends on
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the particular integration strategy. We presume that it usually should be PDM system
or some portal solution that should be tightly coupled with the unified communication
model.

6 The Support of Lifecycle of the Unified Communication Model
As the practice of the majority of data formats and communication protocols shows, it
is necessary to take their evolution into account. Due to the evolution a proposal how
to support and control the life cycle of the model is its part (the model should be a
“self-maintenance”). We propose the Internet portal centered on the lifecycle of the
model. Evolution demands will be collected here and the model will be possibly updated – by some authority – in accordance to these users’ requirements. Thus, at the
portal, there should be the actual documentation of the model with exact description.
This portal solution supposes the authority that will be focused on the support of
lifecycle of unified communication model and its maintenance. It could be, for example, a subject at a technical university.

7 Conclusion
We have reviewed the methods of communication among software systems that produce and consume product oriented data. Our investigation has found out that there
are a lot of data formats suitable for data exchange, but the communication channels
are lacking. We believe the unified communication method, based on the simple and
independent mechanisms of Internet, helps to solve the problem of software communication in enterprises. The basic parts and ides of the described model are designed.
At the moment time we are refining the final form of TCP/IP and XML web services
data transfer. Also we are designing the definition of the draft of the software bridges
between TCP/IP and XML web services based layers and between unified communication model and SDAI.
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Abstract. Knowledge has become the most strategic resource in the new business environment. A case-based reasoning system, which incorporates a novel
clustering and retrieval method, has been developed for identifying critical
situations in business processes. The proposed method is based on a Cooperative Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning model, which can be used to
categorize the necessities for the Acquisition, Transfer and Updating of Knowledge of the different departments of a firm. This technique is used as a tool to
develop a part of a Global and Integral Model of business Management, which
brings about a global improvement in the firm, adding value, flexibility and
competitiveness. From this perspective, the model tries to generalise the hypothesis of organizational survival and competitiveness, so that the organisation
that is able to identify, strengthen, and use key knowledge will reach a pole position.

1 Introduction
This paper presents the results obtained with a case-based reasoning system (CBR)
developed to identify critical situations that allow firms to take decisions about acquisition, transfer and updating processes in knowledge management. In this study, we
centre our attention on the problem of knowledge management, from a pragmatic and
managerial approach that contemplates, the possibility that knowledge can be classified and organised in order to achieve a better understanding. This issue is based,
above all, on understanding the distinctions between transformations in forms of
knowledge, starting from an inferior level (data and information) and advancing towards other higher levels, such as knowledge itself and its management, individual,
and even organizational responsibilities.
Case-based reasoning (CBR) systems have been successfully used in several domains such as diagnosis, monitoring, prediction, control and planning [9, 10, 11].
CBR systems require adequate retrieval and reuse mechanisms to provide successful
results. Such mechanisms need to be consistent with the problem that has to be solved
and with the data used to represent the problem domain. A CBR system is a methodY. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 141-147, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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ology used to construct software tools to assist experts in the resolution of problems.
The CBR system presented in this paper incorporates a Cooperative Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning model (CMLHL) that facilitates the data clustering and
indexation and automates the retrieval and adaptation stages of the CBR system. This
method is closely related to factor analysis (FA) and exploratory projection pursuit
(EPP). It is a neural model based on the Negative Feedback artificial neural network,
which has been extended by the combination of two different techniques. Initially by
the selection of a proper cost function from a family of them, to identify the right
distribution related to the data problem. This method is called Maximum-Likelihood
Hebbian learning (MLHL) [3]. Then, lateral connections derived from the Rectified
Gaussian Distribution [7] are added to the MLHL architecture [3]. These enforce a
greater sparsity in the weight vectors.
This paper reviews the concept of CBR system and outlines the CMLHL model
used in its construction. The first prototype of the system has been tested on a multinational group, specialised in the design and production of components for the automotive industry. This initial system is presented and the results obtained are shown.

2 The Problem Solving Model
Case-based reasoning is used to solve problems by adapting solutions that were used
to solve similar previous problems [11]. A case is normally composed of a number of
attributes that represents a problem and of a solution for that problem. Fig 1. shows
the reasoning cycle of a typical CBR system that includes four steps that are cyclically carried out in a sequenced way: retrieve, reuse, revise, and retain [11]. During
the retrieval phase, those cases that are most similar to the problem case are recovered
from the case-base.
Target Problem Case

RETRIEVE

RETAIN
Case Base

Retrieved cases

ERROR

REUSE

final solution

REVISE

Proposed solution

Fig. 1. CBR system reasoning cycle.

The operation of a CBR system involves the adaptation of old solutions to match
new experiences, using past cases to explain new situations, using previous experi-
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ence to formulate new solutions, or reasoning from precedents to interpret a similar
situation. The recovered cases are adapted to generate a possible solution during the
reuse stage. The solution is then reviewed and, if appropriate, a new case is created
and stored during the retention stage, within the memory. CBR systems update their
case-bases and consequently evolve with their environment. Although the CBR systems are tools to assist the decision taken process and they have not been developed
to be autonomous, some of their reasoning stages may be automated [8, 9, 10].
The CBR system developed in the framework of this experiment incorporates a
CMLHL model that clusters the cases, facilitates the case indexation and automates
the retrieval and adaptation stages. Now the CMLHL model is presented and then the
proposed CBR system is outlined and evaluated.

3 The Cooperative Architecture
We use the standard Maximum-Likelihood Network [1, 3, 5] but now with a lateral
connection (which acts after the feed forward but before the feedback) derived from
the Rectified Gaussian Distribution [2, 6, 7] and using the cooperative distribution.
Thus we have:
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Where:
the parameter Ĳ represents the strength of the lateral connections.
The cooperative distribution in the case of N variables is defined by:
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4 Case Study
The developed system has been tested in a multinational group, leader in the design
and production of a great variety of components for the automotive industry. The
justification of this choice lies in the fact that the characteristics of its management
represent a favourable environment and opportune moment for the introduction of
Knowledge Management. There is an undergoing organizational change and the firm
faces great growth and expansion, which requires a rapid adaptation to the demands
of the sector, with greater resources, imminent transfers and accurate forecasting of
knowledge, together with the immediate demand to capitalise on them, to share and to
use them within the firm.
The design of the preliminary theoretical model of Knowledge Management
shown if Fig. 2 is based on three components: the Organisation -Strategy and People-, Processes -Acquisition, Transfer and Updating of Knowledge- and Technology
–Technological Aids-, from which the propositions of the model are defined.
The population sample used came to 277 registries (individuals) that correspond
with the "necessities of knowledge" showed by the head of eleven departments of the
company studied. This knowledge gathers different stages (knowledge levels) that
depict the current situation of each department for the tasks or activities assigned to
each department to be successfully accomplished. Also, it has been possible to obtain
valuable data on the degree of importance for the company of the gathered knowledge.
This way, it is possible to identify the lack of the knowledge that it is necessary to
perform the activity, so as to make the right decision on its acquisition in terms of
how it is acquired, or what is the cost or time needed. In the same way, it is possible
to specify the knowledge possessed which is not comprehensively employed, either
because the person does not use it in its entirely or because it has additional value and
potential use, for other departments. Furthermore, it is possible to include the analysis
corresponding to the necessary evolution of the present knowledge to detect new
knowledge, to eliminate the obsolete one and to validate new necessities, among
others.
Then in this particular problem, the cases are composed of several attributes, representing the state of the enterprise, and the solution is an attribute that represents the
situation of the firm and the degree of information required to improve its management process. The data was register by observations, questionnaires and personal
interviews to the employees of the studied company. Figure 3 shows the results obtained in this study. The case-base stores 277 cases representing previous states of the
firm together with their associated risk levels. Cases are clustered and indexed using
the CMLHL model, as can be seen in Figure 3.a. The retrieval and reuse stage are
carried out applying equations 1 to 4. As a result of the application of these equations
to a given problem case (a new situation of the firm), we obtain information about its
risk level, which may be one of the stages presented in Figure 3.b. Figure 3.b is obtained by an analysis of the results obtained and shown in Fig. 3a. To see the relation
between Fig3.a and Fig3.b, we have kept the same nomenclature. The CBR system is
comparing a new situation with previously evaluated ones and letting us know at
which group the present situation belongs. The revision is carries out manually in this
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first prototype and ones a new case is evaluated, it is incorporated to the case-base of
the CBR system during the retain stage (learning step).
Acquisition process
* To identify the Lacking Knowledge and their characteristics of
Creation value What?
* To analyze the way of getting it
Where?
* To quantify Cost Acquisition
How much?
* To analyze Temporary Restrictions When?
Transfer process
* To identify Experts Who?
*To determine other uses of the
Knowledge Which their value is?
*To document the knowledge (normalized format and simple) How?
*To consent to the knowledge Who
needs it?
* To identify Experts Who?
*To determine other uses of the
Knowledge Which their value is?
*To document the knowledge (normalized format and simple) How?
To consent to the knowledge Who
needs it?

Upgrade process
* To analyze the evolution of the
knowledge for the creation of value
* To validate the necessity of
Knowledge
* To eliminate Obsolete Knowledge
* To detect new Knowledge

· To Acquire
· To Transfer /
to Prepare
· To Upgrade

· To Transfer /
to Prepare
· To Upgrade

·To Upgrade

Proposal for
the Creation,
Generation
and Captures
of the Knowledge

Proposal for the
Organization,
Sharing,
Formalization
and Use of the
Knowledge

Proposal for the
Detection, Advanced, Elimination and Refinement of the
Knowledge

Fig. 2. Shows the theoretical model of Knowledge Management.

Fig.3.a shows the result of CMLHL clustering and indexing process on the casebase. The projection identifies separated clusters (clouds), each of then has been labeled. We have identified mainly 9 clusters or clouds. Fig.3b is a graphical representation of Fig.3a.
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1A

1B
1C
2B

2A

3A

2C

3B
3C

CLOUD 1A
CRITICAL SITUATION
a lot of urgency
basic level

CLOUD 1B
ALMOST GOOD
during this year
basic level

CLOUD 2A
CRITIC. SITUATION
a lot of urgency
half level

CLOUD 2B
ALARM
during this year
half level

CLOUD 3ACHAOS
a lot of urgency
wide level

CLOUD 3B
ALARM
during this year
wide level

CLOUD 1C
GOOD
later
basic level
CLOUD 2C
IMPROVE
STRATEGY
later
half level

CLOUD 3C
GROWTH
STRATEGY
later
wide level

00
Fig. 3.a: CMLHL on the real data.

Fig. 3.b: Results Representation.

5 Results and Conclusions
The system presented above is an assistant tool. It has helped us to identify, in an
automated way, the risk states at which a firm may be and to understand more about
this business management process. In terms of firm type, the points of cloud 1C are
related to a GOOD SITUATION. The firm is in this place because the level of
knowledge required is low and therefore the acquisition of knowledge is not a priority. Also the fact that only one point (point 6 in Fig. 3a.) appears underlines the fact
that the company only has to acquire knowledge in one specific area.
In a contrasting case, in the area occupied by the clouds labelled as 3A, there is a
lot of urgency to acquire knowledge at a wide level. This area is called “CHAOS”. In
a similar way, in the area occupied by clouds 1A and 2A there is a need to acquire
knowledge urgently at a half or basic level. It could be that in these cases there is a
holding of knowledge that can put the company in a CRITICAL SITUATION, since
it may depend on the concession of new projects, the incorporation of new clients and
all those parameters that somehow help to generate activity within in the firm.
The area occupied by the points of the cloud 2C outlines the possibility to acquire
knowledge at a later stage but in one period but at a half level. This could mean an
IMPROVE STRATEGY in the firm, where it needs to improve in what it already
possesses. However, cloud 3C represents the situation that the firm has to acquire the
knowledge later but at a wide level. This means that the company should think about
the idea of enlarging and growing, both in terms of new processes, and new products.
This is: GROWTH STRATEGY. The points corresponding to area 1B are related to
an ALMOST GOOD area, because the knowledge is needed urgently at a basic level.
Cloud 2B and 3B identifies an ALARM area, because there is not urgency and the
level needed is half.
The initial results show that the presented system is a reliable tool to identify critical situations that allow firms to take decisions about acquisition, transfer and updating processes about knowledge management. Other methods, such as Self Organizing
Maps have been applied and have provided less accurate results, from the point of
view of the firm management experts. CMLHL provides more sparse projections than
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the others methods [6, 12] and captures some type of global ordering in the data set.
A second prototype of this system is under construction. It will be integrated with in
the distributed management system of the enterprise and it will deal with more
information about the firm.
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Application in Managing and Maintaining Large Area
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Abstract. Staff in the Faculty of the Built Environment at the University of the
West of England (UWE) have been engaged in 3D modelling urban areas since
1984. In the UK it will be mandatory that all local planning authorities make
much of their data available on-line within the next two or three years. A
broader ‘VR across the Web’ based involvement in this activity has been
advocated. Recent exploration of a web based application for collaborative
work has enabled analysis of some of the necessary functions of a collaborative
on-line repository for managing and maintaining large area urban modelling.
Using this as a basis a prototype repository for such urban modelling tasks has
been tested with on-line remote access. Interestingly the same web application
framework is also proving effective in a broad range of web based collaborative
activities from education and learning through to distributed research projects.

1

Introduction

Staff in the Faculty of the Built Environment at the University of the West of England
(UWE) have been engaged in 3D modelling of buildings and urban areas since 1984.
These models have been used for applications ranging from the automatic cogeneration of visualisation, drawings and schedules to Virtual Reality (VR) and the
Web. Since 1984 a number of different Computer Aided Architectural Design
(CAAD) systems have been used to create these models, some in succession to others,
some in parallel with translation from one to another because each is easier to use in
one sphere of the whole task than another. Such heterogeneous models may be
created independently, even to different scales and standards, however this is
sufficiently difficult to manage in practice to justify a common underlying coordinating geometric structure or primary model to which all relate or from which all
are initially generated. UWE have since explored the use of an underlying geographic
information system to support this primary model. The visible and interactively
explorable aspects of the model are output in Virtual Reality Modelling Language
(VRML), which is browsable using plugins on the Web. While fully 3D spatial
analytical tools in GIS would be desirable, and currently available commercial GIS
packages are still presented as two-dimensional and map-based, 3D data can be
usefully stored and searched within them.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 148-155, 2004.
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One means of reducing the total cost of use of such models is to broaden their
appeal and thus spread the cost of initial creation and subsequent amendment and use
across a wider range of applications and participants. Designing a building or
development has been described as fundamentally a collaborative, interdisciplinary,
geographically distributed multimedia activity.[1] If this collaborative digital
multimedia activity is integrated and disseminated on-line, and encompasses a large
enough urban area, it may provide the context and constraints for future development
and serve to inform and engage the public. In the UK it will be mandatory that all
local planning authorities make much of this data available on-line within the next
two or three years. A broader ‘VR across the Web’ based involvement in this activity
has been advocated. Recent exploration of a web based application for collaborative
work has enabled analysis of some of the necessary functions of a collaborative online repository for managing and maintaining large area urban modelling. Using this
as a basis a prototype repository for such urban modelling tasks has been tested with
on-line remote access. Interestingly the same web application framework is also
proving effective in a broad range of web based collaborative activities from
education and learning through to distributed research projects.
FBE/UWE modelled part of Bristol for a Virtual Reality (VR) experience to
demonstrate millennium landmark proposals. FBE/UWE later modelled the environs
of the Tower of London to support bids for funding and to provide the context for
judging the visual impact of iterative design development. Data conversion and
amalgamation from all the diverse sources was the major impediment to effective
group working to create the models. Initial work focused on using a Geographic
Information System, (GIS) to assist retrieving all the appropriate data that described
the part of the model under creation. It was possible to predict that management of
many historic part models stepping back through time, allowing for different expert
interpretations to co-exist, would be in itself a major task requiring a spatial database
(GIS). Current work is now focused on enabling this approach via the Web. This is
beginning to realise the potential for use of this process for asynchronous group
modelling or updating along the lines of a collaborative virtual design studio and
planning information system.

2

CAAD Context Models, and the Bristol Model

In 1995 FBE/UWE received a commission to model part of Bristol to create a VR
experience to demonstrate the millennium proposals to the Commissioners, in
conjunction with Bristol 2000, Bristol City, Division Ltd. and Aardman
Animations.[2] Keeping the models up to date since, as an accurate reflection of
changes on the ground, is a major data management problem. Piecing in new CAAD
models received from Architectural Practices to visualise them in context as part of
the planning negotiation process has often taken staff at Bristol City several days of
work for each instance. Because the model is so complex and so proprietary the
Bristol City staff still operate as a specialist visualisation bureau service. This paper
argues that this process could be better handled by devolving the responsibility and
the tools to the practices concerned via the Web.
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The Tower of London Models

Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) commissioned FBE/UWE in 1996 to model the
environs of the Tower of London to create illustrative material to support bids for
funding to the Heritage Lottery Commission.[3] The model was then intended to
provide the context for judging the visual impact of each stage of the increasingly
detailed development and refinement of the designs. Two models were created, an as
proposed and an as existing model. Both were modelled in 3D down to street
furniture, railings and kerbs. The two shared many common elements and were in
effect two different part models with a common core. A wide range of archeological
data was examined to later model the various historic developments of the site. This
included borehole data to enable reconstruction of the successive ground levels, with
archaeological records from digs from which the existence and form of demolished or
altered buildings could be projected. Management of many more historic part models
stepping back through time, while allowing also for models of different expert
interpretations to co-exist, derived from and referenced to the same archaeological
data, was predicted to be a major task requiring an underlying spatial data
management system. In addition to the issues caused by data from disparate sources
and by fast track collaborative working, it proved very time-consuming, lacking
spatial database tools, to sift through all the possible sources of data to discover those
relevant to a specific part of the project. There was a real cost in the retrieval and
marriage of data from diverse sources, and a further issue as to how such models
might be used in practice as the visual expression of a management system.
Collaborative assembly, modification and management of two such linked models and
their associated elements using the file and data management tools in Autocad and
3DS Max alone proved difficult. Collaborative working on the model also highlighted
the difficulties of managing the long transaction times during which parts of the
model were being amended or enhanced.
2.2

Issues in Optimising CAAD Modelling to Operate in VR

Subsequent work at FBE/UWE focused on the translation and simplification of the
previous 3DS Max format Models into VRML for interactive use via web browsers.
However the triangular mesh based models that resulted from the translation process
created file sizes in VRML that were far too large for effective interactive exploration
in a browser and proved very difficult to optimise or simplify to a lower level of
detail. This is still an issue with models that emanate from architectural practices and
another argument for devolving responsibility for insertion to the practices
themselves. Since then work at FBE/UWE has concentrated on generating optimised
VRML models from GIS (providing embryonic spatial management tools) and on
interrelating the VR and GIS ‘views’. A recent project that was carried out using the
Internet (a commercial consultancy project for three dimensional virtual yellow pages
urban web sites) would have benefited from a web based management system for the
groupwork process, and to manage the ‘checked out’ sets of data. This has now
become the focus of study.
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Fig. 1. The Tower of London CAAD Model

2.3

Groupwork Distributed in Time and Place

The cost of keeping CAAD based large area urban models up to date and in continued
use justifies every effort to broaden applications and access. A bureau service such as
that operated by Bristol City is an expensive resource, which yet at peak demand
becomes a bottleneck. Broader access requires lower access costs for interaction and
updating combined with the ease of distribution offered by the Web. Several
subsequent GIS based VR projects at FBE/UWE and elsewhere have shown that it is
practicable for a group working asynchronously to collaborate in creating and
maintaining a large area urban model and that significant CAAD expertise is not
required. In the UK it will be mandatory that all local planning authorities make much
of their planning information available online within the next two or three years.
Smith argued for a broader VR across the Web based involvement in this activity so
that it ‘should be both usable and attractive to the public, the planner, the private
sector and the political representatives involved in the planning process. A system
should offer collaborative group interaction, with groups deciding and acting together
to plan an environment for the good of the whole’.[4] Similar recent arguments for
community engaged planning are put forward by Hamilton et al,[5] who have
consequently developed an interlinked GIS and VR environment, where changes in
either update the other.[6]
2.4

A Lack of Standards for Integrating Modelling in Existing Urban Contexts

Bourdakis argued that coordination of different models or part models is sufficiently
difficult to manage in practice to justify a common unifying geometric structure or
primary model, to which all relate or from which all are initially generated.[7] CASA
started by defining a consistent high level of detail for the whole of their Bath City
model and now generate reduced level of detail part models or ‘views’ from it.
However an alternative, more ‘lazy and evolutionary’, approach may be to model the
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whole at a lower level of detail and then to introduce pockets of higher detail as these
become available from CAAD modelling or as debate and interactive use define a
demand for more detail at that location. This would accord with the view that
modelling and updating take place over a long period and that software, bandwidth,
standards and detail will change over that time, rendering any fixed level of detail
potentially obsolete. There is still not sufficient control of the level of detail nor ease
of reconciliation of different group-worked parts during shared assembly of a
‘jigsaw’. There has been found to be an increasing need for standards for scalability
(levels of detail) and structure, and tools for integrating different forms of
representation or media.

3

The Valhalla Project and Remote Sensing

This project was funded under the information society technologies (IST) programme
of the European Union, and ended a year ago. Valhalla stands for Virtual Access to
Landscapes and Historic Gardens at Linked Locations.[8] It included a spatial
database to manage the capture and storage of video captured automatically by realtime cameras overlooking selected historic gardens, which were also visible on the
web. The VRML models of the gardens were coordinated in the same way to present
the same field of view and focus as the video camera view, and act as a dynamic key
providing hyperlinked explanations of plants and content in the view as active server
pages from the database, together with a 3D spatial search for digital images,
including archived video clips, old prints and paintings following spatial referencing.
This has highlighted a need to record more metadata with raw data and images than is
the norm. 3D models in general, and VR and particularly VRML models (due to
download times), lack the dynamic behaviour of crowd scenes, traffic and plant
movement which convey life and credibility, and that real-time or archived film
captures so readily. While this project addressed the intermingling of video and
appropriate 3D modelling, current investigation at FBE/UWE is focused on the
intermingling and common registration of modelling into highly accurate aerial and
side-scanned Lidar data, since the Environment Agency have now flown a significant
proportion of sensitive areas of England and Wales, sampled from enormous datasets
at resolutions of 50cm, 25cm and even 2cm. This is a similar move towards the
synthesis of those features best modelled in 3D and those best captured by remote
sensing, and a move away from modelling all aspects of the context to modelling just
those aspects that remote sensing (in this case video) cannot capture, such as future
proposed changes or recreations of historic settings.

4

Web ‘Applications’ to Manage Collaborative Modelling

There are a number of initiatives now to manage web based collaborative modelling.
For example the FAPS Institute, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, ‘is now
developing a Web-based collaborative environment to facilitate the planning and
design of production systems. Each production system can be defined by such para-
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Fig. 2. Shows Model slaved to Video & ASP
meters as products, processes, resources and their relationships connected to a central
repository of 3D/VRML objects’.[9] Domos/D-studio use VRML to facilitate the
management of complex design processes such as urban development and
infrastructure planning, tested in a ‘series of large-scale urban development projects
in the Netherlands including the Station Island project involving the complete
reorganization of the Amsterdam central station quarter’.[10] FBE/UWE have
recently been developing a template collaborative web system, managed through the
browser interface and based on active server pages and a database managed
repository. This has been used recently across a range of applications, including:
student peer group appraisal of work; a case study with live data of the construction
and use of an innovative building as a repository for teaching and learning; a
collaborative research study; a collaboration between planning authorities in a region;
and an exposition of a heritage site over time for a project to restore the estate. The
repository approach works well with check-out and in of the spatial sectors into which
the VRML modelling is sub-divided, however more work is required to set out
parameters within which alternative proposals can be developed, and for integration
into existing contexts such as Lidar or SARS data. This could be handled either by
over-riding the existing Lidar at the location, or by superimposing the proposal in a
manner similar to that necessary for Augmentation of Reality viewing. It is suggested
that these parameters, including minimum and maximum boundaries, accord quite
closely with the logical extents used in early design stage planning briefs and 3d
master plans. While there has been much work in optimising the zoning of large area
urban models for download, it is suggested that increases in bandwidth may make
political, building line, ‘line regulataire’ and other early design stage planning
constraints more useful for such models in the future, and that development of
parameters expressing the relationship of a ‘plot’ for development proposals within a
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collaborative web based modelling environment should express these logical
guidelines that relate to real-world activities.

5

Conclusion

It is argued that there is still a need for standards that support the construction and
maintenance over long periods of wide area contextual models by enabling:
x Diverse contributions to central shared repositories by users distributed in time and
place, enabled by inexpensive broadly accessible tools and open standards;
x Two way links for interactive exchange between a selected view and the source
data; multiple media, sources of data and appropriate metadata;
x Scalability or multiple levels of detail;
x Facilities for accommodating change over time;
x Retention of multiple different interpretations or proposals for comparison.
It is argued that Spatial Information Systems offer a most promising route to
implementing these. The projects have shown the potential of a GIS based process for
asynchronous group modelling or updating along the lines of a collaborative virtual
design studio. It has been found that CAAD systems that focus strongly on modelling
new buildings often risk being unable to effectively incorporate the context, landscape
and existing buildings, or ease assessment of the wider impact of new development.
Yet the growing prioritisation of sustainable urban development makes the
development of inclusive modelling, analysis and information systems increasingly
important. It is argued that in this respect GIS development is significantly in advance
of CAAD systems development. However now that group work is increasingly likely
over the web for the creation of these models there is now a need for wide area model
repositories that are accessible across the web, together with appropriate tools to
manage the shared task of modelling over long periods of time.
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Abstract. Not all participants in a collaborative virtual environment (CVE)
need to be informed of every other participant’s activities. The technique used
for filtering irrelevant messages is known as interest management, which has to
minimize network traffic and to reduce the burden of clients. However,
considering the CVE shared state maintenance, interest management is nothing
else than a disruption of the perfect case where every CVE participant
maintains the identical copy of the state. In this paper we present an interest
management technique that organizes the shared state into domains and subdomains and enables clients to express their interest in particular sub-domains
only. This approach specifies an interest management in a general way and it
can be used for a wide range of CVE applications. Key ideas are being
implemented as part of General Variables (GV) library and verified in our
testbed CVE system for social interaction called e-Agora.
Keywords. 3D graphics, collaborative virtual environments, interest
management

1

Introduction

Collaborative virtual environments (CVE) in general are aimed at interaction among
users connected by network and spread physically. In a typical CVE, users do not
need to know about every other user’s activities. Filtering irrelevant messages is
usually referred to as interest management. Its main goal is to minimize network
traffic and to reduce the burden on clients (notion client stands for combination of
software and hardware in this text).
The shared state of CVE describes the current state shared among CVE participants
[12]. It can be divided into two parts: fixed and dynamic. The fixed part remains
unaffected for the whole life of the CVE. It usually describes the geometry of
landscapes, buildings, rooms and other virtual objects. In contrary, the dynamic part
varies during the system runtime. It can describe positions of users in VE, state of
light switches etc. When a client connects to the system, it has to collect both, the
fixed and the dynamic part. By composing them together it can produce the actual VE
representation. From the point of communication view, the dynamic state is delivered
to the client in two forms: initial state and state updates. The former is delivered only
once after the client has connected to the system and it contains the actual state at the
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 156-163, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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time of connection. The letter is being delivered to the client until it disconnects from
the system and it represents particular changes of the dynamic state.
The optimal situation would be if every CVE participant maintained the identical
shared state. From this view, the interest management is a disruption of this ideal.
When interest management is employed, participants maintain and synchronize only
those portions of the shared state that are of particular interest for them.
In this paper we present an interest management technique that organizes the
shared state into domains and sub-domains. The technique is content independent
since it filters the data extrinsically [10]. For specifying clients’ needs we partially
adopt the general aura-nimbus interest management model [5, 12] and extend it by
including security issues as well.
In section 2, we divide CVEs into two main directions and characterize them from
the view of shared state and interest management. In section 3, we briefly review GV
concept and e-Agora CVE. Section 4 contains the description of our approach to
interest management and we clarify the notions of domain and sub-domain. In section
5 we demonstrate the usability of our method in e-Agora CVE. Section 6 highlights
the consequences of the approach. The experimental implementation is discussed in
section 7 and section 8 concludes the work.

2

Previous Work

The research in the field of CVE can be divided into two main directions. The first
direction represents large-scale distributed simulations (LSDS) where thousands of
entities move and interact in a large and open area [10]. Battlefield simulations are the
typical case. The entities should be aware of other entities in their proximity so the
visibility is the most important factor for interest management here. The technique
used to approximate visibility computations in these simulations is to break up the
world spatially into a number of regions of various shapes – grid cells. Every client
that wants to receive information subscribes into regions, which intersect with its area
of interest. The client can also subscribe directly to an entity of interest to receive
high fidelity information about the entity [1, 11].
In LSDS, the environment is usually considered static. The shared state consists of
entities’ state mostly and no centralized repository is used to store the shared state.
The entities are forced to transmit their state periodically (heart-beat) so the late joins
can obtain the actual state.
The second research direction is aimed at CVE systems for social interaction and
multi-user cooperation [4, 9]. Although interest management techniques used in
LSDS apply here as well, the interaction among users is based on a much more subtle
basis. In social and cooperative environments, the scene is usually composed of
enclosed logical spaces (rooms in a building). The partitioning of the scene into
regions for interest management purposes is more intuitive and regions typically
correspond to logical spaces. Outdoor spaces can be partitioned in a similar manner as
in LSDSs. However, interest management cannot consider only visibility information
or entity type information (as usual in LSDS). The scope of information exchange
among users is much broader and should not be restricted only to geographic regions.
Users can form logical workgroups and interaction within a workgroup can be shared
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only by workgroup members – either for efficiency or security reasons. For example,
while workgroup members who are located in separate regions do not need positional
information about other members they cannot see, they should still be able to
communicate with them. Alternatively, users who are located in the same region at
the same time, but belonging to different workgroups, might be limited in the way
they can interact. This technique is called functional filtering [3].
In contrast to LSDSs, social and cooperative systems enable users to modify the
virtual environment in a number of ways. The users can introduce new objects in the
scene, remove them or change their properties. To be more specific, in our testbed
application e-Agora the users could play desk games, install exhibitions or paint
graffiti on walls. The state is usually stored in some form of centralized repository
(can be virtual in non client-server architectures), which is used to update late joins.
However in many systems, the partitioning of the shared state for interest
management purposes is strongly explicit and suited for a particular purpose. For
example MASSIVE-3 divides the virtual environment into Locales containing several
Aspects [6]. While Locales are used for spatial subdivision, Aspects define functional
and organizational scope. In contrast to hard coded approaches we tried to define an
interest management abstraction to provide a common base for a wide range of
collaborative applications.

3

Overview of General Variables (GV) and e-Agora

The GV concept [8] was designed to formalize storing and distributing updates in a
typical net-VE system. If a user performs an interaction in the world the client sets a
particular GV to some value (byte stream). This value is then sent to a server, which
updates its GVs database and forwards the value to other connected clients. They
parse the value and perform the original action locally. If a new client (late join)
connects to the system, the server sends it the content of the GVs database so that the
client can update its state promptly.
e-Agora [2] is our testbed net-VE system aimed at social interaction and culture
content dissemination. Visitors connected via the Internet can see each other by the
help of avatars and communicate by chat and gestures. The virtual environment is a
model of an existing culture centre in the city of Prague. The system has been built on
the top of the GV concept and VRML technology.

4

Partitioning the Dynamic Shared State:
Domains and Sub-domains

To allow users to express their interest in only some part of the shared state only, we
propose to partition the shared state into domains and sub-domains (Figure 1a). The
domains represent categories of areas of interest (logical groups, regions, navigation,
chat or game playing). The sub-domains represent concrete areas (particular group,
room, chat theme or specific game). Any state variable can belong to any number of
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domains – its domain set is specified upon its creation and it defines the scope of the
variable.
When the state variable update is being sent (a user performs some action in the
VE), the actual sub-domain values (sub-domain set) have to be associated with the
update, one sub-domain value for every domain in the variable domain set. To
construct the sub-domain set, we utilize aura (Figure 1b). The aura represents an
individual set of areas of interest, which are impacted by the client. The aura is
specified as a set of sub-domains. These sub-domains, which domains match with the
variable domains are put in the variable update sub-domain set (Figure 1c).

a
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sub-domains

b

A
A1

B
A2

C

B1

C1

C2

d

aura of client 1

{A2, B1, C3}

c
a variable update:
domains set
sub-domains set

U

D

e
A

C

A2

C3

C3

U

nimbus of client 2

{A1, B1, C2, C3}

nimbus of client 3

{A2, C1, C3}

nimbus of client 4

{A2}

Fig. 1. Process of creating, filtering and receiving the variable update: a) sample domains and
sub-domains, b) source client’s aura, c) filling the variable sub-domain set according to aura, d)
nimbi of potential receiving clients, e) update propagation to a final recipient client 2. The other
clients’ nimbi do not contain all sub-domains from the update’s sub-domain set. Common subdomains are underlined in clients’ nimbi

To express the client’s interest in a set of areas, we utilize nimbus (Figure 1d).
Nimbus is a counterpart of the aura and is also specified as a set of sub-domains. To
determine whether a client is interested in a particular update, we check if every subdomain in the variable update sub-domain set is contained in the nimbus. If so, the
update is propagated to the client (Figure 1e). In other words, we perform restricted
intersection of the aura and the nimbus for domains contained in the variable domain
set. If the intersection contains a sub-domain for every domain, the update
propagation occurs.

5

Application of Domains to e-Agora

While we have specified how to organize the shared state and how to express the
interest, the semantics of domains is arbitrary and application specific. To explain our
approach, we will illustrate how it can be applied to a future version of e-Agora CVE,
which is currently being developed.
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Table 1. Domains and sub-domains identified in e-Agora CVE

Domain
Chat
Navigation
Scene Editing
Desk games
Spaces
Worlds
Logical groups

C
N
E
D
S
W
G

Sub-domain
Different chat themes
General navigation
General editing
Desk games within a world
Spaces within a world
Worlds making up the VE
Logical groups within the VE

C1, C2, C3, …
N1
E1
D1, D2, D3, ...
S1, S2, S3, …
W1, W2, W3, …
G1, G2, G3, …

Table 2. Types of state variable domain sets used in e-Agora
Domain set of the
variable
{ C, G }
{ N, G, W, S }
{ E, G, W, S }
{ E, W, S }
{ P, G, W }

Semantics of the variable
Chat within a group.
Navigation in VE. The scope is limited to combination of the group,
the world and the space.
Independent editing of the scene. The scope is limited to
combination of the group, the world and the space.
Joint editing of the scene. The scope is limited to combination of the
world and the space. However, it is not limited to the group, so
changes are visible to every user.
Playing desk games within the group and the world.

First, we have to define domains by finding possible categories of area of interest.
In e-Agora, users can chat, navigate in VE, play desk games or edit objects in the
environment (install exhibitions, move chairs and tables, etc.). The VE is made up of
several worlds (culture centres) connected together. Every world is composed of
spaces (rooms). Users are divided into logical groups that operate independently.
According to this classification, we have formed domains and sub-domains as listed
in Table 1. Now we can partition the shared state by assigning state variables to one
or more domains – construct the variables’ domain sets. Table 2 contains five types of
domain set used in e-Agora along with their semantics description.
The combination of domains restricts the scope of the variable. Since the chat
variables in Table 2 do not contain S or W domain, the communication among users
is limited only to participants of the same group and it is not limited in space.
Navigation variables describing positions and orientations of the users are a different
case. A user has to express interest in a particular combination of the group, world
and space to receive updates. The e-Agora also enables two types of editing in the
VE. First we have independent editing for every group, where each modification
occurs only in the group it has originated from. It can be used for group related
projects. Secondly, cross-group editing occurs in every group. An example is
installation of an exhibition that should be visible to all users. Playing desk games is
also not related to particular space, so users can iconize the desk game, move to
another space and continue playing the game.
When a user enters the VE, her client expresses the interest with the help of the
nimbus. If she is interested only in chat, her nimbus will contain only particular chat
theme or themes and the group to which she belongs: e.g. { C1, G2 }. If she wants to
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see the other users too, her client extends the nimbus and specifies a particular world
and space along with the navigation interest itself: { C1, G1, N1, W2, S3 }. If she
wants to see the users in adjacent spaces too, her client extends the nimbus again by
adding these spaces: {C1, G1, N1, W2, S3, S2, S1}. And finally, if she wants to join
or watch some desk game, her client extends the nimbus by the particular desk game:
{ C1, G1, N1, W2, S3, S2, S1, D2 }. The aura is being composed in the same manner.
However, the aura usually contains only one sub-domain for each domain; for
example the user is usually presented in one space only.

6
6.1

Consequences of the Proposed Approach
Generalized Late Joins

As we have illustrated, users may be interested only in particular updates of the
shared state. If two users play chess in a pub, most of other users in the pub do not
need to be informed about their turns. However, the same findings apply to late joins only a fraction of the global shared state is of particular importance for them. In our
concept, we generalize the notion of late join to include already connected clients that
has changed their nimbus. Once the client changes its nimbus (or sets it up for the first
time), it becomes a late join for specific part of the shared state. Like if another user in
the pub from example above wants to watch the chess game, the client changes the
nimbus accordingly and receives the current state of the game. Subsequent game
updates can follow until the client reverts the nimbus. The client can provide a
timestamp of the last update it has received to obtain only recent changes of the state.
6.2

Security Management

Interest management techniques have to minimize network traffic and reduce burden
of clients. However, messages can be filtered for security reasons too. This is
applicable in cases when users should be restricted to perform some activities or to
observe activities of other users. These security requirements can be seamlessly
integrated with our interest management concept. Every nimbus and aura change
performed by a client can be a subject to a security checking. If the client tries to add
a sub-domain to its nimbus, the security checking compares the client's access rights
with the rights required to receive updates from the sub-domain. The nimbus
modification has no effect if the comparison fails. Similarly, if the clients try to add a
sub-domain to its aura, client's access rights are compared with the rights required to
send updates to the sub-domain. Again, if the comparison fails, the aura modification
has no effect.
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Implementation

To verify the proposed approach, we extended our existing GV library by
aura/nimbus manipulation methods. The GV library is implemented as a JavaBean [7]
to ensure platform independence and reusability.
To eliminate any dependencies on particular networking schemes (client/server,
peer-to-peer, multicast), we integrated an abstract class Channel to the concept.
Implementations of this abstraction are responsible for dissemination of the updates to
all nodes, which nimbi intersect with the source node’s aura. The appropriate Channel
for the update propagation is selected based on flags associated with the update.
Several channels were implemented, each providing different QoS: TCPChannel for
reliable ordered connection, UDPChannel for unreliable unordered transmission,
MChannel for unreliable multicast and LRMPChannel for reliable multicast.
Channels are registered by addChannel method of the class Concept, which inserts
them into an ordered list by supplied priority level. Whenever an update is being sent,
sorted list of registered channels is traversed and the first channel that accepts the
particular flags settings of the update is delegated to broadcast the update. Channels
are also responsible for receiving the update and notifying the Concept class that in
turn invokes variableUpdated callback method.
7.1

Future Work

We have already implemented a straightforward client-server solution for
aura/nimbus manipulation and for storing and sending updates to late joins. Currently
we are working on pure peer-to-peer architecture, which involves appropriate
mapping of domains and sub-domains to a given set of available multicast addresses.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have identified the problem of interest management in the context of
the maintaining complex CVE shared state. We argue that interest management
technique actually limit or restrict the CVE participants to maintain and receive only
specific parts of the global CVE shared state. We have proposed a general interest
management method, which is based on partitioning the shared state into domains and
sub-domains. The aura-nimbus model has been adopted for expressing clients’
impacts and interests in the VE. We demonstrated an application of our approach on
e-Agora, a CVE system aimed at social interaction.

9
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Abstract. Computer-assisted educational environments are an excellent complement to the learning process. However, when domains are complex, the expected learning support objectives may not be achieved. We are interested in
the exploration, study and application of new interactive technologies suitable
for their use in the classroom. We propose the use of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning combined with Simulation and 3D representation for assisting in learning processes. We believe in the potential of this synergy to support
learning in a case study: the teaching of Domotics, i.e., the design of automated
control facilities in buildings and housings.

1 Introduction
Computer-assisted educational environments are an excellent complement to learning
processes. Especially, design and simulation environments are tools offering contrasted benefits for discovery learning in multiple domains. However, when these
domains are complex, the expected learning support objectives could not be achieved.
This complexity justify the necessity to carry out the design activity itself in groups.
From this the perspective of modelling and simulation in collaboration, we developed
DomoSim-TPC [1], a system supporting collaborative learning in Domotics. This
domain studies the integral automation of housings and buildings. The system provides shared workspaces integrating tools for domain problem solving with communication and coordination tools.
This system was improved with support for 3D simulation, allowing the learners to
achieve additional cognitive benefits. Using Virtual Reality for learning should articulate mechanisms that enhance effective learning. These techniques will allow
users greater interaction possibilities. Using this new tool the students can interact
with the generated virtual scenario. This scenario, which is built under a variety of
constraints, represents a solution to a proposed problem. This way, this 3D simulation
tool allows the students to test their proposal of solution in a more realistic way.
Currently, most of the systems treats Virtual Reality and Computer Supported Cooperative Work separately. This occurs in Domosim-TPC, when the 3D simulation is
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 164-171, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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a single user tool. Now, our objective is combining them in a collaborative virtual
simulation workspace.
But this 3D approach makes the interaction between users and shared objects more
difficult, so that the complexity of multiple users sharing the same workspace has to
be studied [2]. This work will show the way in which CSCL combined with simulation and 3D representation can help in the discovery learning process, in which the
students are responsible for what they learn.
The paper is organized in this way: in the following section, the problem and the
application domain is introduced; next, we explain the way followed by our research
group in the development of educational applications in Domotics; we have developed a tool called Domo3D for 3D representation of domotical building projects,
which is briefly described in the following section; next, we describe our objective of
combining CSCL, Simulation and 3D representation for learning processes. Finally,
we will draw some conclusions and outline the future work we plan to develop.

2 The Problem: Teaching Design in Domotics
The domain where the necessity appeared and where our investigation is being applied is the learning of Domotics, i.e., the design of automated control facilities in
buildings and housings.
In Spain the new Formación Profesional (Technical Training) defined in the
LOGSE (Spanish Law for Primary and Secondary Education) takes professional
profiles into account where training in Domotics is considered as a necessity. Some
learning stages in electricity and electronic courses are centered on the study of the
design and maintenance of singular installations and automation of buildings dedicated to housing. In this area the design of domotical installations have a fundamental
role.
In this kind of training, the realization of practical experiments is specially important. However, the necessary material to carry out these works is usually expensive
and in many cases its readiness is low. This problem is increased by the difficulty to
bring the student to real situations, to reproduce accidents and to outline chaotic situations which can happen in the real world and whose designs should be prepared.
This situation creates an ideal framework for learning an incipient discipline like
Domotics. A 3D representation allows a better understanding of spatial and visual
aspects of a project of domotical building.
2.1 The Application Domain: Domotics
The term Domotics is associated to the set of elements that, when installed, interconnected and automatically controlled at home, release the user from the routine of
intervening in everyday actions and, at the same time, they provide optimized control
over comfort, energetic consumption, security and communications.
There are three types of domotical elements [3]: sensors, actuators and systems or
controllers. Sensors, also called receivers, are elements that receive the information
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from the atmosphere, for example, atmospheric or luminosity variables. They can also
obtain information on the actions humans carry out in their daily interaction at home,
such as pressing a switch or coming into a room. These include sensors of temperature, luminosity, gas, smoke, intrusion, etc. Actuators are elements that receive the
order to be activated or deactivated. They consist of actions such as switching a light
on/off or opening/closing a shutter. As in the case of sensors, there are a great variety
of actuators. Among these actuators we can include, for example, the heating system,
air conditioning, the alarm, etc. Finally, the systems or controllers are in charge of
processing the information coming from the sensors and, by means of the appropriate
control programming, they activate or deactivate the actuators.
The domotical elements are grouped by means of links into different management
areas. Four such areas could be Thermal Comfort, Control over Luminosity, Security
and Energy Control. Basically these four areas include most of the domotical elements although their number and functionality is constantly increasing.
2.2 Teaching Design Procedures in Domotics
When creating educational applications for teaching Domotics, we take in account
Direct Manipulation [4-7] as interaction style. To create a visual system for the installation of domotical elements in buildings, we developed a domotical simulation environment [8]. In this environment, and by means of Direct Manipulation, the student
use a set of domotical elements contained in a toolbar. This elements can be located,
connected and parameterized using actions such as “drag and drop”. The great variety
of elements and the actions on them makes this type of design a complex problem in
which the student can easily get lost and be unable to complete it satisfactorily. To
tackle this complex problem we follow the ideas of Soloway [9], and Bonar and Cunningham [10], who proposed the development of intermediate solutions in their programming environments. We have developed a tool called PlanEdit [1]. With this
editor, the student carries out a first approach to solving the problem by making a
plan with abstract actions of design. Thus, by working abstractly, they should be able
to manage the first approach to the solution without any great difficulty.
In pursuit of the traditional model of the classroom where students work collaboratively to perform practical tasks, we decided to develop our system in order to support
group work.
Tools based on asynchronous communication are used in order to specify, discuss
and organize the general approaches to the solution to the design problem [11]. An
editor is available for the individual drawing up of design strategies by means of a
specification language with a high level of abstraction. The elements of this language
have a visual representation associated which facilitates their use by means of the
typical procedures of direct manipulation. Once built, the models are presented to the
other members of the group. The group, by using a method of argumentative discussion, comment and request explanations about the decisions taken. The author is
forced to react to these comments by arguing, justifying and refining their decisions.
All this is carry out in a constructive and collaborative process that leads to learning.
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The results generated from this process are organized in a table of contents which can
be accessed and visualized.
These results are a good starting point for the second phase. But it is necessary to
list and to organize attributes associated with the elements comprising the model. This
is carried out by means of a collaborative tool based on the direct manipulation of the
domain objects. With this tool you can select, insert, eliminate, move operators, etc
[12]. The tasks associated with this design process can be distributed among the participants following various criteria. As the objective of the design is to obtain a model
fulfilling certain requirements, this is verified by means of the hypotheses approach
matched against the simulation of the model. This simulation, in which all the members can interact in real time by direct manipulation and synchronous communication,
will contribute to error detection, the result of reflection and the discovery of inconsistencies in the approach. These processes should lead the group to a self-directed
learning [13].

Fig. 1. Space for bi-dimensional simulation in Domosim-TPC.

Figure 1 shows the user interface of the collaborative simulation tool. The different
elements of the simulation tool are: the whiteboard with the designed model (1), buttons to carry out simulation actions (2), a panel to propose the finishing of the simulation (3), a panel of operator properties (4), and simulation information (temperature,
illumination, consumptions and clock) (5). It also contains the awareness and discussion elements: the Session Panel, the interactions list and the Guided Chat. This figure shows a simulation session of a designed model by the students. This model contains, in the lounge (left room), 2 radiators, 1 air conditioner, 1 temperature sensor
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and the regulator system, as well as some appliances (computer, television, and stereo). In the kitchen (right room), the students have inserted another thermal comfort
subsystem and the appliances that the problem demands (microwave, oven, cooker,
refrigerator and washing machine). The operators are connected to the plugs to obtain
electricity and to facilitate the regulation control, according to the domotical system
of Power-Line Carrier. With a different color link to the electrical connection, the
receivers and activators are linked to the systems that regulate them. The students
have defined parameters of each operator such as the energy consumption, the calories...

3 Support for 3D Simulation: The Workspace Domo3d
The aforementioned system, Domosim-TPC, was improved with an additional workspace, called Domo3D, to make a 3D interaction possible during simulation. Inmersion and direct interaction with a 3D representation of the problem allows a better
internalization of the user’s acquired knowledge. Using this new workspace adds
some advantages: better perception of areas and a greater emotional and semantic
communication.
For rotating
the virtual
scene

Reset
viewpoint

For ensuring
the house

For walking
round the
house

Time in
simulation

Door in the virtual
scene

Opened window in the
virtual scene

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional view of the domotical building.

Figure 2 shows the appearance of the interface of the tool Domo3D. For its implementation Java technology has been used; including the Java3D API for creating the
three-dimensional housing model.
There are several factors that add a degree of interest to the user that uses the new
workspace Domo3D; these are events, realism, animation and power to answering.
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But this feature has been, up to now, individual: this 3D experimentation space is
not available to all the participants in the same view. Now, our objective is to incorporate a collaborative virtual simulation tool like an additional workspace in Domosim-TPC. For this, we propose a participative 3D simulation, in which the participants are agents in a simulation such as players in computer-supported games.

4 Towards a 3D Collaborative Simulation Workspace in
Domosim-TPC
The next step is to develop a 3D collaborative simulation wokspace. Using this new
tool for supporting Domotics learning adds some advantages:
-

-

-

The additional dimension (height) introduces new possibilities, and enriches the
simulation. Using a 3D model enhances realism during the simulation.
New interaction possibilities. Users, immersed in 3D simulations, improve their
spatial and navigations abilities thanks to practising real tasks in the virtual
scene. Operating in this kind of environments is more simple and natural for the
users. However, interaction with other users immersed in the shared virtual
workspace also improve their social and negotiating skills.
A most realistic perception is provided. The purpose of this kind of interfaces is
to obtain immersion systems that emulate a real environment and produce a most
effective learning. A shared workspace provides a natural and intuitive way to
interact with other students.
Also, new kind of information is accessible (visual attention and physical movements, position and orientation, …). It will allow us to characterize users. Also,
information related with interaction between the virtual human inside the virtual
scene, and with the shared objects, is available.
This new tool in Domosim-TPC raises several aspects to be considered:

-

-

-

Controlling the concurrency problems when several users interact with the same
object in the 3D representation.
Solving the distribution of events between several users in the virtual scene. All
the interactions must be distributed immediately to the group members to be to
shown in the shared space. Being able to ascertain order between events is very
important for understanding the sequence of actions in distributed systems. We
propose the use of the Schiper-Eggli-Sandoz protocol [14] with the aim of eliminating the problems related to maintain the consistency during the simulation and
ensure the same view to all participants.
Including awareness mechanisms during the simulation that allows the users to
know what the other students are doing. The essence of a collaborative virtual
environment is that users are explicitly represented to each other within a shared
space.
The system must inform of the interactions in a textual way. This information
allows following the trace of actions that are activated whereas the user interact
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with the domotical elements in the house. In this way, not only changes are
shown in visual mode, but also additional information in supplied (for example,
numerical data), which makes a deeper knowledge possible.
During the simulation users can play different roles (owner of the home or intruder) and interact on the model to provoke reactions. Simulation actions (to switch
on/off, to open/close, to break a link, to simulate human presence in a room…) are
used to modify the behavior of the objects in the model and to check if the model
behavior is what was expected. This behavior is reflected in real time in the 3D visualization.

5 Conclusions and Future Works
The way followed by our research group in the development of educational environments began with Direct Manipulation. The need for collaboration between students
showed the need to use Collaborative Teaching/Learning Systems when the problems
to be solved are of a certain complexity. In this paper, we have described our motivation and design principles to add a 3D representation during simulation in a collaborative e-learning environment of domotical design, which is taken as starting point in
our research. In order to include a Collaborative Virtual Simulation Workspace we
propose the combined use of collaborative capacities, 3D representation and simulation. This approach can offers new possibilities of interaction and benefits in many
activities of learning related to engineering, architecture and other areas. It improves
the understanding of the mechanisms that govern the simulated reality or simulated
process and enhances visualization aspects.
From a technological point of view, this tool is achieved. Our proposal for the future includes the experimental evaluation of the system using obtained results in the
use of Domosim-TPC(not including the 3D simulation space) as a reference point.
Also, usability studies must be elaborated and applied.
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Abstract. With the advance in computer technology, virtual reality (VR),
which allows users to explore and interact within three-dimensional (3D) virtual environment, becomes affordable and begins to play a vital role in various
engineering practices. By establishing 3D VR models, engineers are able to
sense, examine, simulate and evaluate their design works and identify inconsistency between design and construction to ensure work quality. Building a 3D
VR model is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Hence, it is important to develop an effective approach to relax the aforementioned limitation for rapid
prototyping VR models. In this paper, we propose a framework that correlates
engineering design process and World Wide Web technology to generate Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) models. An information system for
the design and construction of reinforced concrete (RC) building structures has
been developed to demonstrate the versatility and robustness of the proposed
framework.

1

Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) building design visualization is a subject that depends on
geometric and physical perception. However traditional methods for design collaboration sometimes fall short of conveying the complicated design concept when the designers need to exchange their ideas with others. In particular, the number of engineering drawings and documents grow exponentially along with the complexity of the
project. With the use of Virtual Reality (VR), better understanding and communication is achieved because designers' concept is exemplified with multimedia, animation
and interaction in a pseudo environment. The interactive nature of VR makes it a
natural extension to the 3D graphics that enable designers, project managers, site
workers and clients to visualize and sense real world structures before actually building them.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 172-179, 2004.
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VR is a three-dimensional visualization technique using computers to simulate real
world environment through 3D-navigation mode for better immersion and analysis.
Yet most developments were limited to certain hardware and software platforms.
Whereas, the development of the World Wide Web (WWW) over the last decade has
led to many Internet-based VR applications using Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) [1]. These VRML models offer many advantages including ease of use,
quick access, low cost and cross platform compatibility. Moreover, VRML-formatted
websites can be accessed at any time from any location without the need of sophisticated software to allow users to examine the details of the models. The important advantages of virtual reality environment over other computer-based design tools are
that it enables users to interact with the simulation to conceptualize relations that are
not apparent from a less realistic representation, and to visualize models that are difficult to understand in other ways.
In the field of civil engineering, virtual reality has been adopted for more than one
decade. For example, construction visualization for steel structures [2], simulation of
construction equipment [3] and bridge inspection [4] are just a few from recent years.
Hobbs [5] reported that up to 30 percent gains of efficiency can be achieved by using
VR and other techniques to improve communications in the construction process.
Whyte [6] described three different practical modeling approaches for VR applications in the context of house building, i.e. library-based, computer-aided design
(CAD) translation and database approaches.
In this paper, a design collaboration model is proposed and an architecture which correlates engineering design process and WWW technology to generate VRML models
is implemented. An information system based on this architecture for the design and
construction of RC building structures has been developed to demonstrate the versatility and robustness. VRML models are produced directly from the output of structural analysis and design programs. All components within the VRML models are
linked automatically to relevant information sources such as drawings, reports, and
other documents. Three-dimensional structural frames, and individual member, including beams, columns and connections, can be observed with web browsers. Element geometries, bar placements, formworks and their arrangements can be examined
in arbitrary directions controlled by users. More design details such as structural
analysis results and design drawings can be queried through browsers. The objective
is to provide a unified visualization interface using VRML models to enable design
information sharing and to improve collaboration among clients, designers, constructing workers and site engineers.

2

VRML-based Design Collaboration Model

A construction plan usually consists of several stages including feasibility study,
planning, preliminary design, detailed design and construction, according to its task
contents. In different stages, engineers need to prepare engineering drawings, documents and budgets to describe the functions, settings, geometry, dimensions, construction methods and costs of the infrastructure. These design drawings and documents are very important communication means for all project participants including
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clients, designers, site engineers, contractors, construction workers and government
agencies. The amount of documents and drawings grows along with the complexity
of the project. This situation is even worse for large-scale turnkey projects, which are
very popular today. Collaboration between design and construction teams becomes a
frequent and important issue. Project managers have to cope with the challenge to ensure the built infrastructure is conformed to the original design. The quest of foreseeing construction difficulties and sequences is a demanding goal to reach.
VRML models provide a convenient way for design information search and exchange
during design and construction stages. The fact that VRML models are described by
objects rather than geometrical data makes it possible for simulating real conditions
such as collision detection, collision response, gravity etc. Herewith, we propose an
idea of using VRML models, the so-called VRML-based Design Collaboration Model
(VRMLDCM), to enhance the communication among the design and construction
groups as illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the visualization models that are described by
VRML are served as universal external communication interfaces for construction
work groups to understand the design intents marked within the center of circles. The
products of design activities, e.g. drawings, guidelines, design documents, estimation
reports, analysis data and other related data are located beyond those universal interfaces. Further, with the use of 3D VR models, engineers are able to feel, examine,
simulate and evaluate their design works and identify inconsistent problems between
design and construction stages to ensure high quality construction. Users navigate the

Clients

Government
agencies
Drawings
Guidelines &
Documents

Idea &
Concept

Estimation
Reports

Other related Analysis
Data
Data

Construction teams

Design teams

Fig. 1. VRML-based Design Collaboration Model diagram
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VRML models through standard web browser and access all related design information by selecting arbitrary elements intuitively. As building 3D VR models is usually
time consuming and labor intensive, it is key to the success of VRMLDCM. Hence, it
is important to develop an effective architecture to relax the aforementioned limitation for rapid prototyping VR models.

3 The VRML Implementation Architecture
The success of VRMLDCM depends on the tight integration of VRML models into
daily design activities. Yet most designers are only capable of using high level programming tools to do analysis and produce design data, but not familiar with building
VRML models. Hence, we propose a VRML Implementation Architecture (VRMLIA)
to link together generic analysis and design programs, post processors, VRML
graphic kernel, WWW and users. In the proposed VRMLIA, several VRML models
can be generated on demand upon the completion of programs and post processors as
shown in Fig. 2.
The VRMLIA consists of four distinct layers. Starting from the designer side, the first
layer is the "Design Layer" where commercial software, programs and post processors for constructing output data, documents, reports and drawings for specific engineering applications are located. The post processors are developed by the engineers
familiar with the application and enterprise based graphic libraries. The enterprise
based graphic libraries provide graphic functions to display, import, export, convert
and print CAD, bitmap images and VRML models for all enterprise users. In the
graphic libraries, calling functions to generate VRML models are very similar to
those for CAD drawing output.
The second layer is the "Data Layer" which includes a collection of output data from
the "Design Layer" e.g. documents, drawings, reports and analysis data. A standard
PROTO/EXTERNPROTO library is also included in this layer. PROTO and
EXTERNPROTO are two constructs in VRML to allow new nodes to be created by
prototyping, which is a more powerful mechanism than instancing. A PROTO gives
both the definition of the node and its implementation, whilst an EXTERNPROTO
gives a node definition and a reference to a PROTO in another file. This mechanism
allows libraries to be created and reused.
"Visualization Layer" is the third layer that consists of VRML graphic kernel,
ASP/CGI/JSP server side scripts, VRML models and design information requested by
the last layer, "Collaboration Layer". With users’ requests collected by sever-side
scripts, the VRML model for the entire frame of a RC structure and those for the
structural components are created dynamically by VRML graphic kernel using the
data in "Data Layer". Related design information is also generated and correlated with
relevant objects in VRML models automatically. The visualization layer is located at
designated web site where information is published to all network users. Finally, in
the collaboration layer, design and construction teams are able to watch, examine and
walk into the VRML models through VRML viewer. These VRML models are also
served as universal interfaces for the retrieval of related design information.
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Fig. 2. The VRML Implementation Architecture

4

Examples and Discussions

The design of a 12-story RC building is given as an example. In the design layer, a
commercial software ETABS [7] is used for the structural analysis of the sample
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structure while a post processor called ETABSD [8], developed by Sinotech Engineering is applied for the ductility design of high-rise RC structures. The data layer
consists of four types of data that are the outputs of ETABS and ETABSD. The prototyping schemes provide 48 types of bar hooks listed on American Concrete Institute
(ACI) [9] and local design code and guidelines [10].
The VRML graphic kernel in the visualization layer is a component object extension
of Sinotech's existing graphic libraries. There are two types of VRML models exporting from VRML graphic kernel in visualization layer. The first is a frame model for
the whole frame of the RC building and is created based on the outputs of ETABS
program. All related documents, drawings, calculation reports, analysis data and other
related data are automatically linked to relevant VRML objects within the frame
model. The second type VRML models reveal the reinforcement details of structural
components in the frame model, for example the placement of bars and stirrups in the
beams, columns and joints.
A screen shot of frame model is given in Fig. 3 with a user control panel on the upper
right corner of the screen. Design information linked to the frame model includes
beam reinforcement calculation reports, column reinforcement calculation reports, bar
drawings, a summary report of beam and column quantities and other details of structural components.
With VRML models, engineers are able to conduct cursory layout examination on the
design since both viewpoints and directions are controllable. Users can click on any
structural component to view the reinforcement details (see Fig. 4). When navigating,
further design information such as the moments and axial loading of a column can be
verified with 3D diagram as shown in the pop-up window of Fig. 4. These models
can be set up for self-rotating to help the practitioners conduct design check as shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. The frame model of an example structure and its design calculation and quantity reports
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Fig. 4. The reinforcement details of Column 5F_C11 and its design check diagram

Fig. 5. Column and beam joint reinforcement details with automatic rotation

The placement of bars, stirrups and bar hooks and the continuation of bars are important concerns to construction teams. The VRML models of reinforcement details of
beams, columns and joints provide a vivid demonstration for site workers before actually placing bars into forms. Constructibility issues such as the placing sequences of
bars, stirrups and formworks can be demonstrated by VRML models. These are very
important to the construction groups. The sequence and location of stirrup and bar
placement on the column can be demonstrated by animation.
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Conclusions

With the increase in complexity of modern construction projects, the need of information exchange is also increasing because a variety of tools are adopted in different
stages, e.g. analysis, design, construction and maintenance of the projects. The technology of VRML provides robust means to improve communications among members of construction projects. In this paper, we propose a collaboration model called
VRMLDCM to address the aforementioned issues. The model is further implemented
as VRML implementation architecture (VRMLIA) to correlate engineering design
process and WWW technology to dynamically generate VRML models of the design
objects and the details of their components. This architecture also helps engineers in
associating design information with VRML objects. The practicability and robustness
of VRMLIA have been demonstrated by applying it to the design of a RC building.
This versatile architecture is also possible to extend to other engineering applications
such as plumbing and piping design or others if proper programs are adopted in the
architecture. Possible directions for future studies include the extension to X3D (Extensible 3D) for VRML graphic kernel and its integration with assorted XML-based
technology and the IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) /STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) information exchange models.
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Abstract. ALTERNE (Alternative Realities in Networked Environments)
platform aims at providing a high level of integration between various
techniques supporting mixed reality, graphics, interaction and behavioral
models. This paper focuses on two collaborative aspects the platform provides.
First, it contains a virtual object repository, which allows artists to share their
ideas and support collaboration on projects based on ALTERNE platform.
Second, it enables direct and remote access for public visitors to the artistic
installations so that all concurrent visitors can cooperate on the exploration of
the installation.

1

Introduction

ALTERNE (Alternative Realities in Networked Environments) aims to construct
a collaborative alternative reality platform to support the development of digital,
interactive and participatory artistic activities. We define alternative reality as a
generalization of virtual and mixed reality beyond the common “space-based”
simulation. While traditional virtual reality essentially addresses the construction of
visually realistic synthetic worlds, ALTERNE supports additional layers that will
make it possible to explore other concepts such as: causality, relations between time
and space, alternative laws of physics, alternative life forms, etc., in a more radical
fashion [1, 2].
ALTERNE platform supports artistic VR installations that will be accessed either
directly or remotely. The availability of the remote access is import since the physical
size of the installation will always limit the number of direct spectators and we want
the installations to be open for the widest possible public [3].
In general, ALTERNE platform provides two collaboration stages, one for the
artists and second for the visitors. In the first stage several artists can cooperate
together on the creation of an installation. In the second stage several direct and
remote visitors can interact together and explore the installations mutually influencing
each other.
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Section 2 describes architecture of the ALTERNE platform, its building blocks and
connections between them. Section 3 discusses both collaboration aspects of the
platform and Section 4 concludes the work.

2

ALTERNE Architecture

At the heart of the ALTERNE system is a Visualization Server (VS), which is
connected to some display device (i.e. SAS Cube) as well as to Lightweight Clients
(LC) via General Variables (GV) server. Lightweight Clients influence the content
displayed in SAS Cube through the visualization server. The content which is
displayed by the server originates in the Virtual Object Management Server (VOMS),
where all past exhibitions as well as 3D models, animations, etc. and related material
(conversion tools, HOWTO documents, FAQs) are stored. Artists take an advantage
of this service during the design stage of their artwork. The basic block scheme of the
ALTERNE system is shown in the Figure 1.

Content Production Chain

Local Output Device
(SAS3, Auditorium)

VISUALISATION Engine
(Unreal Engine Build 2225)

GV
server

Virtual Object
Management Server

Lightweight Client
(VRML /X3D /Webpage)

Alternative Reality
Engines

Lightweight Client
(VRML /X3D /Webpage)
Alternative Reality
Authoring Tools

Lightweight Client
(VRML /X3D /Webpage)

: Online

: Offline

: On Site

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the ALTERNE architecture

: Off Site
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Manager
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RDBMS (P ostgreS QL)

Bit S torage (filesystem)

Fig. 2. Architecture of the Virtual Object Management Server

VOMS has been built on the top of DSpace, an open-source digital asset
management system created at MIT [4]. Figure 2 displays the VOMS architecture that
has been derived from DSpace. The server is separated into three distinct layers: The
lower level is the storage layer. It consists of a relational database for storing metadata and a “bit stream” storage module for storing the digital assets. The central layer
of the system contains modules that implement the business logic of the system. This
part of the repository server implements the behavior of the repository itself. The top
layer is the services layer, which consists solely of web user interface.
Content of the VOMS is organized into a two-level hierarchy. The highest level,
called a community level in the DSpace notation, will cover particular ALTERNEbased projects. Every community is then organized into one or more collections
which contain logically-related material used in a specific project.
The indexing and search abilities are based on metadata associated with every asset
stored in the system. VOMS internally uses the Dublin Core metadata format to
describe the stored assets. Dublin Core belongs to rather simple structured generic
metadata format. Its elements are intended to be optional, repeatable and
extensible [5]. This way it can be easily tailored to the needs of describing different
digital asset types.
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Fig. 3. Lightweight Client in 3D mode displaying 2D projections from CAVE (the projectors
are shown for illustrative purpose only). Two GUI windows contain controls to change
properties of the installation.

2.1

Lightweight Clients

The primary aim of the Lightweight Clients (LCs) is to enable remote exploration and
control of artistic installations. LCs are connected to the installation(s) via the Internet
and they mediate the experience of an immersed visitor to virtual visitors. The virtual
visitors can perceive the installation in three modes:
1. 2D environment with video and audio streaming from the installation
2. 3D environment with 2D video produced by CAVE projectors and audio from the
installation
3. 3D environment with 3D model of the installation
In addition to perceiving the installation, the virtual visitors are given means to
change properties of the installation(s). The properties, their types and semantic
actions are specified by the artists during the authoring process and proper GUIs are
generated automatically. Depending on the LC’s mode, the GUI can be 3D or 2D.
However, we suggest using 3D GUI only for simple and intuitive properties since the
manipulation of 3D controls is still very cumbersome.
Figure 3 shows a LC in 3D mode that uses video stream from CAVE projectors to
display the installation venue with the immersed user (the second mode from the list
above).
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2.1.1
Integration of Lightweight Clients to the System
As the Figure 1 illustrates, LCs communicate with the visualization engine(s) through
an intermediating element – General Variables (GV) server [6]. The server’s role is to
maintain consistency of installation properties at all clients. That means that all clients
connected to an installation will see the same most recent properties. Since there is no
response from the visualization engine (except the video and audio streaming),
without the GV server the clients would not have any other means to synchronize
values of the installation properties.
Another purpose of the GV server is to provide awareness among users by the help
of avatars and communication channels (chat).
2.1.2
Overview of General Variables
The GV concept (Figure 4) was designed to formalize storing and distributing
dynamic state in a client-server model. The fixed part of the VE state and its
management is not covered by the concept since its implementation is closely tied
with concrete application.

Client A

a
GV

GV Server

b
GVs database

d

GV
c

Client B1

Client B2

GVs

Client C

Client Bn

Fig. 4. General variables concept. Storage and distribution of general variables. a) sending a
GV to a server, b) storing the GV in the GVs database, c) forwarding the GV to connected
clients, d) sending the GVs database to a late join

If a user performs an interaction in the world (i.e. changes a property of the
installation or his/her own position) the client sets a particular GV to some value. The
value can be of arbitrary type (single value, array or heterogeneous structure). Then
this new value is sent to a server (Figure 4a), which updates its GVs database (Figure
4b) and forwards the value to other connected clients (Figure 4c). They parse the
value and perform the original action locally (i.e. update and display the new value of
the property). If a new client (late join) connects to the system, the server sends it the
content of the GVs database so that the client can update its state promptly (Figure
4d). In this scenario, the GVs database represents the dynamic state; GV values
exchanged between the server and the clients correspond to dynamic state updates;
and the content of GVs database sent to the late join represents the initial state.
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Conclusion

ALTERNE project aims at construction of a novel kind of platform for the
development of high-end digital arts productions and the teaching in domain of mixed
reality installations. In this paper we described two collaborative aspects of the
ALTERNE platform. Although the development of the platform began only recently,
we have already produced several working prototype components that are now
undergoing the debugging process.
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Abstract. GEMMA is a Cooperative Control System designed with free software tools. The system was developed through an agreement between the UIB2
and “Conselleria de Medi Ambient de les Illes Balears”. The system was developed to manage and coordinate several mobile resources (boats, planes) dedicated to maintain clean coastal and beach waters in the Balearic Islands. The
implemented system, based on a client server architecture, is flexible and accepts several configurations depending on the information magnitude or the localization and dimension servers. The features that cause the flexibility of the
system are: modularity (each functionality is independent to the others), cross
platform (each module can run independently on Linux, Windows, Mac Os X,
…) and distributed (depending on the requirements it is possible to install modules in different network points).

1 Introduction
In the last years the Balearic Islands (Spain) have become a reference point in the
Mediterranean Sea area. Balearic Islands are one of the most important places in
Europe for tour operators and one of the main maritime routes.
As a result of this and other causes, as the population increases, the degradation of
the natural environment has taken place. We do not forget that the sea is a fundamental component of our natural environment, and does not free of the pollution impact
caused by all the situations that generate waste in our coasts. In addition this waste
stains in more cases are directly observed by the tourist and in the habitants getting
worse the prestige of our islands.
For all these reasons is necessary to start up a coordinated action to eradicate the
problem of waste and ash dumping in our coasts.
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The main goal of the GEMMA3 project is to develop a cooperative and interactive
real time system that supply several tools to manage and send orders to some mobile
resources (ships and humans), and makes an automatic and real time data flow generation with the information provided by the mobiles and the control center. This
project tries to take part in the maritime waste collection plan of the local Government4.
GEMMA project offers an integral solution to implement a control and management ship system. GEMMA is basically a set of elements (hardware, software and
communication tools) that lets a Control Center to locate, in any time, mobile resources and waste coast. At the same time provides supplies the communications
between mobile resources and the Control Center. Once the information generated by
the Control Center in analyzed and processed, GEMMA will facilitate the take decision process to the maritime waste collection plan staff. GEMMA will also produce
useful historical data base information to improve and prevent future actions.
1.1 Overview
The main intention is to design a waste collection system integrated by the following
elements:
1. Waist stains localization system.
Air fleet.
2. Waste collection system.
Marine fleet.
3. Control and management system.
Communication module, Control Center.
GEMMA project tries to solve the third part of the waste collection system. In other
words GEMMA project is ordered to: receive the location data of the mobile elements
(boats and planes); receive information about the possibly incidence warnings produced by mobile resources, police, and external people; process them and render them
in the GEMMA GUI5 application system; introduce all the information in a data base
system for their later analysis. GEMMA System must support too a communication
between mobile resources and Control Center by GPRS, GSM and SMS.
GEMMA System Support. GEMMA System (fig 1) provides support to the main
points of the waste collection plan:
Make a daily control of the Islands Coast.
Supervise the cleaning-boats action.
3

In Spanish and Catalan languages GEMMA has a double meaning: “gem” and “Ship and
Environment Management”.
4 Autonomic Government: Govern de les Illes Balears
5 GUI: Graphical User Interface.
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Mobilize resources to manage any possible incidences.
Make a historical activity data base.
Once the information data is stored in the system, users can consult and manipulate it.
The GUI interface to consult the information must be friendly and useful.

Fig. 1. GEMMA system scheme and data management process.

2 Architecture
This section describe the hardware and software GEMMA System architecture.
2.1 Hardware Architecture
Hardware architecture is integrated by two independent groups. By hand mobile communication devices and for the other hand the GEMMA System LAN (fig 2).
Mobile Devices. The device used to develop the GEMMA System is Movilcom6.
Each ship (boats and planes) has one of this integrated. This device has inside a GPS
6

Movilcom is distribuited by Datatronics.
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module to locate the ship, and support modem connections by GPRS/GSM to maintain duplex connections between the Control Center and mobile resources.
Local Area Network. In figure (fig 2) we can see a scheme of the LAN and the
hardware platform necessary to implement our solution. This scheme shows every
connected component by a Router and a Switch. The network presents a star topology.
Hardware components:
Wiring: UTP 6, 1000Mbps.
Router: Offers to the LAN an external connection and makes a routing and
firewall tasks. CISCO 837.
Switch: Interconnect all the components in the LAN. 3COM, 1Gb.
Main Server: Contains the web server, the data base server and the web map
server. Linux (SUSE 9), Dual Xeon 2800 Mhz, 2 GB RAM.
Mobile Communication Server (SCDT): Mange connections between mobile
resources and Control Center. Windows XP, Pentium IV 2800 Mhz, 1GB
RAM.
Work stations: Are used by the controllers to supervise and execute the
GEMMA system work. Linux (Mandrake 10), Pentium IV 2800 Mhz, 1 GB.
Terminals: Are use by the administrator users to introduce external data information in the GEMMA System. Linux (Mandrake), Pentium IV 1800
Mhz, 512 MB RAM.

Fig. 2. GEMMA System network scheme.
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2.2 Software Architecture
Our system is multiplatform, distributed, and it is developed 90% using free software
tools. Graphic User Interface is developed in Java, the most suitable language to develop applications in Internet, and uses geographical data in Open GIS format [3],
[4]. This feature let to possible users view the system information around the world
with hardware and software independence (Personal computer, handled PC, cellular
phones,).
GEMMA system is composed by 5 modules: communication manager, data base
server, JSP web server, Web Map Server (WMS), and the main control application
(fig 3).
Communication Manager. It manages all the communications between the Control Center and the rest of entities which can interact with the system information
(cleaning boats, police, observer planes, coast guard, city councils, etc). The communication system is the unique module that was not developed using free software tools
in order to satisfy the requirements of the communication supplier company (Telefónica). Communication Manager (SCDT) was developed in Delphi under a windows
platform. It offers several concurrent tools to manage the communication between the
controllers, boats and the rest of entities. Communication takes place using
GPRS/GSM technology to manage text messages and data files, and phones calls to
implement direct communication between the several entities what take place in the
process. All the communication process is completely integrated in the graphical user
interface, automatic and transparent to the final users.
Data Base Server. It was developed using a MySQL server. This module is the
part of the GEMMA System where geographical information is stored. It also contains all the information about the present state of the boats and planes (position,
velocity, and actual incidences). Data Base Server provides support of agenda and
historical data too, and is the nexus of union between the five modules in the
GEMMA System.
JSP Web Server. It was implemented using a Jakarta-Tomcat server. The system
has an apache Web Server with a JSP module to serve geographical information to
the Internet. Using several java servlets the information can be visualized and manipulated by authorized users around the world, and offers to the controller real time
interaction with the system in any part they want. In other words controller terminals
can be situated in a foreign control center place.
Web Map Server. This module provides satellite photographs to make the controller vision more realistic. The most significant problem in internet applications
which use a high definition images is the large cost in bytes of the images to fetch
through the web. To solve that, the GEMMA System has integrated a MitOrthoServer [2]. This module can takes a large TIFF images storage in the server machine
and offers to the WWW clients little JPG images via apache server, which can be
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downloaded without any problems in any part of the world. Using this tool, the
GEMMA System can render little region photographs from high definition images.
Graphical User Interface. The main Control Center application was developed
entirely in Java. This feature makes possible the use of GEMMA in any platform with
J2SDK installed. From a free Java application to render static GIS information application, the “Alov Map” [1], a new interactive render system GEMMA GUI, was
developed. GEMMA GUI is able to render GIS information and refresh some contents when the system requires it. In this way, the system can show the real positions
of the entities, boats, planes and incidences, and can offer to the controller extra information about them. In addition, the system is capable of establishing a phone call
or sending a message selecting any item on the screen.
The Communication Manager controls all the process in a cooperative mode. In
this way, several controllers can interact with all the entities (boats, plane and other
controllers) in GEMMA System in the real time (fig 4).
GUI module also offers the users statistical and historical results of the cleaning
process. This information is visible entirely by the controllers and with restrictions by
a WWW browser for other users.
Is also has been developed a little version of the GEMMA GUI to enable a pocket
to PC access to the information of the GEMMA System.

Fig. 3. The five GEMMA system modules and its relationship.
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Fig. 4. Sending a message to a boat located in the south Mallorca Island. You can see too the
daily route of the boat (pink line).

3 Operability
GEMMA System can manage all the process by the Control Center room. Using the
GEMMA GUI controllers can observe the position of any mobile entity, obtain their
day work path, send or receive messages, establish phone calls, assign routes to the
boats and planes, observe current incidences and obtain historical results.
Routing and positioning. Controllers can view the current position of any mobile
or incidence using the mapping tool. Boats, planes and incidences appear, on the
screen with some information. The information is in text or color image format. In
this way controllers can see the present state of any mobile or incidence on the screen
map (no position, GPS open, organic incidence, chemical incidence, …) , and can
navigate through this map (moving, zoom in, zoom out see figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Working path and positioning information of one boat in the Formentera Island (Spain).

Sending and receiving messages. Controllers can send messages to the mobile
entities simply by clicking on one mobile symbol on the screen. It’s also possible to
send messages to a group of mobile entities at the same time. The message is send to
the mobile by GPRS or GSM.
When mobiles send messages to the Control Center GEMMA GUI notifies this to
all the controllers. At this time, any of them can attend to the message and make the
right action, put an incidence in the system, reply the message, etc.
Managing incidences in GEMMA. When the reconnaissance airplane locates an
incidence, it sends a photograph and its location to the Control Center. Then the incidence is show on the screen. Also when controllers receive a message or a phone call
from any mobile or external entity, then can select the incidence tool in order to introduce manually the new incidence in GEMMA.. Once the incidence is in the system
all the controllers or external users (www, pocket PC) can view the new incidence on
the screen.
Controllers can also delete incidences in GEMMA in real time when the mobiles
assigned to an incidence notify to the Control Center the end of the work.
Other functions. GEMMA System also supports actions to: manage the data base,
create statistics, importing new mobiles and GIS shapes, configure the information
that appears on the screens, reset the mobiles (modem com), import photographs from
the planes, etc. All tasks are implemented to function in a cooperative real time environment.
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4 Results
Actually the GEMMA System is full operability since 06/01/2004. The response and
results of the Cooperative GEMMA Control System are satisfactory.
System allows a cooperative work of 3 controllers, 12 coastal boats, 27 beach
boats and 1 plane. Controllers can manage the efforts of all this mobile resources
using GPRS and call phone connections. In all time controllers can verify the sate and
locations of all mobile resources. Simultaneously mobile resources are connected to
each controller to inform them of the possible actual incidences and their response.
In the first week GEMMA System gets collected a great amount of waste. As anecdotal in the 13th day one death cetacean (8.5 tones) and half tone of waste was collected.
To see the actual state of the GEMMA project and a real time information about
the system functionality visit http://80.39.95.27/gemmaweb/index.html.
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Appendix: GEMMA System Extra Pictures

Fig. 6. The Control System Room.
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Fig. 7. Left right and top down: beach boat, costal boat, plane and Movilcom. In the right down
picture you can observe the mobile communication devices (on the left you can observe the
GPS anthem, on center the display of the Movilcom and on the right the GSM anthem).
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Abstract. Online text chat systems are effective group communication tools
that have been used for many types of collaborative work. Real-time collaborative editing systems can be used for collaboratively compose documents. These
systems can be used for communication and documentation in many tasks, including design and engineering. Until now, the developments of these two
types of systems have been independent. This paper points out the close relationship between them: text chat is simply a restricted form of collaborative
editing. Two major differences between them have been identified. (1)
Standard text chat systems do not maintain some of the consistency properties
in collaborative editing systems. (2) The user interface for standard text chat
systems is less flexible. It has been shown that collaborative editing systems,
when used for text chat, can overcome most of the previously identified
problems associated with standard text chat systems. This study serve as a
guideline for the design of the new generations of text chat systems.

1

Introduction

Online text chat systems have been developed and used since the early days of Internet computing, in the form of Internet Relay Chat or IRC. In the recent years, many
more text chat systems have been developed, ICQ, AOL, and MSN Messenger, etc.
These are very popular tools for real-time communication via the Internet, and have
been used for serious work [5], decision making [3], and recreation [4].
In a typical user interface for text chat clients, there is a chat history area which
contains text chat messages from all users. The bottom of the history area is usually
the focus of the users as this is where new messages appear. Below the history area,
there is an input area for typing and editing messages. The message typed is local to
the client until the enter key is pressed, in which case the text message is sent to all
participating clients. This style of user interface is widely used and has remained
relatively stable over the years. In the rest of this paper, the term “standard text chat”
(STC) will be used to refer to those typical text chat features which are common to
most text chat systems. In the past few years, various problems with STC have been
identified by researchers. It has been shown that better support for text chat is required and many researchers are currently working to towards this goal.
A real-time collaborative editing (CE) system allows multiple users to edit the
same document at the same time [10]. A basic CE system provides a simple text ediY. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 196-204, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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tor user interfaces, where users from multiple sites are allowed to edit a document just
like a single user editor (i.e. insert and delete text at any location). All editing actions
performed at any site are propagated and displayed at all sites so that user at one site
can see the actions of users at other sites. Examples of such systems are REDUCE
[10], and Hydra [11]. There are additional features that can be added on top of the
basic CE environment, such as: color highlighting of text to indicate text inserted by
different user, undo executed operations [8], variable granularity of text propagation,
and lock certain sections of the text [9].
Our research group have been using and experimenting with REDUCE ever
since it went online. Whenever people start using REDUCE, they first interact with
each other via some forms of text message through REDUCE, e.g. “Hello, can you
see this?”. Furthermore, REDUCE has been used as a text chat communication tool
for organizing systems demonstration, planning workshops or meeting schedules,
debugging programs, and getting to know other people. From our experience of using
a CE system and STC systems, it seemed that a CE system has advantages and also
disadvantages over STC systems. Hence, it would be interesting to compare these two
types of systems to identify their differences.
This paper is organized as follows; first, the problems with STC will be presented.
Then a comparison between CE systems and STC systems will be made. A further
comparison is made between an experimental text chat system and CE systems.

2

Problems with Text Chat

Despite its popularity, there are several problems with STC systems. This section
briefly presents these problems which were identified previously by Smith et. al., [7],
Voida et. al., [12], and Vronay et. al., [13].
Lack of links between people and what they say. In a STC system, a message
is preceded by the name of the participant who wrote that message. In the situations
where there are many participants in a chat session, it may be difficult to determine
who wrote the message. This problem is further aggravated by large number of short
messages, especially when they are presented close together.
No visibility of listening-in-progress. Participants do not know whether other
participants are currently listening (reading). Furthermore, there is no indication of
the reaction of the listener. Such indication is important in voice conversations and,
without it, misunderstanding between the text chat participants may occur.
Lack of visibility of turns in progress. In voice conversation, the listener knows
whenever, the speaker is talking. However, in most chat systems, the listeners (or
readers) do not always receive any indication that other participants are typing. In
these chat systems, the message is transmitted to participants only after the “Enter”
key is pressed. Hence, the only indication that a participant is responding appears
after the whole message is composed and received by the listener. This delay in receiving a response may be due to the slow typing speed of the participant, or long
network latency delay. In either case, other participants, listeners, may simply treat it
as a long pause before responding by the speaker. Such a long pause between a question and a reply may give the listener the perception of negative response [6].
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Lack of control over turn positioning. Participants may concurrently type messages. These messages will appear in the order determined by which site pressed the
“Enter” key first. As the result, a pair of questions and answers (or messages on the
same topic) may be interleaved by another pair. An example is as shown in Figure 1.
In this example, it is unclear whether Richard’s response is answering Ray or Fred’s
question.
Ray: what time does the movie start?
Although having participants type concurFred: when shall we meet?
rently saves time. The order these concurRichard: 6pm.
rent messages appear may be confusing to
the participants. Hence, the benefit of conFigure 1. Confusion due to lack of
current interaction is lost.
control of turn positioning.
Lack of support for threaded
conversations. Text chat is a unique medium which allows users to carry on multiple
threads of conversation simultaneously. Heavy instant messaging users often have
threaded conversations. However, STC interface is not designed to support threaded
conversations. All new messages are displayed at the bottom of the chat window,
messages from different conversation threads will be interleaved when displayed. So
the message for one thread becomes the background noise for another.
Difficult to correct mistakes. Errors occur more frequently during text chat (e.g.
typos) than voice conversation (e.g. pronunciation error). In voice conversation, errors can usually be spotted and corrected instantly. In text chat, errors are often spotted after it has been propagated and displayed on the message window (because that
is the area of focus). It is also harder to correct typos by rephrasing as typing is much
slower than talking.
Lack of useful chat history. The chat history/log can be important as it contains
the record of how a decision is reached. However, due to the previous three problems,
a chat log may become unnecessary long and difficult to understand. Hence, people
would be reluctant to read through the log.

3

Comparing Collaborative Editing and Text Chat Systems

Real-time CE systems share a lot of similarities with text chat systems. The functionality these systems need to perform can be classified into three layers: user interface,
consistency maintenance, and communication. The following subsections examines
each of these layers.
3.1

Communication Layer

The communication layer is responsible for sending/receiving operations across
communication networks to/from remote sites. There are two different communication models: peer-to-peer, or via a centralized server. Both approaches can be used by
text chat and CE systems. However, almost all STC systems implement their communication layer using the central server model. One of the main reasons for this is to
reduce the complexity in the chat client, making the client a relatively lightweight
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process. For example, in the case of IRC where there may be hundreds of participants
in the same channel, maintaining hundreds of communication channels in the peer-topeer communication model is a very heavy burden on the client’s machine. By using
the centralized model, only one communication channel to the server is needed from
each client site.
Both approaches have been implemented in different versions of REDUCE.
REDUCE was originally implemented using the peer-to-peer model. Scalability was
not considered as a major issue in the design of REDUCE, as it is expected that the
number of participants in a CE session will be no more than ten people. Hence, the
peer-to-peer model was used to avoid the need of a central server and the extra latency caused by transiting through the server. However, later on, a web-based
REDUCE was implemented using the centralized model due to the security restriction
of Java applets. Both models of communication will be considered in the next section
during the comparison for consistency maintenance techniques.
3.2

Consistency Maintenance Layer

Consistency maintenance layer decides how, when, and where the messages are incorporated into the shared document. Consistency is a general term, hence, its precise
meaning needs to be further defined. Sun et. al., [10] proposed a consistency model
which defines three consistency properties for CE systems: causality preservation,
convergence, and intention preservation. As there is no previously defined consistency model for text chat systems, this model will be used to determine which consistency properties have been maintained by STC systems.
The reason that consistency is an issue in REDUCE is due to the optimistic operation execution schemes used in REDUCE. With this operation execution scheme,
whenever an operation is generated, it is executed locally before propagated to remote
sites for execution. Optimistic operation execution ensures fast response time, a
highly desirable feature for CE systems. However, with this method of execution,
some kind of consistency maintenance mechanism is required to preserve the three
consistency properties.
In REDUCE causality preservation is achieved by a vector time stamp system.
This system is only necessary when the underlying communication model is peer-topeer. In the centralized server model, the causality preservation can be maintained
simply by ensuring that the server relays all operations to all sites in the receiving
order. Convergence and intention preservation are preserved in REDUCE by operational transformation [10]. Serialization is also used in some situations to ensure convergence when concurrent operations insert text in the same location.
STC systems also use optimistic operation execution to achieve fast system responsiveness. Hence, unless there are mechanisms to maintain consistency, the three
properties would not be preserved. In STC systems, all operations are relayed through
a central server. Hence, causal orders between operations are preserved automatically
through this communication model.
However, there is no special mechanism for convergence and intention preservation. Hence, convergence and intention of operations are not preserved. The implication is as follows. (1) The contents of the logs for the same session may be different
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on different sites. (2) Messages are not placed in the intended locations. (3) These
factors may result in confusion to the participants. A scenario with divergence and
intention violation problems is as shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the time-space diagram shows that the question from Ray, arrives at
Richard's site first. Richard immediately typed his reply, to Ray's question before
Fred's question, arrives at Richard’s site. So as far as Richard can see from his local
interface, his answer appears right after Ray's question, so there is no confusion that
his message is intended to answer Ray's question. However, on the other sites Richard's answer is displayed after the two questions from Ray and Fred. Furthermore,
these two questions are displayed in different orders on different sites; these results
can lead to confusion.

Server

Ray

Fred
Q1

Q2

Richard
Q1

Q1

Text messages
Q1: what time does the movie start?
Q2: when shall we meet?
A: 6pm

A
As seen by Ray
Ray: what time does the movie start?
A
Fred: when shall we meet?
Richard: 6pm
As seen by Fred
Fred: when shall we meet?
Ray: what time does the movie start?
Richard: 6pm

As seen by Richard
Ray: what time does the movie start?
Richard: 6pm
Fred: when shall we meet?

Figure 2. A STC scenario which violates convergence and intention preservation.

To further complicate the problem, not all users of text chat systems understand
that divergence and intention violation may occur. It is natural for the users to assume
that what they are seeing is what other people are seeing because in most situations,
convergence is preserved. It is due to the occasional and unexpected occurrence of
divergence which lead to confusion.
As shown above, divergence occurs as the copies of the shared documents are
different, which also leads to intention violation as operations’ local effects are different from their remote effects1. These two problems will lead to confusion for the
users of text chat systems (without the users realizing what is causing the confusion).
Convergence and intention preservation are maintained in REDUCE. Hence, all users
will see the same messages in the same order. Therefore, this type of confusion
caused by divergence and intention violation does not occur in REDUCE.

1

For standard text chat system, intention violation occurs as the result of divergence. But in
other systems, intention violation may occur even if convergence is preserved.
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Ray: Doing anything this weekend?
Richard: Just sleeping in. How
about you?
Fred: Going bush walking this
Saturday.
Richard: Want to go catch a
movie on Friday night.
Ray: I'll be working on my thesis.
Ray: Bush walking, where?
Fred: Ok.
Ray: Sounds good to me.
Richard: Can I come with you?
Fred: Which movie?
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) A threaded conversation in STC. (b) A threaded conversation in CE.
It should be pointed out that, there are a small number of none-mainstream chat
systems which do not use optimistic operation execution. These systems do not suffer
from the inconsistency problems. However, from our usage experience of these systems, it is clear that the slow responsiveness of these chat systems is intolerable.
3.3

User Interface Layer

The user interface determines how users interact with the systems. CE and STC systems are different in the ways users interact with the user interface. With a CE system, users may edit any part of the document at anytime (just like a single user editor). In comparison, the text chat interface can be seen as a restricted editor interface.
With STC systems, texts typed into the input area can only be added to the end of the
document. Hence, users can only append new texts. Furthermore, no deletion is allowed. Such differences in the user interface have several implications.
The flexibility of editor interface gives users more control on where they want
their messages to appear on the screen. Users can place their messages at the appropriate position to better express their meanings, e.g. on the same line as the question
as shown in Figure 3(b). Similarly, it could happen that Richard simply placed his
message in the line below Ray’s question, because he did not anticipate that there
would be a question from Fred. As the result, the situation in Figure 1 is produced.
Realizing the possible confusion in this situation, Richard can move (cut and paste)
his answer to either the same line as Ray’s question, or the line below it. This scenario and the one above shows how the users can control their turn positioning to
better express their meanings.
The flexibility and the control given to the user by the editor interface means that
the users are able to separate different threads of conversation to different locations of
the editing area. This allows more than two threads of conversation carrying on si-
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multaneously during one session, without these threads interfering with each other.
Users have the control as to when and how to separate these threads. An example is
shown in Figures 3. Figure 3(a) shows how three threads of conversation may appear
on a STC interface, where messages are simply appended to the end in chronological
order. Figure 3(b) shows how messages for these different threads can be separated to
different parts of the editing area so they can be easily read.
To fix a mistake in STC interfaces, a new message need to be written to explain
what the mistake is and what the correction should be. With an editing interface, a
mistake made on the previous message can be easily corrected, as mistakes can be
fixed directly on the spot. In addition, editors can provide the undo feature, as implemented in REDUCE [8], for users to undo any previous operations.
As the result of being able to control turn positions, to separate threads of conversation, and to correct mistakes, the chat log in CE will be more concise and easier
to understand. For logs which are considered important, they can be further edited for
clarification and improving the readability. The save feature of the editor means that
multiple versions of the log can be saved.
In CE systems, as each character is being typed, it can be propagated to the remote site and displayed. This provides indication that a participant is typing a message, hence, providing visibility of turns in progress.
CE systems provide the freedom for users to edit any part of the document. However, with such freedom there is a danger that uncooperative users may recklessly edit
other people's message. This problem can be resolved by using a locking scheme [9].
For the purpose of text chat, locks can be applied such that text inserted by a particular user can only be edited by the same user.
With STC systems there is a single point of focus, the bottom of the screen where
new message is appended/displayed. However, with CE systems, messages can be
inserted anywhere in the document. This raises the issue of how participants can keep
track or be informed of the arrival of new messages. Being able to see turns in progress can, to some extent, provide the information that new message at a specific
location is being inserted. However, it fails when those messages are inserted outside
of the current display area.
An important piece of information provided automatically by STC interface,
which is missing from editor interface, is the relative insertion times of the messages.
In STC systems, all messages are in chronological order, the oldest at the top, and the
newest at the bottom. But in editor interface, there is no such distinction.
The lack of indication of where and when messages are inserted is a very serious
problem in the editor interface for both text chat and CE. However, we do believe that
these problems can be solved by the appropriate workspace awareness mechanisms.
Here are some examples:
Tele-carets (similar concept to tele-pointers) can be adopted to display the caret position of other users. Tele-carets indicate where other users are likely to insert next.
Color highlighting can be used to indicate the age of the text (although currently it is
used by REDUCE for indicating who inserted those text).
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Comparison with Threaded Chat

An experimental text chat system called Threaded Chat [7] was developed by Microsoft Research. With Threaded Chat messages are organized in a tree structure. Messages concerning different threads of conversation are placed in different branches of
the tree. Messages as a whole can be moved and edited. While a message is being
typed, the location of that message is reserved at all remote sites to indicate turn in
progress. However, one of the main draw backs of threaded chat is that users are
forced to organize their text messages into the tree structure, This may be good for
some situations, such as decision making, however, this is too restrictive for less
formal types of interaction. With a CE system, users can organize their conversation
into any structure they choose, or simply use it like a STC system.
In many ways, Threaded Chat is similar to CE systems. Threaded Chat can be
seen as a CE system which allows users to edit the same tree. Similarly, Threaded
Chat would suffer from the same set of inconsistency problems if no mechanism were
implemented to handle them. Unfortunately, Smith et. al. [7], did not discuss the issue
of consistency maintenance. From the lack of discussion, it would seem that convergence is preserved by using the centralized approach with pessimistic operation execution. The reason being that maintaining convergence for CE of replicated trees with
optimistic operation execution is a none-trivial task as shown in [1] (so it would at
least deserve a mention it was implemented).

5

Conclusion

Text chat, in the form of IRC, has been in existence since 1988 (source:
http://www.irc.org/history_docs/jarkko.html). Real-time CE system was first proposed in 1989 [2]. Until now, the developments of these two types of systems have
been independent of each other. This paper has shown that these two types of systems
are very closely related, in fact, text chat is simply a restricted form of CE. Hence, a
unique comparison between these two types of systems is made in this paper. As
many researchers are currently working on the development of a new generation of
text chat systems, the results of this study serve as an important guide for the design
of the new generation of text chat systems.
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Abstract. The paper presents an agent-based engineering system developed for
mobile devices. The proposed system has been used for constructing a wireless
tourist guide application that incorporates cooperative agents with the learning
capabilities. It is shown how to construct cooperative agents with a goal driven
design using a case-based reasoning methodology. The resulting architecture
has been tested by real users during six months and the results obtained are here
presented.

1 Introduction
Agents for mobile devices have introduced an interesting an exciting new paradigm
in the telecommunication industry. In the competitive telecommunication world
multi-agent systems have been success the drive for new and sophisticated services is
fundamental. The new challenges of this field require new technology that facilitates
the construction of more cooperative, dynamic and flexible applications, capable of
working in a real time environment. Agent-based solutions intend to cope with such
requirements. The development of agent for wireless devices is characterized by very
limited, variable and asymmetric technology and bandwidth, frequent and prolonged
disconnections, geographical mobility, severe resource restrictions and complex data
management issues. In addition to these familiar issues there is also the crucial element of dynamism.
Agent technology has already been proposed as a possible solution to many of
these problems. When the terms "cooperation" or "intelligent" is used it is clear the
user means the software to be something more than a mere server, mobile or not.
Often, the term is only a reference to a context of a community and technology. With
respect to agents, the "intelligent" label in this case refers to a concern with abstract,
domain-independent theories of agent architecture and communication and/or aspects
of human characteristics. The terms cooperation and autonomy are essential in the
development of distributed agent-based systems for wireless devices.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 205-212, 2004.
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The amount of information available to users via wireless systems is changing and
increasing continuously. Existing applications need to be continuously updated. In
this context the use of dynamic agents based systems may help to reduce the developed costs and to facilitate the use of this technology. We propose the use of cooperative agents that use case-based reasoning (CBR) systems [1, 3]. The proposed architecture combines reactive and deliberative agents. The architecture used by the second ones includes the use of Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions (BDI). Under this model,
agents have a mental state that consists of informational, motivational, and deliberative states respectively. Beliefs represent the information about the environment, the
internal state the agent may hold, and the actions it may perform. The agent will try to
achieve a set of goals, and will respond to certain events [9, 11].
The deliberative agents are built on a case-based reasoning system [3,6]. The proposed method starts by identifying agent roles and goals, and the design and implementation of the agent architecture follows the form of CBR systems, which facilitates learning and adaptation, and therefore a greater degree of autonomy than with a
pure BDI architecture. This is made by mapping the three mental attitudes of BDI
agents into the information manipulated by a CBR system. This direct mapping between the agent conceptualisation and its implementation is the main difference with
respect to other proposals that have also tried to combine BDI and CBR [2, 7, 8, 10].
A tourist guide service through mobile devices has been used to validate the system. The system has been validated by users who have used it when visiting the city
of Salamanca. The system is able to program a tourist route, and modify it according
to the conditions of the places to visit and the available time for the tourist. The following section describes the agent based architecture. The conclusions are finally
presented and the results evaluated.

2 Agent-Based Architecture
A tourist guide application has been developed using a multiagent architecture. The
agents assist potential tourists in the organization of their tourist routes and enable
them to modify their schedules on the move using wireless communication systems.
This system has been constructed using an engineering framework developed to design and implement an agent-based tool, as well as integrating existing state of the art
in order to create an open, flexible, global anticipatory system with mobile access for
the promotion and management of inland and cultural tourism, which will be userfriendly, cost-effective and secure.
The integrated, multi-platform computer system is composed of a guide agent
(Planner Agent) that assesses the tourists and helps them to identify tourist routes in a
city with a given visiting period of time and under a number of restrictions related to
cost, tourist interest, etc. There is one assistant agent for each user of the system, the
Performer Agents. Each user willing to use the system has to register and solicit one
of these agents. Finally, there is a third type of agent, the Tracker agent, which maintains updated information about the monuments, the restaurants, public transport
conditions, etc. This agent maintains horizontally and vertically compiled information
on hotel accommodation, restaurants, the commercial sector and transport, in order to
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meet the needs of the potential visitor on an individually customized basis, and responds to requests for information, reservations and purchases in the precise moment
that they are expressed. The user may decide whether to install the corresponding
Performer Agent on a mobile phone or PDA, or run it on the server and interact with
it via its mobile device. The first choice supposes a reduction of the cost, since the
tourist can interact with his agent as much as needed at no cost because it is installed
in the wireless device. Nevertheless, the agent will have to contact regularly with the
Planner Agent. Fig. 1. describes the system architecture from a very high abstraction
level. Users may interact either with their performer agents installed in their wireless
devices or in an internet server.

Tracker agent

Performer agent

Planner agent

[us001]

Internet

Internet
Searches for information

Internet

Generates T. routes

User Interfaz
Performer agent

Performer agent

Performer agent

Performer agent

[us001]

[us002]

[us00x]

Wireless net.

Wireless net.

Wireless net.

Internet

User Interfaz

User Interfaz

User Interfaz

User Interfaz
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Fig. 1. System architecture

A g P la n n e r:K -b a s e

A g T ra c ke r

In for m -W h e ne v e r ( C ha n g es o n th e e nv i ro n m en t)

A gree

Fig. 2. Sequence diagram for the Tracker agent and the planner agent

The performer agents interact with the planner agent looking for plans, and the
tracker agent interacts with the planner agent to exchange information. The planner
agent is the only CBR-BDI agent in this architecture. The performer agents can be
considered assistant agents and the tracker agent is a reactive agent. Figure 2 and 3
show the sequence diagram for the multiagent system.
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for the performer agents and the planner agent

The planning agent incorporates a CBR system [1]. The relationship between CBR
systems and BDI agents can be established implementing cases as beliefs, intentions
and desires which led to the resolution of the problem. When the agent starts to solve
a new problem, with the intention of achieving a goal, it begins a new CBR reasoning
cycle, which will help to obtain the solution. The retrieval, reuse and revise stages of
the CBR system facilitate the construction of the agent plan. The agent’s knowledgebase is the case-base of the CBR system that stores the cases of past believes, desires
and intentions. The agents work in dynamic environments and their knowledge-base
has to be adapted and updated continuously by the retain stage of the CBR system.
Based on this relationship, agents can be implemented using CBR systems. This
means, a mapping of agents into CBR systems. The advantage of this approach is that
a problem can be easily conceptualised in terms of agents and then implemented in
the form of a CBR system. So once the beliefs, desires and intentions of an agent are
identified, they can be mapped into a CBR system.
To set up an agent using the CBR-BDI agent architecture [3] we need to identify
an initial set of beliefs, desires and intentions and include them in the case-base of the
agent in the form of cases. Then, a number of metrics for the retrieval, reuse, revise
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and retain steps has to be defined. Besides, rules that describe the Expert’s knowledge
must be established, if available. Once the agent has been initialised it starts the reasoning process and the four steps of the CBR system are run sequentially and continuously until its goal is achieved (or there is enough evidence for a failure situation).
< < Capabilit y> > Up dat e B elieves/In ten tio ns

< <Cap ab ility> > K-base

-Input
- Inform ACL for Update Believes/Intentions
- (AC L Content =
- b1( t),b2(t) ,...bn( t) : Believe
-t : time )

-Input
- Request ACL for service (Give MRS)
-( ACL content = { O, R, hi, UsedBel} )
-O = Objetivos
-R = Recursos
- hi : int
-UsedBel
Output:
S1( p),S2( p),S3(p),..Sn(p) : Posible Solutions

Output:
bi(t-1) <- bi( t) : Believe
I[bi( t-1) <- bi(t)] : Intentions

<< agent >> Plann er
- < <Role>>
- K-base
-Update B elieves/Intentions
-< <Role Dynamic>>
-V CBP

Description:
This capability Updates believes and
intentions

Description:
T his capability provides solutions that fulfill a
set of given prefer ences

< <Service> > Give MRS

<< Capabi lit y>> VCBP

- Description
- Given a set of Prefer ences about a problem P
-this service offers the Most Replanning-able S olution

-Input
-{ S(p) } S1( p) ,S2(p) ,S3(p),..Sn( p) : Posible Solutions

T ype
Infor m, F ailur e

Output:
Sf(p) : MRS (Most Replanning-able Solution)

Protocol:
Request-Best Solution for a dynamic envir onment
Agent Comunication Language
FIPA ACL

Description:
This capability pr ovides the most replanning-able
solut ion to the performer Agent

Ontology
Planning ontology
Content Language
F IPA SL

Fig. 4. Planner Agent class diagram

Fig. 4 shows the AUML class diagram (www.auml.org) of the Planner Agent. In
these types of diagrams, the roles and goals of the agents are represented as Capabilities that may change with the time. In particular, the roles of the Planner Agent are to
update the believes and intentions, which are stored in the form of cases, to identify
those believes and intentions that can be used to generate a plan n, and to provide
adequate plans to the Performer Agent given a number of conditions. These roles
allow the agent to generate the closest to the optimum plan, which in this case has
also to be the most replan-able solution. In this context, when the Performer Agent
asks for a tourist route, given a number of constraints such as the money the tourist is
willing to spend, the number of monuments to visit, the type of restaurants to eat, the
time availability for the holiday, etc. the Planner Agent generates a plan that fulfils
such conditions. This plan is easy to modify at execution time if the user changes of
mind. The Planner Agent is a CBR-BDI agent, where the first role is carried out during the Retain stage of the CBR life cycle, the second role is the Retrieval step, and
the third role is the Reuse stage.
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<<Capability>> Wait Preferences
-Input True
Output:
Wait Preferences : { O, R , hi ,
UsedBelieves= { } } for S(p)
Description:
This Capability waits preferences
{O = Objectives, R = Resources }
to solve a Problem p

<<Capability>> Questioner
-Input
-Request : Preferences = { O, R, hi, UsedBel={} } for S(p)
Output:
Request ACL for service (Give MRS) to Ag Planner
(ACL content = {O, R, hi, UsedBel} )
Description:
This capability request for the best posible solution to
Planner Agent in a dynamic environment

<<Capability>> Request for Replanning

<<Capability>> Executer

-Input
-Prefer ences = { O <- O', R <- R', hi, UsedBel}
-O' = Objetivos Pendientes
-R' = Recursos Disponibles
-hi : Int
-UsedBel = {b1, b2, b3..bk} : Believe

<<agent>> Performer
-<<Role>>
-Wait Preferences
-<<Role Dynamic>>
-Questioner,Executer
-Request for Replanning

Output:
Request ACL for service (Give MRS) to Ag
Planner (ACL content = {O’, R’, hi, UsedBel}
)
Input Constraint:
O' > 0
R’ > 0

-Input
-MRS : Most Replanning-able Solution {b1,b2,..bm} :Believe
Output:
a) Query If Replanning (For All Believe E MRS ,
Believe == tr ue)
b) Query If Replanning (if Any Believe E MRS ,
Believe==false )
c) Failur e Replanning
Description:
This capability executes the MRS solution and it checks
proposed believes are tr ue.
Otherwise it is capable of replanning to get other solutions

Description:
If all objectives have not been achieved and
there are available resources, this capability
request for the service “Give MRS” to
Planner Agent to finish the plan

Fig. 5. Performer agent class diagram
< < C ap ab i lity > > S ea rch C h a n g e s
-Inp ut
-b 1 ( t) ,b 2(t ),... bn ( t) : B el ie ve
- t : tim e
Ou tp ut :
{ b i(t ) } / bi( t) < > bi (t-1 ) : B eli ev e

< < S erv ic e> > N o tify C h a n g e s
-D e sc rip tio n
-T h is s erv ice n ot ifie s ch an g es on th e
-e nv iro nm e nt au to ma tic a lly
T y pe In fo rm
P ro toc o l:
A ge nt C om u ni ca tio n La ng ua ge
F IP A A C L
O n tol og y
P la nn ing o nt olo gy
C o nt en t L an gu ag e
F IP A S L

< < a ge n t> > T r a ck er
-< < R o le > >
- S ea rc h C h an g es
-S to re C ha ng es

D e sc rip tio n:
T h is ca pa bi lit y f ind s th e c h an ge d
b el iev es o n the e nv iro nm e nt

< < C a p a b il ity> > S t o re C h an g es
- I np ut
-{b i( t) } : B e lie ve
-t : t im e
O u tp ut:
b í( t-1 ) < - bi(t )
D e sc rip tio n:
T h is ca p ab ilit y st ore s ne w
va lu es fo r th e ch an g ed
be lie v es

Fig. 6. Tracker agent class diagram

The Performer agents are assistant agents. Each of them is associated to one user
and contact the Planner Agent to request a plan. These agents may be in waiting
mode, waiting for a request from the user, may ask to the Planner Agent for a plan, or
request a modification in a plan (replanning) to the Planner Agent. Fig. 5 shows the
AUML class diagram for the Performer agent. The Tracker Agent is always looking
for changes in the visiting conditions of the different sites, and keeps a record of
them. The Planner Agent regularly contacts the Tracker Agent looking for changes in
the environment. Fig. 6 shows the AUML class diagram for the Tracker agent.
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3 Conclusions
The previously introduced architecture has been implemented using JADE and
JADE-LEAP. This initial prototype has been successfully tested in Salamanca during
the past few months. The tourists could use mobile devices to contact their agents and
to indicate their preferences such as monuments to visit, visits duration, dinner time,
amount of money to spend, etc. The cases store information about the environment,
for example the opening and closing times of monument. This type of information
can be seen as agents believe, for example, and average dinner in the casino restaurant costs around thirty five Euros. Cases can also be previous successful routes
(plans), that includes the monuments to visit, the time to spend visiting each monument, information about the cost of the visit, the time required for going to one place
to another, the characteristics of the route (museum route, family route, university
route, roman route, gothic route, etc.), etc. Once a tourist contacts the system he has
to describe his profile, to select the type of visit in which he is interested in, to determine how much money he wants to spend and for how long, and the type of restaurants he, she or a family like more. This information is used to construct the problem
case. Then the reasoning mechanism of the planning agent generates the plan [5,6].
Table 1. Tourists evaluation.
%
Tourists that…

Evaluation - degree of satisfaction
8-10

6-8

4-6

0-4

No answer

Used the help of the agent

18
%

63,8

4,2

3,1

12,6

16,3

Used the help of a tourist guide

37
%

65,7

15,2

9,4

5,8

3,9

The initial system was tested during the fist four moths of 2004. The case base was
initially filled with information collected during ten months. Local tourist guides
provided the agent with a number of standard routes. Three hotels of the city offered
the option to their 3410 guests to use the help of the agent or a professional tourist
guide, around 18% of them decided to use the agent based system and 37% of them
used the help of a tourist guide. The Planner agent had stored in its memory 2234
instances of tourist circuits, which covered a wide range of all the most common
options that offers the city. On the arrival to the hotel the tourists were asked to
evaluate their visit and the route. Table 1 shows the responses given by the tourists
after their visit. The tourists that used the help of the agent-based tourist guide provided the answer directly to the agent. As it can be seen, in Table 1, the degree of
satisfaction of the tourist that used the help of a professional tourist guide is higher
that in the other two cases. Nevertheless, the percentage of the tourists whose degree
of satisfaction was very high (between 8 and 10) is very similar in the case of the
tourists that use the help of the agent and in the case of the tourists that use the tourist
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guide. 16,3% of the tourists that used the agent based system did not answer the test
or let us know that the system did not work successfully due to technical reasons
(possibly the server was down, there was a lack of coverage, the tourist did not use
the wireless system adequately, etc.) If we take this into consideration, we can say
that most of the tourist (81,24%) that used the help of the agent and did not have
technical problems had a high or very high degree of satisfaction (6-10). This degree
of satisfaction is similar to the one of the tourist that used the help of professional
tourist guides. The CBR component of the architecture provides a straight and efficient way for the manipulation of the agents knowledge and past experiences. The
proposal presented in this paper reduces the gap that exists between the formalization
and the implementation of BDI agents.
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Abstract. The growth of PFI (private finance initiative) and PPP (private public
partnerships) is fundamentally changing the nature of the construction industry
from a product and to service base. This involves moving the balance from
capital investment to revenue generation. As a consequence the costing and
scheduling associated with the maintenance phase has gained significant
importance. This paper constitutes part of a broader research work which
proposes a holistic model that provides a radical approach to decision making
concerning the design, construction and maintenance of buildings and
structures. This is in reaction to the need for buildings and structures to provide
increased functional performance through their design life at reasonable cost,
while including measures aimed at conservation and sustainability of the earth’s
non-replaceable resources. A model is proposed comprising of three parts
namely, data, simulation and presentation. With an associated web-based
decision tool that consumes data and generates knowledge, the supply side of
data is primarily through facilitating access by product suppliers and
manufacturers, as well as data generated through lab-based research work and
actual monitoring of material degradation. The knowledge generated by the
system will benefit a whole range of stakeholders within and peripheral to
construction industry.

1. Introduction
The advent of PFI occurred in the United Kingdom as a consequence of policies
adopted by the Thatcher Government to sell off publicly owned industries in the
1970’s. The concept of PFI is mainly project orientated and is predicated on revenue
earned by providing a public service which will ultimately cover all capital and
operational costs with sufficient left over to provide an adequate return on investment.
In this manner public projects, for which there is no immediately available funding,
can be brought forward by inviting private organisations to provide the necessary
investment and expertise [1].
Private investment in public service is not new, however the introduction of PFI
has given rise to a more sophisticated approach to investment that has led to various
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 213-220, 2004.
¤ Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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forms of PPP that have been adopted worldwide [2]. A key element in all PFI and
PPP projects is the knowledge and ability to visualise and predict the performance of
proposed projects, in whole and in part. The selection of the final design must be in
accordance the appropriate choice of materials and components and their expected life
and performance. Current knowledge of the impact of construction activities on the
environment is perceived as becoming increasingly important. To this end, Lifecycle
Assessment (LCA) has become internationally recognised as an all-embracing
methodology. Several international agreements have been formulated under the ISO
14000 series, which are aimed at a methodology that harnesses compatibility. In line
with European directives, the European governments have placed great emphasis on
the role of LCA as the gateway to an all-round remedy for all environmental mishaps.
The relevance of this paper relates to the proposition to provide the means
whereby design decisions can be informed by the ability to visualise and evaluate life
cycle outcomes relative to cost and performance [3]. In this manner the true life cycle
effects of design changes can be determined and compared before a final selection of
the optimal solution is made. This paper proposes a model that extends 3d
visualisation to include the 4th dimension of time. In this manner the physical form of
the building can be viewed in simulation mode to allow designers, constructors and
users to examine in more detail the characteristics of life cycle function and
performance. This will enable more informed design decisions to be taken in the light
of simulated performance of building materials, components and elements, together
with their running costs. The intention is to explain the generic context of the model
and its relationship with a simulated environment designed to replicate “in use”
conditions experienced during the life cycle of a building.

2. Effects of the Physical Environment of the Building
Construction projects comprise one or more buildings or structures that are erected on
individual sites. Each site will possess different characteristics that are likely to
directly affect function and performance. The location and the availability of service
utilities e.g. electricity, water, sewerage and waste disposal will have a substantial
impact on design, as well planning restrictions and the proximity of essential transport
and other urban infrastructure.
Exposure condition will have a direct influence on structural forces caused by
wind, and where applicable, in combination with rain and snow. The external
envelope will be designed as cladding, which may also contribute structural strength
to the main structure. Heat loss and solar gain must also be considered alongside the
need for air conditioning and cooling, both of which will have major influence on the
energy consumption and resultant running costs. Vortices and updrafts caused by the
proximity of buildings or structures and the physical surroundings of the site must be
fully appreciated to ensure that the building envelope performs properly under all
anticipated conditions.
Climatic and atmospheric conditions throughout the annual seasonal cycle should
be established, especially temperature changes between night and day, humidity
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variation and the nature of atmospheric pollution. The presence of pollutants will need
to be assessed to inform the selection of materials that are best able to accommodate
pollution present without premature discolourisation, corrosion and deterioration in
the form of decomposition, de-lamination, cracking and crazing. The visualisation
model must be provided with sufficient environmental information to enable
consideration of all possible circumstances, given the selection of a site in any
geographic location.

3. Physical Nature of Buildings and Structures
The physical nature of a built facility is derived from the design concept and the
utilisation of construction technology in the form of materials, components and
elements that comprise the major parts of the building. Selected materials and
components will be used in accordance with the design to create the elements of the
building, all of which will be connected to form the structure and the internal
environment. By utilising a construction method as defined by a selected Work
Breakdown Structure, human resources supported by equipment will be project
managed to enable construction. The Work Breakdown Structure will be defined as a
sequence of operations necessary to construct the completed building.
Building components can be categorised as those constructed on site e.g. insitu
reinforced concrete walls and those processed off site e.g. steel frame components,
cladding panels and door sets. The former will require human intervention in the
form of site engineering and quality control to ensure compliance with drawings and
specifications. The latter will require fixing in place by human resources and
equipment according to manufacturers’ instructions and will invariably be dependent
on dimensional accuracy of insitu site constructed components and elements.
The total quality of the design and the construction process will have a direct
impact on the efficacy of the completed building and its life cycle performance and
associated running and maintenance costs [4]. It is therefore vital that the design is fit
for purpose, as defined by the intended use of the building and its physical
environment. Design failures can manifest themselves in many different ways,
however broadly speaking these may be categorised as: aesthetic, spatial, structural,
exposure, functional and incompatible component/material interaction. Construction
process failures can be caused by poor workmanship, non-compliance with drawings,
specifications and manufacturers requirements, together with non-conformance with
construction sequences and damage caused by adverse environmental conditions.
These failures can be largely avoided by tight project control and the implementation
of adequate protection measures to counter environmental damage.
The quality of the completed built facility will have a direct bearing on its ability
to meet and exceed the expected design life while maintaining full functional
performance within anticipated running and maintenance costs. To assist architects
and engineers it is vital that they have the ability to visualise the life cycle effects and
implications of alternative design options, given intended use and function, set within
the context of the built facility’s physical environment. The philosophy proposed is
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the development of a built facility to simulate the construction process and
subsequently every aspect of the whole life cycle ,using visualisation made available
by the latest developments in information technology [5].

4. The Design and Maintenance Model
The model has the potential to generate a just-in-time maintenance programme for
project lifecycle. It offers an easy-to-use tool with a multi-view interface that is
tailored to the needs of individual end-user. The decision component is based on the
choice of either a knowledge-based or a visual system. The lifecycle behaviour of
building components is simulated in a virtual building and this knowledge is
translated into a maintenance programme. In the visual environment, the observer
makes informed decisions about the timing of actions; but this process will also be
automated through the use of a knowledge-based system.
Lifecycle Engine
(knowledge-based OR visual-based)

Client briefing:
Define functional and strategic needs

Architect
Produce
building outline
r n
desig

Define Project
Environment
(climate, usage,
locality)

Building Component
Selection for lifecycle,
sustainability, energy.

Construction
Phase

Long Term &
Periodical
maintenance
scheduling

Fig.1. use model to design for lifecycle and generate repair & maintenance program

The ultimate goal of the model is to develop a holistic system for lifecycle design
and maintenance of buildings that utilises both immersive realistic visualisation and
knowledge-based decision rules. The idea is in itself innovative and the resulting
product is based on a novel notion that, it is possible to visualise the degradation of an
entire building throughout its lifecycle. As shown in Figure 1, the following three
independent phases could be applied individually or in combination:
The core technology of the visualisation model is its 'maintenance engine'. Its
purpose is to assist the generation of just-in-time planned maintenance by
mathematically simulating the behaviour of components over their lifecycle and
making data available through the visualisation mechanism.

5. Basis of the Maintenance Model
The environmental effects previously described are referred to as “hard events” that
may occur continuously, intermittently or periodically. Likewise “soft events” relate
to issues involving humans and their social behaviour, such as vandalism and
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workmanship. In both cases their resulting impact on a building assumes a physical
form. The “soft events” are divided into external and internal. The external events
relate to peoples’ social behaviour, whereas, the internal events fall under the
boundaries of anthropology and time-geography. Events are deconstructed into their
respective constituent Agents (e.g. Rain means water and pulsation). Events act upon
building components through their agents. There are several building components
each with a number of layers of aggregation [eg. internal finishesÎwall
finishesÎdoorsÎhandles]. These will be classified according to accepted current
practice. The boundaries of a building are extended to include the outer components
such as pavements.
The impact of an event (or its agents) on a building component can be realised
only when the component is deconstructed into its respective materials. E.g. water
(agent of rain) comes into contact with the metal comprising part of the claddingcomponent, the Effect of which may be corrosion and erosion of the metal. The next
stage is to examine the inter-link between different events: the combination of two or
more interrelated events can give rise to the introduction of additional agents namely
Auxiliary Agents e.g. pollution and water introduce an additional agent - acid.
Similarly, two or more events can lead to the creation of Auxiliary Elements e.g.
vandalism can expose the metal part of cladding, so when combined with water can
result in the corrosion of cladding. Also due consideration will be given to the
Interaction between building components (rain can damage a flat roof which may
then damage cladding). It will therefore by necessary to create project event
simulation for a given building definition (type, social and physical environments). In
this manner a series of rules will be developed to reflect the type, nature and extent of
all active events and the likelihood of their occurrence. This analysis is not an exact
science, solutions will be based on various heuristic, statistical and AI techniques, and
the results will be expressed in ranks, scales, fuzzy output, and rules [6].

6. The Top Level Model
The overall generalised model is given in Figure 2. There are three parts to the
visualisation model, namely, data, simulation and presentation. The knowledge
associated with the subject domain is encapsulated into data-objects that will be
incorporated into a heterogeneous database containing component details, timerelated behaviour and their visual attributes.
The process commences with the CAD drawing that represents the initial state of
the building. It contains the usual CAD data as well as extended attributes such as
parameters, component specifications and project environmental definition. Also
present is the Alternative Design mechanism where different building components
are examined and selected. This task contains an additional set of rules and data
attributes relating to energy evaluation, fiscal parameters and indices, and Whole Life
Costing.
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Visual Building
Design
Information

Properties of
Items in Building
Design

Maintenance
Scheduler

Items Properties

Building Design
Components Analysis

Visualisation Simulator

Maintenance
Scheduler Analysis

Visual User Interface

Fig 2. Generalised Simulation Model

The CAD drawings will set the basis for creating the 3D information model and
the use of standard structures such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). Henceforth,
all data flow through the system will be in XML (the industry defacto, XML format
has been selected as the transportation file format and to manage the information in a
hierarchical form). For a given project situation under certain event conditions
(simulated by Event Simulation System), the lifecycle simulator transforms the
Object-based Building from state ti to state tj. This IFC-XML-based data at state tj is
then submitted to the visualisation module.
The purpose of this task is to develop a virtual reality-based component. This
component will couple the CAD geometry model to the maintenance model of the
building and provide a 3D virtual environment to allow for visual examination of
building degradation [7]. This component will support a sophisticated navigation
model that includes object examination, scene fly-through and walkthrough modes.
The Visual User Interface controls the entire process from data to 3D views. The core
graphics technology is X3D, as it supports a broad range of 3D applications and
complies with VE requirements. X3D has proven itself by evolving the widely
supported 3D functionality of VRML97. The choice of X3D yields market advantage
and provides access to more tools, content and compatibility with other applications.
It also facilitates flexibility, compatibility and a path for MPEG-4 support. The model
is extended to 4D by the introduction a network scheduler that introduces the
timescale related network analysis of the project work breakdown schedule. The
database generated by the project schedule module provides the component data for
the time related vista characteristic. This will facilitate consideration of the necessary
objects to visualise the project at any stage during its design, construction and life
cycle.
The model uses web capability to facilitate access by product suppliers and
manufacturers who will provide data about materials and components. Designers,
constructors and facility managers, who will be the beneficiaries, participate remotely
by providing project information prior to participating in interactive analysis
visualization resulting in maintenance reporting. The holistic and integrative nature of
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the model is further enhanced through collaborative visualization. The model provides
a host of hitherto unavailable facilities initially aimed at providing designers with the
ability to visualise the consequences of design decisions that extend throughout the
entire life cycle. Subsequently constructors and facility managers will be provided
with post construction maintenance and repair planning and monitoring..

7. The Visualisation Mechanism
Statistical analysis of data will be undertaken in order to develop mathematical
representation of the lifetime status and expectancy of all items of the design [7].
Once the behaviour of a component is statistically determined and its visual attributes
are defined, then its physical appearance can be visually demonstrated through the
proposed Visual User Interface system. The following examples show the visual
effect of light manipulation in VRML. By simply altering some VRML parameters,
the lighting status in Figure 3 is changed to more degraded status, shown in Figure. 4.
This is reflected in the values of the Red/Green/Blue Colour attributes changing from
1,1,1 in figure 3 to a compromised position depicted by 0.2, 0.21, 0.058 values. Also,
the intensity of the light is reduced by 50% from 1 to 0.5, from Figure 3 to Figure 4.

Fig. 3 Before light parameters’
manipulation
DEF LocLight Pointlight
(Colour 1 1 1 on TRUE
location 0.2 0.21 0.058intensity 1)

Fig. 4 After light parameters’
manipulation
DEF LocLight Pointlight
(colour 0,976 1 0.847 on TRUE
location 0 2.21 0.058
intensity 0.05

8. Conclusions
The proposed model is a sophisticated entity that provides a host of hitherto
unavailable facilities initially aimed at providing designers with the ability to visualise
the consequences of design decisions that extend throughout the entire life cycle. In
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this way life cycle costs can be determined to cover repairs and maintenance for each
specific design solution. Each design option can be further analysed financial and for
conformance to sustainability principles.
The client will be provided with a predetermined schedule of planned maintenance
and servicing for the entire building. Replacement will be determined from
information contained in the database using principles associated with “just-in-time”,
to mitigate breakdown or component failure. Variations from the planned
maintenance will be logged and converted into feedback to the database. Similarly
periodic inspection will provide information on variances in wear and deterioration,
which will be subjected to further evaluation in regard to exposure, use and site
conditions. This data will also be used to update the database. In this manner the
model will become a learning entity whereby its performance and predictive powers
will be subject to continuous improvement.
Further work will include the development of a knowledge based broker that is
based on a web-based data capture system that will enable manufacturers and
suppliers to input their data into the model for conversion into knowledge. Other areas
requiring significant generic research work will include the use of case-based and
multi-agent reasoning techniques in order to generate the knowledge model that
underpin further development. Potential development of the use of the model will not
be limited to producing new knowledge. It will also initiates a change process by
facilitating a smooth integration into the modern age whereby the building design
process will be more integrated, transparent, and reflective of strategic goals rather
than the current practice of placing company strategy at the mercy of project
objectives.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider a security framework for sharing
protected Web resources among independent organizations using groups
and roles. Very important components of our model are a collaborative, distributive management of user membership in a group in one
organization, resources management by the service provider and security
enhancement. Each organization manages its own users and groups independently of others. User authentication and user authorization on a
protected resource in one organization is determined by user group membership of other organizations. Collaboration is based on mutual trust,
agreed upon common policies.

Keywords: Collaborative group, role management

1

Introduction

Security has become one of the most signiﬁcant problems in managing large networked systems. This is particularly true for organizations that are attempting
to reduce the complexity and cost of security administration in distributed multimedia environments such as those using World Wide Web services. Computerbased access controls can prescribe not only who or what process may have access to a speciﬁc system resource, but also the type of access that is permitted
[3], [4]. In Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), access decisions are based on an
individual’s roles and responsibilities within the organization or user base [1],
[2], [5].
Most information and communication technology (ICT) based learning systems require user authentication and authorization data to reside locally in their
users database. Therefore, organizations using such a system have to export their
users’ data to the system. This will involve a complicated data synchronization
mechanism.
We propose a model which does not involve export of user authentication and
authorization data across cooperating organizations which really simpliﬁes user
management. Another important advantage of this model is security enhancement since user authentication and authorization data never leaves its home
organization.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 221–229, 2004.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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This inter-organizations authorization framework is based on groups and
roles in independent collaborating organizations both nationally and internationally. Each organization manages its own users and groups independently of
others. Organizations cooperate their users and groups data across organizations
through a common communication mechanism using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). User authorization on a protected resource in one organization is
determined by user group membership of other organizations. Collaboration is
based on mutual trust, agreed upon common policies.

2

Basic Terms and Concepts

Deﬁnition 1. A user u deﬁnes a valid user in an organization.
Deﬁnition 2. A group G contains a set of users.
A group is used to help administration of users. The security settings deﬁned
for a group are applied to all members of that group. User administration is
simpliﬁed by creating a group for each solution’s roles and add that group to the
solution. One can add or remove users from roles by managing the membership
of these groups.
Deﬁnition 3. A role R contains a set of groups associated with similar duty
and authority.
Deﬁnition 4. A resource S deﬁnes a set of objects pj , j = 1, ..., m.
Objects are protected Web-based resources. Authorization gives certain set of
permissions (read, write, update, execute) on a speciﬁc set of resources (ﬁle,
directory, program). As an example we consider a collaboration in ICT based
teaching among universities.
Deﬁnition 5. An action A, where
⎞
⎛
(o1 , p1 ) ... (o1 , pm )
... ⎠
A = ⎝ ... ...
(on , p1 ) ... (on , pm )
is a matrix of operations oi , i = 1, ..., n on objects pj , j = 1, ..., m of a resource S.
Example 1. If operations are read (r), write (w), delete (d) on objects ﬁle1 (f1 ),
ﬁle2 (f2 ), ﬁle3 (f3 ), then the action is
⎞
⎛
(r, f1 ) (r, f2 ) (r, f3 )
A = ⎝ (w, f1 ) (w, f2 ) (w, f3 ) ⎠
(d, f1 ) (d, f2 ) (d, f3 )
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Deﬁnition 6. A permission P deﬁnes rights of a role R to perform action AR
on a resource S.
By AR we denote the matrix A when some of it’s elements are 0.
Example 2. If operations are read (r), write (w), delete (d) on objects (f1 , f2 , f3 ),
then
⎛
⎞
0
(r, f3 )
(r, f1 )
AR = ⎝ (w, f1 ) (w, f2 ) 0 ⎠
0
(d, f2 ) (d, f3 )
Deﬁnition 7. A user u has a role RG when u ∈ G and G has a role R.
Users automatically inherit the permissions associated with any groups’ roles to
which they belong.
Authorization controls what actions an authenticated user can perform within
a Web-based system. A non zero element of an action matrix deﬁnes a permission. All non zero elements of an action matrix deﬁne the permissions of a role
within a system. An authenticated user belonging to a group in an organization
will have permissions to perform actions at another organization if the group
deﬁned at the ﬁrst organization is a member of a role in the second organization. Users are associated with groups, roles are associated with permissions and
group-role relations provide users with access control and permissions on a resource. The framework provides distribution of users-groups and roles-resources
management (Fig. 1).
Membership
Users
u1  Groups
u2 →
u3 
Group Management

Permissions
⇒

Roles → Resources
Role Management

Fig. 1

3

Collaboration Model

The users-groups management in an organization provides a centralized accounts
identity database from which users belonging to that organization authenticate
them selves. The management system must also provide a centralized database
for groups membership of users. Group membership of a user can be queried at
any time by service providers.
The roles-resources management in another organization (service provider)
provides a centralize permissions’ database where operations-resources action
matrices are deﬁned. The management system must also provide database for
roles membership of groups.
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Collaboration between two organizations entails that both must agree on
the name of the group to be used in user-group and group-role relations. The
group name acts as a bridge for inter-organizations authorization mechanism.
All users and groups are qualiﬁed using domain-name of their organization. The
organization providing services will deﬁne which domains can share its resources
by giving a speciﬁc role membership to a group from another domain.
3.1

Role’s Conﬂict

The collaborative management model can be used by a security administrator in
enforcing a policy of separation of duties. Separation of duties appeared to be of
great value in a case of collaboration among various job related capabilities where
roles have been speciﬁed as mutually exclusive and cannot both be included in
a user’s set of authorized roles.
Separation of duty requires that for particular sets of transactions, no single
individual is allowed to execute all transactions within the set. The system administrator can control access at a level of abstraction that is natural to the way
that enterprises typically conduct business. This is achieved by statically and
dynamically regulating users’ actions through the establishment and deﬁnition
of roles, relationships, and constraints.
Static separation of duty enforces the mutual exclusion rule at the time an
administrator sets up role authorizations, while dynamic separation of duty enforces the rule at the time a user selects roles for a session. Dynamic separation
of duty places constraints on the simultaneous activation of roles. A subject can
become active in a new role only if the proposed role is not mutually exclusive
with any of the roles in which the subject is currently active.
Deﬁning disjoint groups permission is a duty of role managers at service
provider domain and assigning users to proper groups is a duty of group managers at service client domains. These managers need to cooperate very closely.
Policies and rules governing resource usage must be documented and understood
by both parties. The managers at service provider domain have the right and
the mean to block any domain users in the event of conﬂict.
A dynamic separation of duty requires that a user can not hold two conﬂicting
roles in the same session, f.ex. examinee and examinator of a subject. Conﬂict
of interest constrain must be checked by the application. An audit track of user
assigned roles can be used to expose conﬂicts.
Another way is to only allow the minimum permission if a domain user
has conﬂicting roles on the same resource. This is possible only if related roles
can be ranked. A role with less permissions has lower rank then a role with
more permissions. Role managers need to work very closely with the service
implementors.
The service provider administrators have the right to place a user and/or
an external group in a ’quarantine group’ in relation to a protected resource.
Users and groups’ members in quarantine group loose all their rights on the
corresponding resource as long as they are in the quarantine group.
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A group manager assigns permissions to roles in the solutions and adds groups
to the appropriate roles.
User-group management enforces static separation of duty by deﬁning a set
of disjoint groups for a particular role. A user cannot be a member of several
disjoint groups at the same time.
Group role management enforces dynamic separation of duty by deﬁning a
set of disjoint roles for a particular resource. A user cannot be granted permission
from more than one role at the same session.

4

Management Framework

Suppose users at the domain hsh.no are clients of services provided by the
domain uib.no. A user stud04@hsh.no belonging to a group math1@hsh.no in
the domain hsh.no will have a permission to use a resource at the domain
uib.no if there is a role math1 where math1@hsh.no is a member.
Managers at the domain hsh.no manage a central users’ and groups’ database.
A person should have one and only one user identity. Users’ and groups’ management should be done centrally at an ICT center, while groups’ membership
management may be done by local departments’ managers.
To participate in this framework, the domain hsh.no must have a domain
authentication server on which the domain users can do their authentication and
provide a single-sign-on mechanism for a user to access published services. We
propose a simple Web form authentication mechanism applying user identiﬁcation, password, session number and cookies.
A system at the domain hsh.no must also provide an authorization server
from which other domains can access authenticated user’s valid session number
and group memberships on demand. Any authenticated user can access any of
the shared services at other domains provided that she belongs to the proper
groups at her home domain.
Since users’ management is done on independent sites, it is diﬃcult to guarantee uniqueness of users across inter-organizational boundaries. A person can
be aﬃliated to many organizations at the same time. This problem is diﬃcult
to solve and may not be a major issue if interests’ conﬂict can be resolved in
role-group relation.
Managers at the domain uib.no manage a central roles and resources database.
Relations between operations and resources in the form of action matrices are
also managed centrally and are deﬁned in the central database. Resource names
and data are provided by a service provider at the local departmental level. The
central ICT managers manage roles membership of domain groups and roles
permissions on resources.
To participate in this framework the domain uib.no must provide a portal
service through which all services published by the domain can be reached. This
portal accepts authenticated domain users applying the agreed single-sign-on
mechanism from its own domain and other participating domains.
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Once the portal at uib.no domain accepts a user, the user can then access any
services accessible by the users domain group deﬁned by role membership. Each
time authenticated domain users want to access a protected resource, the uib.no
portal needs to query domain user membership of a particular domain group
at hsh.no depending on domain group’s role membership for that particular
resource.
We propose a SOAP communication mechanism for determining domain user
authentication and authorization (Fig. 2), where in a collaborative independent
management among organizations
– Group management assigns users uij membership to the group Gi at the
organization Orgi
– Role management assigns group membership to a role R.
Organizations
Users
Groups
Role
Resource
Org1  {u11 , u12 , u13 , ...} → G1 
⇒
S
Org2  {u21 , u22 , u23 , ...} → G2 → R
Org3  {u31 , u32 , u33 , ...} → G3 
Group Management
Role Management
Fig. 2
Roles data in a service provider domain contain references to external groups
data from clients domains.
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Example 3. Let Ruib.no = {Gntnu.no , Guib.no , Guio.no , Ghsh.no } be a deﬁned role
(m)
(m)
(m) at the university UiB (uib.no) and a user u ∈ Ghsh.no also belongs to Ruib.no .
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
Then the administration for each group in {Gntnu.no , Guib.no , Guio.no , Ghsh.no }
is done locally at the corresponding domains (NTNU, UiB, UiO, HSH), while
(m)
the administration for Ruib.no is done by resource owner (UiB).
(m)

(m)

(m)

A permission Puib.no deﬁnes right of the role Ruib.no on a resource Suib.no .
An unauthenticated user belonging to Guib.no (for example) must ﬁrst be
authenticated (login) at her home domain (UiB) where she has her identity
deﬁned. After a successful login a user will have a unique session identiﬁcation
(SID). The service provider (UiB) will have the users SID and home domain name
as the current active session identiﬁer for that particular user. When the user
(m)
(m)
tries to access the resource Suib.no with permission Puib.no the service provider
(UiB) connects to the clients’ authorization services’ port at the user’s home
(m)
domain (HSH) to check user membership for group Guib.no using the SID as a
parameter.

5

System Architecture

Let us denote the service provider domain by SPD and a service client domain
by SCD. In the collaborative user/resource framework SPD provides a Web
portal, from which all domain Web services can be reached by the clients. A
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SDC provides a Web based authentication application (domain user login) and
a SOAP based authorization services (group membership check) for its domain
user.
– SPD portal checks for valid users. An unauthenticated user, who does not
have a valid SID, will be redirected to her home SCD for login. A user having
a valid SID can proceed to the portal’s resource area.
– Each SPD Web application/service is protected by a roles-resources control deﬁned at SPD. An authenticated user needs authorization to access
protected resources. The SPD opens a connection to a SCD authorization
service port to check for user valid group membership at her home SCD.
The SPD portal will grant user access to the protected resources if the user
belongs to a valid role’s group at her home SCD.
– SCD users’ login Web application provides a single oﬃcial login point for
all domain users. The SCD’s login application is located at a common URL
name like f.ex. https://login.uib.no and is an oﬃcially published application.
All domain users will see and learn to know the same login interface for
domain login.
– SDC’s authorization provides a SPD with the mechanism to check users’
authentication and authorization at their home domain. A SPD will connect a particular SCD’s SOAP based server and do a remote procedure call
with a user’s SID as a parameter to the call. The SCD will use the SID to
authenticate and authorize a domain user on the behalf of a SPD.
(i) user →

SPD Portal
(Is this an authenticated user ?) yes → (ii)
↓
no → SCD login
(valid login ?) yes → SPD Portal
(ii) user → SPD protected resource
(Is this an authorized user ?) yes → (iii)
↓
no → SCD authorization
(valid group ?)
yes → SPD Portal
(iii) user →
access SPD’s protected resource
Fig. 3
An authenticated user at her home domain will have her browser session cookies set with a valid SID. The SCD login application will also save the SID in the
database together with user’s PC IP-address, user identiﬁcation and timestemps.
At (i, Fig. 3) when SPD Portal redirects user to SCD login an authenticated
user already has a valid session and needs not login again. The SCD login application simply redirects back to SPD Portal sending user’s SID as a parameter.
This provides a simple singe-sign-on mechanism among domains.
At (ii, Fig. 3) SPD Portal checks if the user belongs to a valid role with
permission to access a resource. The role’s deﬁnition contains a list of valid client
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domains groups a user must belong to. The SPD Portal opens a communication
channel to user’s home SCD authorization port and sends user’s SID and domain
group name as the call parameters. The SCD authorization server replays with
a ’yes’ if the user is a member of the domain group, else a ’no’ is returned.
A user can access a protected resource (iii, Fig. 3) after a valid authentication
and authorization at her home domain.
We propose the use of open source software for the implementation of the
framework. The required supporting systems are:
– Web server. Apache with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Python module
(PyApache)
– Database. PostgreSQL for the back-end database system.
– SOAP server. Python and SOAPpy (SOAP module for python).
– Python scripts. Python is used to produce dynamic HTML, SOAP method
and database integration.
The framework can be install on any operating system on which all the above
supporting systems can be installed (Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris, Window 2000
server).
Remark 1. A user can have several user accounts from diﬀerent domains. This
can introduce collusion of rights in the framework. Suppose a person possesses
two user accounts from two diﬀerent domains. She is a student in one domain
and a teaching staﬀ member on another domain. A simple role policy was set
to permit access to a resource where the student role can only submit and read
her own documents while the teacher role can read all submitted documents.
One method to solve such a problem is to assign a global unique key (personal
number) to each person. The key must be unique to all collaborating domains.
A central key management is needed and may not be practical. Another method
is to make a more detail roles’ policy and access audit trail to expose collusion
of rights problem.
A domain maintains its own users. The framework supports one level of ’chain
of trust’ only. A SPD refer only to the user home domain. A SCD does not refer
to other domains for a user authentication and authorization. The framework
security mechanism can go into loop if multi-level chain of of trust is allowed.

6

Conclusion

Arranging users into groups and roles makes it easier to grant or deny permissions
to many users at once, reduces errors in administration and reduces cost of
administration. We argue that our model may be used
– across organizations; based on the group structure and independent collaborative administration
– in the future, because it provides high level of ﬂexibility and usability.
Organizations cooperate their users and groups data across organizations through
a central framework.
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Abstract. In environmental planning, the new communicative approach is
replacing the traditional linear cybernetic approach, with a multilogic rationality
that challenges the absolute rationality of planning. In this light, a crucial role is
played by communication and representation platforms insofar as they support
the exchanging and fine-tuning of knowledge, behaviours, emotions lying in
each agent. Particularly, this paper explores cognitive mapping as a
methodology to support interactive processes aiming at eliciting and sharing
knowledge representations. However, cognitive frames in individuals and
groups may play intriguing roles, at times fostering or hampering the
contribution of knowledge in environmental planning processes.
Starting from this standpoint, the present paper explores the abstraction levels
of reasoning, as well as the possibility of improving the outputs of cognitive
maps. Exploration concerns characters and modifications induced in single and
multiple agents when the knowledge representations of agents are exchanged.
Such cognitive exploration is carried out by setting up an experimental session
oriented at building collaborative future visions in the environmental domain
for the city of Bari, Italy.

1. Introduction
The scientific basis of what we call multi-agent knowledge generation (M-AKG) in
the present paper, refers to Multiple Source Knowledge Integration (MSKI), a major
field of interest in group decision and negotiation research. Research on socioenvironmental futures is a spill-over effect of the physical and emotional impacts of
global socio-environmental change. Many facets of this change are blind to standard
scientific research and call for integrated expert and non-expert, rational and ‘nonrational’ (for instance emotional) knowledge approaches [10]. In various fields, from
computer science (distributed knowledge, network architectures) to policy science
(learning organisations, problem solving and setting), M-AKG is becoming a way to
cope with these troubles, drawing from large knowledge bases (multi-agencies). More
recently, it has made increasingly use of knowledge forums with many participants.
The frame problem is a well known problem in artificial intelligence [6]. It influences
the cognitive agents’ ability to navigate without loosing themselves in huge ‘problem
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2004, LNCS 3190, pp. 230-237, 2004.
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spaces’, using framing for context-based and case-based pruning of dangerous and
unfruitful regions of those spaces. Some recent advancements of neuroscience have
emphasized the role of non-rational knowledge in the agent’s decision-making [1].
In research on planning the frame problem has not been widely addressed yet,
probably because of the simplicity of the current generation of intelligent plans, which
does not reflect the complexity of environmental domains. But where the number of
knowledge agents is enlarging, knowledge framing parallels methods and heuristics,
raising both suggestions and doubts.
A deeper reflection on the potentials and drawbacks of the frame problem in planning
processes is therefore increasingly important, and structures the present paper. After
this introduction, the second chapter sets up the frame problem and discusses it
theoretically. Chapter three shows the methodological approach used in carrying out
the participatory process, while chapter four discusses the main substantial issues.
Some brief final considerations are carried out in chapter five.

2. The Frame Problem
Framing is a well-known problem in cognitive science, dealing with the ability of
agents to escape cognitive paralyses in exploring huge “problem spaces” [6, 11].
In fact, the mere enunciation of the subject of cognition exercise activates a frame of
cognitions in the agent’s relations and procedures. Their limits are defined by the
agent’s previous cognition and may prevent the her/him from essential cognitive
focusing because of both vagueness (non expert agent) and generality (agent expert of
theory but ignoring the case) of her/his previous cognition [7, 9].
In the generation of knowledge occurring in standard multi-agent forum, an explicit
frame is usually set up, variously wide and structured, usually exogenous. It is
prepared ex-ante by the knowledge engineer who is an intermediate agent responsible
for knowledge facilitation, focusing, mediation [4].
Previous exogenous framing generally creates risks of either self-fulfilling prophecies
or modest cognitive performance. Previous autogenous framing is either an implicit
frame in the agent or a collection of the various agents’ frames by spontaneous
grouping in group interaction. Therefore, what is needed is a dynamic generation of
the frame while the exercise is contextually evolving [12].
A remarkable logical contradiction of using frames in multi-agent forum knowledge
generation is in knowledge focusing and selecting (a typical feature of frames), which
hampers inherent aspirations both to freedom and creativity1 and to democracy and
neutrality in cognitive exercises. In fact, systematic criticisms from involved
cognitive agents generally address all framing components and phases.
Moreover, many impediments affect the formation of both previous exogenous frame
and previous autogenous frames. The problem of the indefinite logical tractability of
the frame is particularly urgent in the start phase of the exercise, that is when its
generation and dynamics are characterized by a ‘structural’ potential of uncertainty.
Even if still affected by framing, the subsequent phases – refinement, evolution,
1

In exercises of ‘vision’, future image of facts or processes, reason and emotion must coexist
‘freely’.
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dialogue, convergence, divergence, etc. – are streamlined along problem spaces more
tractable by interacting cognitive agents, driven by a sort of inertial motion influenced
by the start and the push impressed to a well defined cognitive path [8].
However, we should admit that in practice such aporias are rather easily overcome (at
least operationally) by the agents’ ability of interacting with the real world or with
their own ontologies and creative imagination [3].
Actually, in strategic planning forums framing is a useful but unessential activity of
support to multi-agent cognition, especially when what matters is problem setting
more than solving. In problem setting and typical representational features, creative
vantages compensate for disadvantages in pertinence and investigation coming from
scarce or null conditioning by previous framing [13]. Hence, in cognition exercises,
exogenous and/or autogenous framing can be seen as intriguing and variably
meaningful corollaries of contexts (both real and imagined), which are activated by
mere enunciation of subjects or by the presence per se of (a set of) cognition agents.

3. Approach and Methodology
This interaction experiment is intended as a part of a research program carried out by
DAU (Department of Town Planning of the Polytechnic of Bari), aimed at exploring
the cognitive, learning and substantial characters of a multi-agent decisionmaking
process, when a participatory interaction architecture structures the process itself.
Specific objectives of such research, started in the late 1990s, are basically twofold.
On the one hand, trying to reflect on, and build up, possible architectures to support
decisions in the complex environmental field. On the other hand, trying to understand
the extent to which information, either exchanged by mutual interaction or achieved
during the process, can both modify cognition frames and enrich the quality of
outcomes.
Experiences during a 5-year EU-funded project, carried out with Mediterranean
partners on sustainable development policies, explored the potentials of IT-based
iterative interactions among stakeholders to build up strategic shared visions of
development futures on urban/regional contexts [4]. In the present case study, the
background was the political participatory campaign set up by the candidate mayor in
Bari, Italy, to build shared visions on Bari futures. Our experiment dealt with
university & research issues, and a number of experts on various scientific fields were
invited to reflect on the impacts of a large development project of new academic areas
and premises on agricultural land.
Conceptual maps were drawn using Decision Explorer, by Banxia. It was decided to
use this tool with a multi-agent bottom-up approach, by letting the participant agents
build concepts on their own, in order to explore, rather than synthesize, individual
contributions to problem structuring . This approach was supposed to reduce semantic
ambiguity of the agents' arguments by preserving deep conceptual ramifications, so
allowing a more complex concept handling within the process flow. This was a key
feature in the process, particularly crucial for a research program focused on
supporting decisions in the environmental field -an intrinsically complex domain.
The aim of that exercise, as complementary to the methodological objective coherent
with the whole research program, was to provide decision makers with a more
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structured and accurate vision of the issues and problems involved, in order to support
policy decisions. Unfortunately, entrepreneurs did not join the meeting, which was
therefore set up with researchers, academics and a graduating engineering student.
The session lasted four hours as a whole, and was carried out in a computer lab of the
Polytechnic of Bari, with the participation of 9 persons. The process flow of the
session is sketched in figure 1.
S tep 2 .
P r o b le m
s ettin g

S te p 1 .
I n f o r m a t io n a l p h a s e

C o n t e x t:
i n d iv i d u a l
T a sk : c o n ce p t
m a p p in g

S tep 5 . P r o b lem r e settin g a n d
m o d if y i n g
D e l iv e r y o f
o u tco m e s

S te p 3 .
I n t e r v i e w in g
C o n t e x t: in d i v id u a l
T a sk : tex tu al
a r g u in g o n m a p
e le m e n ts

S te p 4 . O p e n
d is c u s s io n

C o n t e x t: in d i v id u a l

C o n t e x t:
c o ll e c ti v e

T a s k : m o d if y i n g
m a p s a n d r e le v a n t
te x ts

T a sk : v e rb al
i n te r a c ti o n o n
m ap o u tco m e s

Fig. 1. The process architecture.

After the distribution of information (step 1), the agents were asked to build their own
conceptual maps representing their personal way of structuring the issues at hand
(step 2). Steps 2 and 3 had been conceived as individual tasks, in order to elicit
original expert contribution and knowledge frame avoiding the influence of the group.
Step 3 had crucial importance. In order to better clarify the concepts put down in the
map, the agents were asked to explain the different typology of inferential rules
among concepts (temporal, spatial, associative links, etc.). In so doing, they were
forced to reflect on the relationships among concepts and, indirectly, to signify the
concepts and make them more effective and manageable within the process [13]. With
the same aim, the agents were asked to 'label' each concept as a 'fact' or a 'value' [2],
and to further argue on one concept on which she/he was more emotionally involved.
The general rationale of this step is both to allow a self-made gradual fine-tuning of
concepts by the agents, and to deliver more clarified and situated outcomes to be
managed by the process (the multi-dimensional 'coordinates' of the concept in the
process).
Step 4 is a cooperative phase, in which the agents were invited to discuss individual
outcomes and compare different views by looking at the collection of maps and
textual statements. This step is similar to a sudden irruption of new information in the
process, under the form of cooperative interaction, which allows each agent to explore
new elements and consequently to re-calibrate cognitive levels. This irruption was
supposed to modify the contents, approaches, representations of the issues at hand: a
'card-shuffling' which should stimulates a re-thinking in the subsequent phase.
The final step was intended to verify if substantial and/or cognitive changes had really
occurred after the previous interactions. Agents were asked to modify the maps in
terms of either conceptual contents, or inferential rules, or value/fact categorization.
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In presence of remarkable changes, it is possible to deduce a “change of abstraction
levels” in each agent, often outlined in literature [9]. This would represent a fair
contribution to calibrate the architecture on the management of remarkable problems,
such as cognitive scales and hierarchies, and the need to navigate among abstraction
levels. They are general problems in several intelligent environments but specific
problems in intelligent spatial environments, essential for the management of
complexity in spatial reasoning [10].
In the present experiment, cognitive maps were utilised as bottom-up explorative
tools. During the second step of problem setting, participants could draw maps freely:
hence, they expressed all the creative potential of cognitive mapping. The third step
did not put constraints on the creative phase, but just allowed the researcher to set the
maps representation in a clearer way, without modifying or distorting the cognitive
contents.

4. Discussion of Substantial Results
Analysis has been carried out on 6 maps out of 9 participants, because 3 participants
had to leave the sessions in advance. Their maps were considered as being largely
incomplete and therefore it was decided to expunge them from further analyses The
aim was therefore to understand if, (i) by improving and enriching the readability of
maps and (ii) by paralleling this action to appropriate analysis procedures, it is
possible to enhance the effectiveness of using cognitive maps technique both for
individual self-reflection and for the representation of the cognitive path of each
agent, before and after the interaction. A content analysis, which refers to the first
phase of individual reflection and interviewing, is synthesised in a matrix of concept
occurrences in participants' computer-seat position (an excerpt is in figure 2).
COMPUTER SEAT POSITION

15

16

17

18

19

2

1

20

R

2

3

CONCEPTS
Revitalisation of suburbs

1

The new university center must be strongly integrated with the region

1

Transportation network enhancing the relations with city and
neighbourhood
Need to plan the location of firms and/or public boards interested in
interacting with the center

1

1

1

1

Greatest care to be put on agricultural environments when building

1

Service network to support the center: student/visitor accommodation
facilities, like in campuses

1

Commercial activities to be integrated in the area

1

Relations with other universities,
industries…
Drainage of meteoric water

scientific/technological

parks,

4

1

3
1

2

3
3

1

2
1

2

1
1

1

2

1

2

Enhance occupation

1

1

2

Development of commercial, cultural, tertiary activities

1

1

2

Prevention of juvenile delinquency
[42 more statements follow, scoring 1 each]
C

1

1

0

5

17

10

5

6

8

6

20

18

9

12

Fig. 2. Concepts/participants matrix (17 top items selected out of 55)
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The sum of the row elements (R) represents the sharing degree of each concept
among the agents. The sum of the column elements (C) in the matrix represents the
degree of the variety of contributions (number of concepts) provided by each
participant, regardless of concepts differences. As a whole, a major concern in linking
development and actual context, attentive to programming issues, shows up.
By carrying out a centrality analysis, the first concepts are compared with the
“emotional” argumentation expressed in the interviewing step. In all cases, at least the
first concept represents also the key concept expressed in emotional argumentation.
A further analysis aims at singling out further discussing themes and cognitive issues
during the cooperative interaction phase (step four). The researcher analyzed the maps
resulting from the two individual phases (steps 2-3 with step 5). The procedure of
comparison was mainly focused on (i) listing the new concept added/modified, (ii)
building a new occurrence matrix with added/modified concept per each participant.
New or modified concepts were identified in the maps with different colour shades
(figure 3), whereas other considerations (linkages, etc.) were added in separate sheets.

Fig. 3. Example of modified map (step 5)

After extracting and listing the new concepts, a new matrix was drawn out (figure 4).
The sum of row elements in the matrix represents the number of participants who
added the same concept. This number gives information on the most and least
important concepts identified after the debate. Some concepts were clearly recognized
as important and therefore added to the maps in subsequent steps, whereas some other
statements (e.g., on green areas) were withdrawn. The total number of modifications
on the maps proved to be a fairly reliable proxy to measure the impact actually
occurred on individual cognitive levels, caused by the interaction.
The last analysis aims at showing an analytical indicator of propensity to change the
cognitive frames of each participant. This indicator is the ratio between the number of
changing in the final individual map (number of concepts added + number of links
added + number of links eliminated) and the total number of the concepts generated in
the first individual map (figure 5).
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Concept
Revitalization of the area: creation of green areas and green regeneration of dismissed areas
Building campus colleges and university residential areas
Need of a complex and complete structure, open to technological transfer
Decongestion of many areas in Bari city
Ability tp attract external resources; better visibility of the university/research system toward the
entrepreneurial world
Internationalization of the research system, with particular attention to didactical issues
Respect of archaeological areas
New transportation infrastructures
Eco-compatible design
Development of cultural activities
High total costs

Occurrence
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Fig. 4. Most discussed subjects

PARTICIPANT
INDICATOR

17
0.10

18
0.33

19
0.30

20
0.56

Fig. 5. Analytical indicator of propensity to change

Despite the low number of stakeholders who completed the whole process, such
indicator suggests some reflections on the individual cognitive paths. In particular, the
agents who drew out maps too much focused on specific subjects, especially if highly
structured (strong frame), show a very much lower propensity to enrich or change
their own maps (low frame). On the contrary, the agents who set up the problem with
a broader perspective, producing maps with concepts relevant to several knowledge
contexts, carrying out a more qualitative and less structured analysis (less complex
map, fewer concepts and links, but dealing with different subjects), show the highest
propensity to change and enrich their frames with the outcomes of the interaction.
An excessive complexity of maps may then involve an excessive structuring and
rigidity of reasoning. In this concern, autogenous framing may represent a strong
limitation to the evolution of the knowledge levels of the interacting agents.

5. Conclusions
This study is the outcome of a theoretical as well as experimental research carried out
in supporting decision-making in complex socio-environmental systems. In such
participatory processes, the agents’ substantial knowledge and cognitive frames are
involved, being dynamically influenced by the interaction itself. Knowledge frames
evolve relentless and dramatically, changing both as a group outcome, and in each
agent’s cognitive patrimony. In this light, some brief considerations can be drawn out.
Exogenous framing seems to be hampered by many theoretical/practical factors in
forum-based M-AKG so that standard problem structuring methods for group
knowledge elicitation are vain. Moreover, the absence of exogenous framing does not
prevent (i) the agents in forums from generating individual knowledge and (ii) group
knowledge from being progressively generated and refined in the forum. Autogenous
framing is highly context- and group-dependent, and is conditioned by the agents’
‘prejudices’ on issues. Therefore, aspirations to ‘optimal’ preliminary framing must
be replaced by efforts for interactive evolutionary framing as the forum goes on.
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As far as cognitive mapping is concerned, it proves to be a good method for managing
M-AKG, particularly in knowledge forums. In this concern, hybridisation and destandardisation of methods of knowledge generation and representation are crucial in
large group forums that work on ill- or non-structured subjects and problems.
These considerations represent the limited but intriguing outcomes of the research
experience. They are nevertheless significant in pointing out methodological
pathways to set up and manage intelligent decision support systems in the
environmental domain. In this light, further research is needed to more thoroughly
explore the measure of potentials, as well as of drawbacks at hand.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new visualization tool based on feature selection and the identification of underlying factors. The goal of this method is to
visualize and extract information from complex and high dimensional data sets.
The model proposed is an extension of Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning
based on a family of cost functions, which maximizes the likelihood of identifying a specific distribution in the data while minimizing the effect of outliers.
We present and demonstrate a hierarchical extension method which provides an
interactive method for visualizing and identifying possibly hidden structure in
the dataset. We have applied this method to investigate and visualize the thermal evolution of several frequent construction materials under different thermal
and humidity environmental conditions.

1 Introduction
We introduce a novel method which is closely related to exploratory projection pursuit. It is an extension of a neural model based on the Negative Feedback artificial
neural network [2]. This method is called Maximum-Likelihood Hebbian learning
(ML) [3, 6, 5].
In this paper we provide a hierarchical extension to the ML method. This extension
allows a dynamic investigation and visualization of a data set in which each subsequent layer extracts structure from increasingly smaller subsets of the data. The
method reduces the subspace spanned by the data as it passes through the layers of
the network therefore identifying the lower dimensional manifold in which the data
lies.
The Negative Feedback neural network has been linked to the statistical techniques of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [2], Factor Analysis [1] and Exploratory Projection Pursuit (EPP) [4]. The originality of this paper is the development and application of Hierarchical Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning (HML) to provide a
novel approach.
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2 A Family of Learning Rules
Consider an N-dimensional input vector, x , and a M-dimensional output vector, y ,
with W ij being the weight linking input j to output i and let K be the learning
rate.
The initial situation is that there is no activation at all in the network. The input data
is fed forward via weights from the input neurons (the x -values) to the output neurons (the y -values) where a linear summation is performed to give the activation of
the output neuron. This can be expressed as:
N
(1)
yi
Wij x j , i

¦
j 1

The activation is fed back through the same weights and subtracted from the inputs
(where the inhibition takes place):
M

ej

x j  ¦ Wij y i , j

(2)

i 1

After that, a learning rule is performed between input and outputs:
Weight change: 'Wij

K. y i .sign e j | e j | p 1

(3)

This architecture is called Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning [3, 6, 5]. It is
expected that for leptokurtotic residuals (more kurtotic than a Gaussian distribution),
values of p<2 would be appropriate, while for platykurtotic residuals (less kurtotic
than a Gaussian), values of p>2 would be appropriate.
By maximizing the likelihood of the residual with respect to the actual distribution,
the learning rule is matched to the pdf of the residual. Maximum Likelihood Hebbian
Learning (ML) [3, 5, 6] has been linked to the standard statistical method of
EPP [4, 6].

3 A Hierarchical Extension of the Model
There may be cases where the structure of the data may not be captured by a single
linear projection. In such cases a hierarchical scheme may be beneficial.
This can be done in two ways, firstly by projecting the data using the ML [3, 5, 6]
method, select the data points which are interesting and re-run the ML network on the
selected data. Using this method only the projections are hierarchical.
A second more interesting adaptation is to use the resulting projected data of the
previous ML network as the input to the next layer. Each subsequent layer of the
network identify structure among fewer data points in a lower dimensional subspace.
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The Hierarchical Maximum Likelihood method (HML) can reveal structure in the
data which would not be identified by a single ML projection as each subsequent
projection can analyse different sections of the subspace spanned by the data. This
method has an additional advantage that with each sub-projection the number of samples and dimensionality of the data is reduced. As this is a linear method, by the linear
combination of all previous layers we can identify the manifold in which the data
points of interest lie.

4 Artificial Data Set
We have use an artificial data set make of 1200 samples, each of them define in a
three-dimensional space.
In Fig.1, we show the artificial data set in three dimensions. By means of this threedimensional representation it is difficult to determine the structure of this data set.
To obtain more information about the structure of the data, we apply the method
called Principal Component Analysis, Figure 2, and Maximum Likelihood Hebbian
Learning, Figure 3. Comparing both methods, we realize that PCA projection gives
less information that the one provides by ML.

Fig 1.The figure shows a tree dimen
sional artificial data set.

Fig 2.The figure shows the results of the
Principal Component Analysis network.

We have applied our novel method, Hierarchical Maximum Likelihood (HML), to
identify structure of the data which is not captured by a single linear projection of the
data. In these cases, a hierarchical architecture may be advantageous. Our method
allows selecting dynamically a subset of the data and then subsequently selecting one
or more clusters in which to investigate new structure. We have applied this neural
architecture to cluster C3 in Fig.3. We see initially two clusters and after applying our
method, HML, we can identify four clusters in a very clear way, Fig.4.
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C3B

C3C
C4

C3D

Fig 3.The figure shows the results of the Fig 4.The figure shows the results obtained
Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning applying HML on cluster C3 of Fig.3.
network using p=2.

5 Construction Materials Data Set
The real data used to illustrate our method is obtained from an experimental work
which goal is the analysis of the thermal transmission of several construction materials [7]. We want to analysis their similarities and differences of behaviour. For that
reason we have studied, in an independent way, the thermal transmission of these
materials in a stationary state and in a transitory state. The data is collected from a
simple “thermal house” prototype with a heat source inside the house controlled by a
thermostat outside of it. The house was inside of an inhabited building. It is a closed
cube, in which all of the four vertical faces are made of different materials:
A piece of plywood (3 cm of thickness), a simple glass ( 1,8 cm of thickness),
A piece of plaster (1,5 cm of thickness), a piece of polystyrene (4 cm of thickness)

6 Experimental Results
The experiment has been designed to register representative variables and them have
been measured inside and outside the house. So we have measured experimental
values of the inside and outside environmental temperature, the inside and outside
relative humidity, the inside and outside surface temperature of each vertical face and
the thermal flux of each vertical face.
The initial situation is an equilibrium state between the inside and outside temperature
for both series. These are the surface temperature and the environmental one. Then
the heat source is switched on until it reaches a stationary state. Once this state is
reached, we kept the heating on for a while and then we switched it off. The data
recorded belong to a period which starts before the heating is switched on and finishes when the equilibrium state is reached after the heating is switched off.
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We perform two series of measures with the same inside heat source. We do not provide humidity in the first serie and we do it during the second serie of measures. We
have performs the same experiment several times.
In the following sections we analyse the performance of the neural method (HML)
and highlight the differences in the projections obtained by PCA and ML. We demonstrate also the HML method.
Comparison of PCA and ML on the Construction Materials Data Set
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the behaviour of some thermal features (the inside and
outside environmental temperature, the inside and outside relative humidity and the
inside and outside surface temperature) of the four vertical faces during the ascending
transitory state.
Symbol
Material

Ɣ
Polystyrene

Fig.5. PCA on construction materials data.

*
Plywood

Ƒ
Plaster

ʜ>
Simple glass

Fig.6. ML on construction materials data.

In Figure 5 and Figure 6 we show the comparison of PCA and ML projections of the
construction material data. ML (Fig.6) clearly shows greater separation in the behaviour of different materials than is achieved with PCA (Fig.5). Figure 6 (ML) shows
that Polystyrene behaves very different than the other three materials. These three
materials (plywood, glass and plaster) have a similar behaviour. We could go further
and say that plywood and glass have some times almost the same behaviour.
Behaviour of Two Vertical Faces, One Made of Glass and the Other One Made
of Wood
For the last experiment, we show in Figure 7 a representation of the behavior of the
materials (plywood and simple glass) which have shown a similar response after
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applying ML. The thermal features used in this experiment are: the inside and outside
environmental temperature, the inside and outside relative humidity and the inside,
outside surface temperature and the internal and external thermal flux. The first four
features are common for all the samples.
The results in Figure 7 show that the vectors related to surface temperatures keep
similar behavior in only one group. The vectors related to the thermal fluxes keep a
certain level of similar geometry but pretty separated to each other. This representation visualizes, in a very clear way, the behavior derived from the different thermal
transmission coefficients.
Symbols
Ɣ
*
Ƒ
ʜ>

Thermal Features
Plywood thermal
flux
Simple glass
thermal flux
Temperature of
plywood
Temperature of
simple glass

Fig.7. ML on construction materials data.

If we analyse Figure 7 we could see that these two construction materials have quite
the same behaviour in terms of temperature, but the thermal fluxes are different.
These logic similarities and differences can not be observed by other classic models
used by physicists [7, 8].
Visualization Using Hierarchical Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning
Fig.8. For each vertical face of the four materials, we have analyzed the temporal
evolution of the descending transitory state of the inside and outside environmental
temperature, relative inside and outside humidity and the inside and outside surface
temperature of each vertical face versus time. Fig.8 represents the results obtained
using ML. We have found changes of the curvature for the four materials. These
curvatures are stronger for plaster and polystyrene.
The used of HML over sub-cluster C1 in Figure 8, provides a better visualization to
analyze the thermal evolution. An important advantage of the hierarchical model is
that it provides more information in terms of inflexion points. This allows a better
visualization and identification of different states in the studied transitory state and
the identification of changes of state as we could see in Fig.9.
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Symbol
Ɣ
*
Ƒ
ʜ>

Material
Polystyrene
Plywood
Plaster
Simple glass

C1

Fig.8. ML on construction materials data.

Fig.9. Result of HML on left cluster C1 in Fig.8

Fig.10. Inflexion points.

In Fig.9 we can see that HML identifies the inflexion points for the construction materials in a very clear way and gives us a new projection. It shows the inflexion points
of the four materials which correspond to the same experimental time as we can see in
Figure 10. If we look at Figure 9 and Figure 10, we can identify small fluctuations
related with the thermal variables, temperature and relative humidity, when the experimental process is achieving the equilibrium state.

7 Conclusions
We have presented a novel visualization tool which provides an interesting and robust
way to extract more information from a particular good and interesting projection and
gives a very clear method to analyse the thermal behavior of construction materials.
Future work will investigate further more complex data sets in order to study these
materials and novel ones with an unpredictable behavior and in extreme conditions of
temperature, radiation, humidity, etc. This may help to improve the security, habitability and sustainability of the buildings.
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